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first review!
VIRTUA RACING DELUXE
more cars, more tracks, more speed and it's on 32X!

FX FIGHTER
forget Virtua Fighter, this is 3D fighting at its finest - on floppy and console!

faster than the coin-op...
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO X
Ryu, Ken and Akuma mix it up on 32-Bit!

TEKNO
THE GUIDE TO NEW CONSOLES
WIN! a neo geo CD player and 10 titles!
10 pages of latest 32X games!

CHECK OUT THESE SOFTWARE SMASHES!

BEST FOR NEW MACHINES
100% INDEPENDENT
MAGIC CARPET REVIEWED - IT's the PC game of the year!
DONKEY KONG COUNTRY - Hit or hype? CVG decides
Incredible fun! HEBEREKE'S POOPON - FIRST REVIEW!!!
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NOT EVERY
Some people are clever with ideas, some are clever with technology. The peeps behind our cover game are GREAT with both. FX Fighters is gonna knock rival flight games into an old cocked hat....
44 Ren & Stimpy – SNES
It's wacky and rather fabulous!!!

58 Checkered Flag – Jaguar
Jag race game number 2 and Virtua Racing clone?

60 Aladdin – A1200
Virgin's conversion hopes to shine yer magic lamp.

64 Animaniacs – Mega Drive
Saturday morning's jinks for Sega players...

66 Super Drop Zone – SNES
The ODD classic is resurrected.

70 Ghoul Patrol – SNES
The evil dead are norty but nice.

73 Generations Lost – Mega Drive
Platform stuff a la Flashback.

78 Star Control 2 – 3DO
Looks a dog, plays like a stallion...

80 Lemmings – MD/SNES/GB
Cute and as demented as ever...

82 Arcade Pool – CD32
Lights, music, er cue the action.

83 Mega Race – 3DO
Gameshow malarky in the future.

84 Dino Dini's Goal – MD/SNES
Din's excellent Goal's on console.

87 Lion King – Mega Drive
Disney's fluffy critters mix it up good in the African savannah

88 Football Glory – A1200

100 Soulstar – MCD
Another coup for publishers, Core?

102 Mad Dog McRee – CD-i
We like this one, honestly...

104 Dream Web – A1200
Nasty, filthy, perverted... great!

108 Hebereke’s Popcon – SNES
Who said Tetris games were dead?

111 Quarantine – PC CD-ROM

43 Embryo – A1200
Unusual fodder for Amiga owners.

46 Ecstastica – PC CD-ROM
Sexy, satanic, stupendous stuff!!!

48 Club Drive – Jaguar
Atari's 3D racer roars into action.

51 Pitfall 2 – SNES/MD
More good-looking Mayan mayhem

52 Donkey Kong Country – SNES
Diddy and Donkey go ape again

56 Zee Wolf – Amiga
Man goes overboard, do we?

57 Lethal Enforcers 2 – MCD
Great fun with a plastic blue gun.

68 Novastorm – PC CD-ROM
Amazing graphics prevail

72 Rugby World Cup – Megadrive
One of the best Mega Drive sports games ever.

75 Hebereke's Popcon – MD

90 Magic Carpet – PC CD-ROM
Incredible carpet-beating action!

94 Pagemaster – GB/SNES
Cute movie brat comes good...

95 Boogerman – Mega Drive
Sniff what ydo its the way that ydo it, that's what gets results...

112 Super Return of the Jedi – SNES
It's a Star Wars game, huff said.

132 Virtua Racing Deluxe – 32X
The long wait is over. 32X arrives.

136 Star Wars Arcade – 32X
Out of the arcades and onto a whole new concept in gaming!

WIN! A FABULOUS NEO GEO CD PLAYER p.121
As the PlayStation revs

Rebel Assault destined for 3DO

up into hyperdrive for

Yum, yum, it's Pizza Tycoon!

its December launch in

Doom not gloom for Ultra 64

Japan, we preview its

Star Trekkers boldly go again

first beat-'em-up

Silicon Graphics go Mickey

shown recently in

Merr Xmas, it's Lemmings 94

Tokyo. Meanwhile,

Policenauts on the 3DO beat

game in the UK, games

Virtua Fighter 2 launch date

publishers queue up to

New Theme Park and Syndicate

sign up with Sony....

New machines hit town...

The Sony PlayStation is all set to hit the big time in Japan – and the games for it are looking very promising.

This as-yet-unnamed beat-'em-up (pictured here) has been produced to go head-to-head against Virtua Fighter on Sega's Saturn machine, which, like the PlayStation will be going on sale in Tokyo at the end of November.

Provisionally entitled 'Fighting Chronicles', the version here is in its infancy and only half of the characters have been installed. However, the objects are reputedly moving at a fair old lick – something like 30 frames a second; plus the texture mapping and light sourcing looks superb, as used to show off the stick-waving men of war.

And in the meantime, Computer and Video Games was recently treated to an off-limits preview of Ridge Racer on PlayStation. Everyone who's seen it – Computer and Video Games staff, and envious writers from our sister single-format mags – were bowled over by the demo. We can't wait until Sony releases it on console here!
REBEL ASSAULT FOR 3DO

Prepare to blast off into 32-bit space with the latest Star Wars epic....

Computer and Video Games can confirm that Rebel Assault, LucasArts' movie-esque action game based upon the Star Wars films, will soon be making its way onto 3DO. Although a UK distributor has yet to be confirmed, two British firms are said to be in the frame. 3DO owners should look forward to a bit of Imperial Storm Troop bashing next year.

DOOM ON ULTRA 64

It's Doom, but not gloom everywhere. With the 32X and Jaguar versions of Doom now coming out of the conversion works, Nintendo of America plans to bring a bloody great spanner to the proceedings by developing its own incarnation for its 64-bit console.

The new Doom game is scheduled for introduction when the Nintendo Ultra 64 home system is launched next year. The conversion will be handled jointly by Nintendo of America, original Doom team id Software and coin-op manufacturer Williams Entertainment, the company behind the two first Ultra 64 coin-op games, Killer Instinct and Cruisin' USA.

Nintendo claims that Doom on U64 will contain the usual barrage of enhancements - new levels, new characters, better graphics etc.
BRIDGE TO CAPTAIN KIRK...

We like Kirk, we like Spock, we like Chief Engineer Scotty McScotty, but whatever happened to Miss Uhuru and her booties?

Kirk, Spock and Bones, the galaxy's most confirmed and wrinkled bachelors will no longer be warping around the universe like a futuristic set of the three old boys from Last of the summer wine. And the rumours are that Kirk will guest and then - gulp! - die in the forthcoming first of the Next Generation movies.

No matter Star Trek's to interplay what Star Wars is to LucasArts - i.e a bit of a pot of gold. So it's no surprise to discover that the company is to put out a 32-bit version of the game on 3DO. It's more likely to be like the Monkey Island-ish Star Trek 25th Anniversary game, previously released on Amiga and PC than the new puzzle-cum-shoot-em-up, Star Trek Academy to be released on SNES - but more details as we get them. Let's hope the game lives long and prospers...

SYN IN THE PARK

Domark has secured the rights to publish two games by Bullfrog Productions on Mega CD.

Theme Park and Syndicate are slated for release in the Spring of '95 and should feature much of the glossy intro sequences found on the PC CD-ROM versions.

Meanwhile, Bullfrog is working on the follow-up to Syndicate and a new game which has the working title of Dungeon Keeper.

CYBER GAMES

Sales Curve Interactive - the first UK games company to publish on CD-only - is converting Cyberclash, its snazzy-looking Lawnmowerman sequel on to Sega Saturn and Sony PlayStation. Also from SCI on PC CD-ROM, PlayStation and Saturn is Death Machine, in which you get to rub out men in pin stripes with an awesome death machine.

Final Cyberfact - keep an eye out for Cyberclash, which'll be released on 3DO and published by newsers BMG.
PRIMAL RAGES ON

Watch out cos the dinos are at your door. Time Warner is unleashing home versions of Primal Rage, the new coin-op featuring dinosaurs kicking the primordial crap out of each other.

The conversions will be for CD32, 32X, Jaguar, PC CD-ROM, Ultra 64 and 3DO, with the first versions in the shops before Easter next year.

And if you think the creatures shown are looking a little gaudy that's because the game is based upon a new evolutionary theory consolidating the link between T Rex and company to parrots, robins and birds today of all descriptions.

QUICK NOTE FROM KONAMI

Just you let you know that Konami will be doing new versions of some of its bigger name games, plus a sequel or two next year. There'll be Animaniacs on Game Boy, another Turtles game on SNES and Mega Drive, a sequel to Animaniacs on SNES and Mega Drive, and a follow-up to the rather fab International Superstar Soccer.

Message Ends

CORRECTION

In last month's issue we incorrectly stated that Rise of the Robots is being published by Konami. In fact Time Warner is handling the PC CD-ROM, PC, Game Gear and all the Amiga versions, while Acclaim is to publish the game for SNES, Mega Drive, and possibly Mega CD. Details of the CD-i and 3DO versions to follow.

3DO & SATURN LATEST — NEW MODELS PLANNED

In a bid to fight off impending competition from Sony's PlayStation machine, Sega has licensed its technology to audiovisual hardware giants JVC. Details of the deal are scant — but it seems likely to mirror the deal that the 3DO company has struck with Panasonic, Goldstar and Sanyo. And we can confirm that before Easter next year the Goldstar version of 3DO will be on sale in the UK.

Confused? You shouldn't be. JVC already produces its own Mega Drive clone in Japan and HiFi manufacturers are increasingly eying the games market with envy.

Meanwhile, rumours are circulating in the American games press about a combined 32X and Mega Drive to be launched for those who don't own the original machine. More news on this as we get it.
Here comes the freaky family video sensation

Addams Family Values

OUT NOW TO BUY
OUT NOW TO BUY
ON VIDEO
ON VIDEO

Addams Family™ is a trademark of Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved. TM & COPYRIGHT © 1993 BY PARAMOUNT PICTURES. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
POLICING THE FUTURE

Konami’s first game for the 3DO will be an adaptation of Policenauts, shown here on PC.

A sequel to Snatcher, previewed this issue on page 26, Policenauts has a typical norty, Jap-style plot involving cops, cum-astonauts, bent coppers, a brain dead professor and drugs and sex.

Meanwhile Konami has announced further forays into next generation gaming. Castlevania will be released on 32X, International Super Star Soccer, soon to be on SNES, will wind its way on to PlayStation, as will Crazy Cross.

Crazy Cross is a two-player Tetris-style game in which balls descend in groups of two or three. The aim is to get four balls in a row, and you can rotate rows to help you. The game is a conversion of a new Konami coin-op which is currently on test in Germany.

Between two and five characters will pop up during the course of the game, a couple of which will be familiar to anyone who’s played Pop ‘n’ Twinbee.

SILICON GRAPHICS GO MICKEY

Is anyone else getting fed up with Silicon Graphics popping up everywhere where the words ‘cutting’ and ‘edge’ are mentioned in conjunction with one another? This time the plucky programmers are on their way out to Disney World courtesy of a new star attraction at the Epcot Centre known as The Aladdin Experience. Marking Disney’s entrance into the world of VR, The Aladdin Experience promises to ‘convinced users they are flying through the scenery’ as they have so eloquently put it. Naturally everyone is getting pretty excited about it, and we’d like to point out that a visit to Disney World is still cheaper than a real flying carpet.

MERRY CHRISTMAS ... BANG

Lots of people, it would appear, like Lemmings very much. If you’re one of these and you’re already finished with Lemmings 2, or couldn’t afford it in the first place, doubtless this item should be of interest to you. Psygnosis, the power behind the rodents, have announced the imminent release of Christmas Lemmings ‘94, a top-notch stocking-filler featuring 32 all-new levels along with another 32 previously seen on the Christmas Lemmings ‘93 package. Available in late November for £16.99 of PC (floppy and CD) and Apple Mac and for a mere £14.99 on Amiga this will in all likelihood score a Compo hit for the Liverpool scally-type geezers.

SIM NOSH SOON

MicroProse has recently announced its release schedule for the season. First up is Transport Tycoon, pseudo-sequel to Railroad Tycoon, which this time places you in command of all rail, road and sea networks across the globe in your quest for commercial gain.

Perhaps MicroProse could try circulating free copies to the directors of British Rail and London Transport. Anyway, MicroProse also has a highly interesting title going by the name of Pizza Tycoon, which gives the player control over everything from the biggest empire-building deal to the pizza on sale in various outlets.

VIRTUA FIGHTER 2 UNVEILING SHOCKER

If you weren’t there, you’ve missed it already. Hamleys in London consolidated their reputation as top Sega coin-op people with a one week preview of the Virtua Fighter 2 arcade machine this month. If you didn’t make it down, the graphics are just as good as you could possibly have been led to believe and the machine is certainly worth a whole rack of plays when it returns to the venue very soon. Don’t be too disappointed, though, as Hamleys still have the just-as-new and almost-as-exciting Virtua Cop in residence, so you can always content yourself by wasting a few polygon perps on the streets of Virtua City. Nice one, toy shop blokes.
A VIEW TO A KILL

“We first played FX Fighter on PC three months ago – it was like nothing we’d ever seen. Then they told us they were going to do it on the SNES...”
There are technical innovators who have no imagination, just as there are imaginative types who have no concept as to how to conceptualise their ideas technically. And then you get the third category: companies such as Argonaut (yes the team behind StarWing), who marry a vast technical knowledge with innovation, and some very sound ideas.

The latest proof of this is FX Fighter which, despite being several months off completion, has the potential to be the best beat-'em-up never to have hit the arcades.

**LOOK, BLOOD**

Argonaut has obviously considered its options carefully. When you look around at beat-'em-ups nothing's changed since Way Of The Exploding Fist debuted on the Commodore 64 back in 1985. Then it was two fighters, face-to-face in two dimensions, punching and kicking their way to victory. Of course, this was back in those caring sharing days when it was all right to stamp on someone's throat in a beat-'em-up, as long as there wasn't any blood. It was only when programmers discovered what we in the trade call the colour 'red' that trouble started occurring and people started taking notice. As a result more 'red' started to appear and the whole thing became very huge and many games were sold.

Now there's very little fighters can't do to each other in a combat game that doesn't require

Small animals and cardboard tubes or some other attention-grabbing hype device employed by the software house. Basically it's time for a new gimmick.

Sega came up with a neat 3D hardware-based engine and along with it Virtua Fighter. Which, after the initial few minutes of grabbing your mates to marvel alongside you at the graphics, turned out to be rather disappointing to play. So, if someone managed to

**Continued overleaf**

**FIGHTER**

GAME BY ARGONAUT • CONTACT GTE INTERACTIVE (0101 619 431 8801) FOR INFORMATION
FX FIGHTER

Each character has loads of moves, including this ass-kicking axe-kick...

crack the playability side and still keep the graphics, then bring it all on to a home machine they'd probably be on to a right winner. Which, coincidentally, is just what's happened here thanks to the talents of FX chip developers Argonaut, American tele-communications giants GTE and BRender.

NEED FOR SPEED

Now BRender, apart from sounding like an extra from Coronation St, is the name of the polygon-pushing system developed by Argonaut's Jez San which is far and away the fastest thing of its kind for the PC. The results in FX Fighter speak for themselves. Imagine Virtua Fighter, texture-mapped and running considerably faster and you'll have a good idea what watching FX Fighter running is like. The SNES version is no slouch either. Again Argonaut's FX chip comes into play to produce stunning 3D graphics which, presently, run at an average of 17 frames per second with super-fluid animation.

Flat-out BR-ender can distort and scale up to 65,000 polygons in real time, which makes it the fastest software-based system of its kind on PC. It's the flexibility of this system which makes FX Fighter possible. For instance, the viewpoint can be linked to an object, such as part of one of the fighters, which cuts out a lot of the technical web programmers spend so much time caught up in these days and lets them concentrate on the gameplay.

Obviously it isn't quite as simple as feeding a few 3D objects through an engine then watching a game pop out the end. But with some of the donkey work cut out it's let the programmers concentrate on avoiding the pitfalls that Sega's team fell into with Virtua.

ONE AND OUT

One of the big failing points of Virtua was, basically, you could win most fights by constantly hammering one button. It was the artificial intelligence equivalent of knocking yourself out.

The alien life-form Krag invites Sheba to his cyber do-je.

A swift throw followed by a pinning movement.

A elbow in the ribs sends Krag packing.

As in Sumo, victory is assured by throwing your opponent from the ring.

Aronaut used its Brender technique for the 3D polygons.
FX FIGHTER

Synchronised backflips!

Sheba takes a tumble from the ring.

How dare you laugh at my nappy, foolish mortal!

Fully mechanised Cyben-30 gets a thorough kicking from aquanaut, Siren.

Sheba’s cat.

Like reflexes keep her out of reach.

Amazing

Detail at very high speed.

Kwondo is clumsy, but powerful.
GAMES THIS

CHECKERED FLAG

DRAGON
THE BRUCE LEE STORY

JAGUAR
64-BIT

INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA CARTRIDGE

Jaguar Software Helpline 0839-994460
Jaguar Software Helpline, Cuckoo Wharf, units 1-4 Lichfield Road, Aston, Birmingham B6 7SS.
Please obtain permission to call from the person who pays the bill.
Calls cost 39p per minute cheap rate 49p per minute at all other times (maximum charge £3.20).
Prices and games featured on this service are correct at the time of going to press. We reserve the right to change the games featured on the helpline without prior notice. Available in UK only.
War. What is it good for? Well, we think it's actually pretty good for video games, to be perfectly honest...

It's amazing what you can do with 64-bit technology, isn't it? You can take a game which has always garnered plaudits for excellent playability but been oft criticised for poor visuals, pull off a one billion meg conversion job and come up with... a playable game with crap graphics. Bimmmin' incredible. Anyway, not to worry, for despite everything being a bit itchy, this is Cannon Fodder from the lovely Sensible Software, and, unless we're very much mistaken, it should be a hearty laugh for all concerned.

Cannon Fodder, in case you're a bit slow and hadn't realised, is a warfare title which mixes strategy and joy-ped-bashing. It first appeared on Amiga and has since been converted to most major for-

mats, with a sequel due on PC soon. Your job is to guide a small strike team of varying numbers through a series of missions set in a variety of terrains, and each with its own objectives. You have to use all your skill and cunning to achieve these objectives through use of machine guns and grenades, along with extra little props which crop up during your travels. It's up to you how you use your forces, but should you split the group, troops off-screen are still vulnerable. Of course, this means you get to spend a lot of time juggling various attacking positions and trying not to let your favourite soldiers cop one.

Cannon Fodder has been comparably too smart on every format it's touched, but the Jag has a somewhat bigger reputation to live up to than these other machines. Will Cannon Fodder make the grade? Only we at CVG can tell you. Honest.

1. Take advantage of the enemy's defenceless status, incurred by their excursion into the briny, by shooting them to death.
2. They might be tiny, but those are definitely dismembered corpses lying around.
3. Finding a place to shoot where you can't be shot is all part of the fun.
4. It's all go here. It's essential to plan raids like this lest you lose all your men in a crossfire.
5. The only way off this peninsula is by wading through the waters - a dangerous activity.
6. You can use any item of scenery you so desire as cover from enemy fire.
7. Part of this mission involves destroying the innocent bridge pictured here. War truly is hell.
8. Wading through light blue water is safe, but swimming in deep blue pools means your men can't return fire.

CANNON FODDER

GAME BY SENSIBLE SOFTWARE • CONTACT ATARI (0753 533 344) FOR INFORMATION
SCORE SOME SPEED
from a dealer
near you

Virtua Racing
GAME CARTRIDGE INCLUDED

plus the chance to win
• a VIP trip to the 1995 Brazilian Grand Prix
• tickets to the British Grand Prix
inside this pack
Hide your garden furniture because Cyberjobe is on the loose and coming to a Mega-CD near you real soon...

Movies, games and videos — how intertwined the three have become, and what better case in point than The Lawnmower Man, which was the most successful UK film until Four Weddings and a Hugh Grant came along, apparently. But such a long time ago it did seem, and not-a-more perfect film to make in to a game you could not find; far better than a four level platformer where you have to go to a wedding and pick-up Andie MacDowell power ups. And then again maybe not...

Lawnmowerman on Mega-CD, what can we tell you about it? Well, those of you who remember CVG 148, where we awarded Lawnmower on PC CD-ROM a hefty 88%, will not be surprised to hear the machine cue next for the Quellag treatment is the aforementioned Sega CD player. The same style of gameplay is set for this version, ie 10 different styles of game: puzzle-type teasers, tunnel shoot-em-ups et al. It's all very 7th Guest in that you do a puzzle and you're rewarded with a stunning piece of VR footage that is borrowed from the film. The latter is where this version varies greatly from the Mega Drive version. But can the Mega-CD game match the PC version? Watch this space.

YES FILM FANS

Along with an impressive rendered intro, fans of the movie will also be seriously chuffed that there's plenty of film footage which crops up between all that puzzling, jumping and shooting stuff that I find gets in the way of my FMV enjoyment.

Guide these killer bees into a fate that is death.

The 3D animation is very slick, the shadow on this crab-like drone has been rendered perfectly.

There's been plenty of whining about crap FMV on the Mega-CD, hopefully this should help stop some of it.
Silent night...

FIFA 95 SOCCER
MD

UNDER A KILLING MOON*
PC CD Rom

NASCAR RACING*
PC CD Rom

CANNON FODDER*
PC/AG

THEME PARK
AG/A/1200/1D0/PC/
PC CD Rom

DONKEY KONG
GB

* Free mouse worth £14.99 with purchase of this title

HMV
Everything but silence for Christmas
This game follows the exploits of a breed of fearless mechanised warriors who use their giant robot suits to fight against the enemies of wit and sarcasm everywhere... The Iron Soldiers.

Actually, we're joking. Iron Soldier is actually about blowing as much as possible with your 20-storey war robot and accompanying megawatt firepower. Not the most diplomatic of strategies, but hey – this is THE FUTURE, right? And in THE FUTURE a mech's gotta do what a mech's gotta do. And if that means crushing legions of tanks underfoot, then so be it – you douchebags got that? Anyway, if you're some kind of pinko pacifist subversive you'll be happy to hear that it's not all mass destruction and random slaughter. No, your mission is to protect the innocent civilians hiding out in every war-torn conurbation – a bit like in Desert Storm, except without killing any of them.

Well, that's the idea anyway, but we all know how hard it is to stop yourself from blowing up a couple of huge residential tower blocks when you've got the chance. You've got to indulge yourself once in a while; you know, a couple of bicbies with your tea of an evening, splash out on a new pair of pants once in a while, cause the unnecessary demise of a couple of thousand law-abiding civilians on a whim, that sort of thing.

Of course there's always a big audience for this kind of behaviour, and it's doubtful that Iron Soldier will appeal to a lot of Jag owners.

The real test for this title, however, will be how many units of hardware Atari can shift off the back of it. Perhaps you, as a reader, would care to wait for our forthcoming review in which we spill the beans on the final quality of the product, which should act as a fair indication as to its future success. Thank you.

(Continued overleaf.)
SIMULATION'S WHAT YOU NEED
As you may have guessed by now, Iron Soldier features an almost unprecedented level of destruction. Not of the gore-spattered Doom/Mortal Kombat type, but more to do with wrecking huge amounts of machinery and brickwork. However, there's a lot more to the game than that, and unless you're prepared to spend a bit of time working out how to pilot your war machine you'll never have the chance to knock over next door's dustbin, let alone send their entire family up in flames.

This is a job for your large robot feet. As well as helping you walk (as these things do with bipeds), they're also quite useful for crushing any ground-based threats, which is enormously satisfying.

You might be forgiven for thinking this is your robot reflection, such is the similarity between it and your own mech. Don't try admiring yourself though, because it's actually an enemy war suit and you'll just get blown up.

If you're a bit of a Prince Charles and have a problem with carbuncular bungalows, you'll relish the opportunity to destroy many such dwellings.

Ooh, a bit of threat assessment is needed here. Do you go for the tank or the ground-based missiles? Or do you just use your rocket launcher to blow them both to bits?

In keeping with most games these days Iron Soldier enables the player to carve away with a giant chainsaw. It's not quite the same without the splatter, though.

This screen allows you to select your next mission from the highlighted possibilities. The further you progress into the game, the more possible assignments are put your way.
“DESERT STRIKE left me totally gobsmacked - it has taken to the GameBoy like a bullet from a gun.” GB ACTION 90%
“What an achievement! DESERT STRIKE is the best blaster on the GameBoy at present.”
N.M.S. 89%
SNATCHER

What the Mega-CD needs now is a bit of maturity, and what better way for Sega's CD machine to come of age than a bit of RPGing, sex and violence...

One of the reasons the Mega-CD enjoys so much more success in Japan than over here in Europe is that Japanese players enjoy a wealth of speech-laden graphic RPGs, unfortunately no-one ever bothers to translate them into English. Fortunately for us though, those considerate Konami types are soon to release a rather nifty-looking number known as Snatcher in glorious stereo English. So bad luck if you're Norwegian.

As if all this wasn't enough to get you mildly interested, Snatcher is a dead cert for an 18 plus rating, which means, obviously, that it's full of gore, violence and perky women. If you don't believe us, take a butchers (ho ho) at our screenshots which depict some of the milder scenes. Now try showing them to your parents and see what kind of reaction you get!

This intro sequence tells the story of how you, a Junker, are being paid to track down murderous replicants, known as Snatchers.

Hey look, they've even managed to cram a digitised Mark Patterson into the game! Actually, that's a lie, he's a club doorman. But don't bother talking to him. He doesn't know anything. Can't even tell the time.

Heaven knows what Rocket Knight's mum's going to say when she finds out he hangs out in places like this.

Ooh, that gotta hurt! It's a man with his head twisted completely off.

Wheey! Down boy! Yes, it's an utterly gratuitous pic of a perky woman which is bound to boost sales of Snatcher tenfold.

That fat bloke may have no taste in decor, but he's someone you want to talk to if you fancy getting anywhere.

GAME BY KONAMI • CONTACT KONAMI (0895 853000) FOR INFORMATION
The CD-i enters the beat-'em-up arena with its own very own Final Fight-stroke-Streets-of-Rage lookylikey...

MUTANT RAMPAGE

The time is 2068, and I don't mean that it's 68 minutes past eight o'clock (as that would mean it's eight minutes past nine if you think about it). I mean that it's the future. Well it is in Mutant Rampage Body Slam, and according to the FMV animated intro to said game, "things have changed." You don't say. There was me thinking that Charles and Di would still be dithering over whether to call the whole thing off; Damon Hill would still be trying to beat Schumacher and Madonna would have just launched her explicit sequel to her Sex book, entitled, 'Gynaecology'.

No, no, no. It's all very different, 'cos there's been a nuclear war and the radiation has affected the gene pool and created a whole new generation of street gang mutants. Sadly you don't get to be these super-powered mutants, no, you get to play three common or garden humans: Daemon, Tory or Rack who all have their own special moves and distinctive styles of play. This is a beat-'em-up and the fighting arena is in a Streets-of-Rage style, but because it's on CD-i you get huge digitised 3D backgrounds, all based on locations around the world - Rome, Beijing and LA. So, is this game going to quench CD-i owners' thirst for a beat-'em-up? Will the CD-i's controller stand up to some fierce joystick pounding? Find out the answer to these and other questions in next month's issue.

There are some wonderfully animated baddies like these mumified ninjas who move fluidly and perfectly.

WOT NO FMV?

You mean it hasn't got an FMV intro? Well actually it has, and you're looking at it, and the words 'clear', 'crisp' and 'reminiscent of 80s Saturday morning TV' spring to mind.

If you get tired of one character there's a Tag Pad so that you can get another fighter on screen.

Opponents leave goodies behind, which you can sometimes eat to replenish your power bar. In this case it's the guy's head.

Yes it's Beijing (erstwhile known as Peking), as you can tell by the rather sexy 3D, digitised backgrounds.

The screen goes all wobbly as Tory performs a special move.

You can tell these are Americans, I mean who here would give one of the good guys a name like 'Tory'?
Biker Mice from Mars

Being the proud owner of only terrestrial TV stations I'm afraid I haven't been able to catch the latest cartoon import from across the water - Biker Mice from Mars (that's America that's over the water, not Mars). Those licence hunters at Konami though, they obviously go home of an evening and plug in their satellite dishes because they've only gone and secured the licence for a new SNES game.

Now we've had some real gems from Konami over the past couple of months (Batman, Probotector, Sparkster), but Biker Mice is going to be something of departure from their latest style of games because it's going to be a racing game.

The style and look of Konami's first racing game in some years is akin to Rock 'n' Roll Racers and Off Road Racer. It's going to be a one or two player game with the screen being split in half for the latter mode. And if you like Konami, own an Astra then you'll be pleased to hear that the mousing trio AKA Throttle, Modo and Vinnie are also going to be accompanied by the infamous Limberger, Greasepit and Dr Karunkle. But if this is all Double Dutch (or Martian) to you fear not, because if it gets that special Konami treatment then we could have a little gem on our hands.

If Karbunkle gets in your way, then simply let loose with a homing missile.

No racing game is complete without a two-player mode, in my book anyways, and Biker Mice looks like being no exception.

There's 30 different courses and five individual backgrounds too.

Fly over these ramps and perform some damn fine wheelies!

Welcome to "Last Chance"!
92%
“NBA Live '95 is the consummate basketball sim. Buy! Buy!”
NMS, October '94

For Super Nintendo and Mega Drive
Cooler than Clint and twice as tough

At EA SPORTSTM we've done more than make your day – we've made your decade. That's how long it takes to master the double challenge of NBA® Live '95 and Madden NFL® '95. Go jammin' and slammin' with the Bulls, Blazers, Suns and Lakers, or strap on a helmet and join the 49ers, Cowboys or Giants for some grid-iron action. But if you caught trying to take the ball into the Miami endzone, you're going to find these Dolphins very unfriendly.

Real players with stats to match and graphics so fluid they're ready to run off the screen. There's every move in the playbook – from a double-pump one-arm slam to a screaming Hail Mary. And these players are smart, with A.I. so high they're like Einstein with a ball in their hands. Complete an entire NBA® or NFL® season and take your team all the way from day 1 to day 101, carrying injuries and accumulating team stats on the way to the world championship.

NBA® Live '95 and Madden NFL® '95 – Now you're playing in the big leagues.

94% “One of the very best sports games ever.”

Gamesmaster
Magazine,
November '94

For Super Nintendo and Mega Drive

For more information about NBA® Live '95 and Madden NFL® '95, please contact: Electronic Arts, P.O. Box 835, Slough, Berks SL3 8XU, Tel: 01753 546 445 (Mega Drive version) or Ocean Software Ltd, 2 Castle Street, Castlefield, Manchester, M3 4LZ, Tel: 061 832 6623 (SNES version).
Despite Trip Hawkins' dream of a multimedia machine for the family, this is what it comes down to – a bloody good scrap!

Street Fighter 2 is coming out on 3DO? Will it be the Turbo version? Does Chun-Li do her super-kick? Can you still see her knickers? This is the kind of call we get every day. Sad isn't it? And you know who you are, so don't deny it. The answer to each question is a big round "Yes." Check out these shots of Super Street Fighter Turbo and brace yourselves for the most accurate Street Fighter conversion on any home machine.

Unlike the console versions, which were just Super Street Fighter, the 3DO one will be the Turbo edition. This means all the new moves, including aerial attacks, super special moves and the explosive finishing attacks.

For all the criticism aimed at Capcom's reluctance to deliver a Street Fighter 3, this looks easily like the best version of the coin-op, and the most significant advancement in the series for over a year. With the all-round disappointment which followed the release of the Mega Drive version, and the imported SNES game, this could be the game which persuades Sega and Nintendo diehards to take more than a glance at the 3DO. Moreover, releases like this should attract even more companies to the machine.

From what we've seen of the game so far it's pretty much arcade perfect. The speed's up to scratch, but the one thing we don't know, and hope doesn't prove to be a problem, is making the controls work on a five-button pad. The choice seems to be either a three-button system, like the Mega Drive version, or a system which uses the pause button as the sixth attack button. Hopefully, both will be incorporated, and we'll give you the full review story next ish.

If you're up against a player who's mastered his moves Dhalsim is no longer a character to be laughed at. Especially with his new aerial fireblast.

Ken and Ryu's dragon punches take on an added, and very dangerous, new dimension. And face it, it just looks a lot better.

▲ 3DO Street Fighter should also feature the tournament mode – although this hasn't yet been confirmed. If it does, we wonder how many joypads can be linked together for it.
Rumour has it that Street Fighter 3 will use digitised graphics from the movie. How that will work, we don’t know. Until we actually see it, we remain sceptical.

Among her new move, Chun-Li now has her version of Cammy’s lethal thrust kick. This means that it’s almost impossible to leap over her.

FIGHTER II

TURBO X

SURPRISE! YOU'RE DEAD!
Although it's no match for Mortal Kombat II's fatalities, babilities, friendships and Fergalities, Street Fighter Turbo does boast devastating super-combos and devastating super special moves to finish your enemies off with. It's these combos which take perfect timing and skill and sets Super Street Fighter II Turbo X apart from every other beat-'em-up.
OFFICIAL UK STOCKISTS

JAGUAR
64-BIT

Daniel Department Store
120-125 Peascod Street
Windsor, Berkshire
SL4 1DP
0753 862106

Tempest 2000
Raiden
Wolfenstein
Club Drive
Brutal Sports Football

ENHANCE YOUR CONSOLE!!

ADVANCE CONSOLE
VIDEO GAMES

- Have your UK/US/JAP Console converted to run at both 50Hz & 60Hz speed via PAL or Scart or both. (50Hz lets you play all games on full screen with no borders & runs faster)
- Have your UK/US/JAP Console converted to accept all UK/US/JAP Games without using adaptors. (Adaptors do not run all games and can cause serious damage to your console.)
- Have your UK/US/JAP Console converted to accept all UK/US/JAP Joysticks, Joypads & Accessories.
- Have your UK/US/JAP Console converted to run on PAL, SCART or Both & to work on any RGB monitor.
- Have your Neo Geo converted to display the blood in the games, "Samurai Showdown, The King of Fighters/94"

SEE & TRY ALL THE LATEST UK/US/JAP GAMES
BEFORE YOU BUY ON THE SEGA MEGADRIVE,
MEGA-CD, SUPER NINTENDO, NEO GEO, PC ENGINE,
ATARI JAGUAR, PANASONIC 3DO, SONY
PLAYSTATION, SEGA SATURN, NEO GEO CD.

WE REPAIR ALL UK/US/JAP CONSOLES & ACCESSORIES.

Tel: 071-439 1185
Fax: 071-439 1186

FOR ALL YOUR QUERIES, RING US NOW!!

3 Lowndes Court,
Carnaby Street,
London W1V 1PP
(opposite Boots)

!!!WE HAVE!!!
SHOP PREMISES
A MAIL ORDER SERVICE
A REPAIR SERVICE
ON ALL UK/US/JAP CONSOLES, JOYSTICKS,
JOYPADS
MAGAZINES FOR SALE
(GAMEFAN, THE EDGE, EGM, ETC)
MANGA VIDEOS FOR SALE (INC. FREE POSTER)
GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE FROM OUR STORE.
KAWASAKI SUPERBIKES

Two points for knocking down a cyclist, a full three points for the biddy with the walking stick. Vrooooom!

I'm convinced motorcycle couriers should all be issued with a copy of this game so that they can get all their racing pretensions and aspirations thrashed out on their Game Gear or Mega Drive. Then I might be able to cross the road en route home, samie shop, pub etc and not run the risk of getting run over by some speed freak who thinks he's the courier-equivalent of Wayne Rainey.

The circuits in Kawasaki Superbikes are far more glamorous than your average bike courier gets to ride on; instead of getting stuck on the North Circular or the M6 contraflow you experience 15 different tracks, including Monza in Italy, the famous eight hour Suzuka endurance race in Japan and Donnington in Bghty (two out of three ain't bad). Plus all the usual racing accoutrements: changing weather conditions; three tyre types; split screen two-player mode; manual or automatic gears and all upon a ZXR750R (that's a Kawasaki by the way). We'll tell you whether it's a can of Shell Superlube or just plain old Castrol GTX next month.

As Henry Ford once said, you can have any colour you want as long as it's green. 'Cause that's Team Kawasaki's colour.

When we get our review copy through hopefully we'll do better than coming 15th out of 15.

THE GAME GEAR KAWASAKI

Many of the features in the Mega Drive version of the game will appear on the 8-bit one, the main differences being there won't be as much detail on screen and instead of 15 tracks and 15 riders there'll be eight riders and 10 tracks, which is plenty in my book.

With that huge circuit map at the top of the screen you know where you're going; and you know where you've been.

GAME BY LANKHOR CONTACT DOMARK (081-780 2222) FOR INFORMATION
Birds do it, bees do it – hey even cockernees do it: fall in love, get together, have a right old knees up, network, as they say… And now there's the collector's edition of a team, comprising ex-members of Industrial Light and Magic, LucasArts, 3DO, Apple Computers and Marvel Comics. Rocket Science Games, as they're known, are going to turn games into movies (where d'ya hear that one before?)

Children play with toys of them, adults travel on them, gang members pull them and domestic pets are killed by walking in front of them. Yes, there's no escaping trains these days, and now you can be the driver of your very own fully-armed space locomotive

It's quite ironic really, but Loadstar is actually an anagram of 'a old star'. Ironic because this latest CD title features the talents of Ned Beatty who is indeed 'a old star'. And quite portly. Before you say anything (or it might be after, we can't do much about it from here) this is indeed the same Ned Beatty famous for his roles in the Superman movie and... Loadstar, amongst other undoubted classics we can't quite place at the moment. Ne', as we like to call him, plays a friend of Tully Bodine, maverick train driver. There's an illegal shipment of camels on the moon, and only Tully can smuggle them off with his incredible handling of public transport. Personally, we would have liked it better if we could control Ne' himself. It would be almost as good as playing Star Warsy Mark Hamill in Wing Commander 3.

Anyway, Loadstar is the brainchild of one Ron Cobb, something of a movie bigshot with concept credits for Alien, Aliens, the Abyss and True Lies (obviously he gets along quite well with James Cameron). The idea is that you use your space cursor interface to control all the systems aboard your vessel. Pressing one button fires your main weapons, pressing another activates your energy scoop which absorbs enemy fire and a third button honks your space horn – good for warning crawling drivers in front of you of your imminent arrival up their behind. This cursor also allows you to steer, simply by shifting the pointer over to the correct lane at the right time to change over.

Loadstar is just undergoing bugtesting as we write (and there are some pretty hefty bugs in the pre-production copy) so we're reserving our judgement for the moment. However, if you'd like to find out what we think of it there'll be a full review next issue.
SMILEY CULTURE
This confused-looking 80s throwback is your on-board computer. He’s good for warning you about upcoming traffic difficulties and advising you on which route to take to your destination. Always keep an ear out for his helpful suggestions and you can’t go wrong. Don’t react until you hear what he’s got to say though, sometimes he just over-reacts and panics a little (like computers do all the time) and this can get you into trouble.

Rocket or Squib?

Rocket Science has made probably the biggest entry into the software scene since Digital Pictures pledged to make CD as successful a market as cartridges...

Indeed, Rocket Science is making many of the same promises as DP, but come with a pedigree which outstrips even that of the famed and acclaimed Ground Zero Texas producers. A lot of fuss has been made about the presence of Hollywood figure Ron Cobb (True Lies, Total Recall, Aliens, Abyss etc, etc) on the board of directors, but perhaps the companies biggest strength lies in their visionary president Gary Blank, a veteran of SuperMac, the company responsible for the CinePak CD compression system. His presence alone has resulted in interest from the Wall Street Journal, who gave a tacit approval to the launch of the company.

Blank and co-founder Peter Barrett have adopted an original approach to game development, using all-new software tools...

Planet Science at work on Cadillacs & Dinosaurs.
which not only allow the team to produce more advanced products but should also aid them in avoiding code patent infringements, the likes of which recently cost Sega $50 million lawsuit dollars to Atari. Despite the technical and business ace- men obviously at the disposal of the team (who have poached staff from Industrial Light & Magic and LucasArts along with old hands from movies such as T2 and Jurassic Park) Rocket Science claim their biggest advantage is in their attitude to game design. The team are dedicated to bringing interactive movies to the world. Indeed, they've published a Venn diagram graph set which illustrates their predictions for the convergence of the game and entertainment industries.

Rocket Science seem to have all the right ideas, and there's some serious money behind the firm, including grotesquely huge venture capital brokers Merrill, Pickard, Anderson & Eyre, but it's still too early to make a firm bet on the future of the company - whilst their in-production project Cadillacs & Dinosaurs looks smart Rocket Science's first release is the sci-fi transport game, Loadstar. The real test is where they'll be in the run-up to Christmas '85.

As on the eponymous graphic novels by Mark Schultz, Cadillacs & Dinosaurs looks like proving Rocket Science's boasts of outstanding originality at the very least. Cadillacs & Dinosaurs pits Fifties adventurers against the terrors of the Xenozoic age through a unique 2.5-D environment, which gives the screen great depth but retains the essential comic-book feel. This interface runs in full-speed full-screen Full Motion Video, even on Sega's Mega-CD. But then, so does Loadstar. Still, check out these quite stunning screenshots and make your own predictions. We've got our fingers crossed for this one.

... go together like chalk and a rather pongy piece of gorgonzola if these stunning screenshots are anything to go by - yes it's Rocket Science's new cars and creatures shoot-'em-up...

Control that cursor and blow the hell out of anything that gets in your way...

... that includes Lairy T-Rexes with attitudes.

Looking at this game you'd think it was a TV or movie licence, but it has been developed purely as a game.
Not So Crusty COBB

Readers, cast your mind back to the days of frozen lamb burgers with frozen mint sauce, the beginnings of the Coco Pop, and Cap'n Birdseye...

He may resemble the whiskered vendor of all things fishy-fingered, but Ron Cobb is the Cap'n and chief officer of the Rocket Science crew. What's more he thinks it mightn't be all bad if games were dearer!

CVG: How did you and Rocket Science meet?
Ron: It came into existence through the demented mind of Peter Barrett (ex-Apple author of Cinepak), who wanted to evolve the concept of putting people into games. However the actual idea for the Loadstar project goes back to an earlier meeting with Peter. It's based on a screenplay I'd written at the time when I was working on Alien.

CVG: How's the team work?
Ron: Each member has been assigned their own dream game to produce. Everybody's trying to see what games can really become.

CVG... How are you going to avoid doing boring games that are great to watch but crap to play?
Ron: "I know what you mean, there's always that danger and generally games may oscillate that way - you pretty well sit and look at the artwork in Myst. Yeah things may oscillate between two extremes - film and games that are really simple but all play. We're toying with the idea that the passive viewing of video links isn't that productive, unless they're extremely watchable. And we're not convinced that interactive storytelling with 500 different plots is the answer either."

CVG: You spend mega bucks making games. Doesn't all this Hollywood-meets-Zelda stuff mean expensive software?
Ron: Well making games is a bargain compared to making movies. $1 million is still a high budget for a game, although we do have things planned that will be costing $75 million. There may well be a Roman senator thing - everything's got to get bigger and gorier... Yes, I guess so. It will happen as people get used to increased standards of production.

CVG: So if you could make the game of your dreams, what would it be?
Ron: I love the idea of doing something funny yet worthwhile, you know with really lurid settings about how we mess up the planet, and with some out-of-it stuff thrown in as well... like how to divert an asteroid that's on a collision course with the Earth. I had a name for this game. It's about (we have to substitute a colourful word here, kids) a trucked-up world, so we called the game trucked world."
100% double value games
8 FANTASTIC NEW PACKS
EACH CONTAINING 2 KICKIN' SEGA OR SUPER NINTENDO GAMES
AT AN UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE

Telstar DOUBLE VALUE GAMES

DON'T MISS OUT - GET 'EM BEFORE YOUR FRIENDS DO

Also available - Zool/James Pond III; Sonic 2/Bubsy; EA Doubleheader/Lotus Turbo Challenge 2; Global Gladiators/Micky & Donald
reviewed this month...

hrillist! I've been stuffed before Christmas. We've had piles of Xmas releases land on our desk and hardly a turkey among them...

The biggest event has got to be the arrival of Star Wars Arcade and Virtua Racing Deluxe on 32X, both of which are reviewed in this month's Tekno.

And what else have we got? Oh just Ecstatica, Donkey Kong Country, World Cup Rugby, Magic Carpet, Pitfall 2, and X billion more games. It's been murder fitting them all in one Ish - so you'd better appreciate it!

Steve James, Managing Editor

What we're playing this month

STEVE
- Ecstatica/PC
  • Having a personalised 606
  • number plate makes me
  • best qualified to complete
  • this wicked 18 cart game.
  • This is one hell of a
  • very game!
  • DKC on
  • SNES
  • Even though
  • it's not the
  • most original thing in terms
  • of play, it's got to be
  • near the top of my list
  • for being the most gourge-
  • ous-looking game ever
  • on a SNES.
  • Virtua Racing Deluxe/32X
  • It's brilliant. OK?

MARK
- Dino Dini
  • MD OK, I
  • might support a dud
  • footie team
  • (Ramsey FC
  • -- ED), but if
  • there's a decent footie
  • game you'll find me sat in
  • front of it.
  • Star Control 2:3DO
  • Probably the best new
  • machine game at the
  • moment, well I think so.
  • Hebereka's Popoon/SNES
  • A rework of the Tetris game
  • engine, which is highly
  • addictive, oh and don't
  • believe a word Rad says.

GARY
- Super Drop
  • Zone/SNES
  • OK, it may
  • be a game
  • that's been
  • around longer than
  • me.
  • PageMaster/SNES
  • Very pretty to look at and
  • quite tricky to get through,
  • especially as my version had
  • no passwords!
  • Super Jedi/SNES
  • If it's got Star Wars on the
  • box you'll find me playing it.

RAD
- Hebereka's
  • Popoon/SNES
  • Is probably the game I've
  • played most this month,
  • especially
  • thrashing

MARK on level 47 etc etc etc.
- SoulStar/MD
  • A fine piece of shoot-'em-
  • uppery that bodes even better
  • for Core than its previous
  • (also aos! Mega-CD titles.
  • Donkey Kong Country/SNES
  • Plop Pitfall 3 to the post in
  • this month's big-name plat-
  • form clash thanks to its
  • incredible size and depth.

This month's hot-hits

Here at CVG we don't give high scores away lightly. A game has to be rather special before it scores over 90% and a CVG Hit. Even rarer though is a CVG Gold (awarded to games that have pushed back the boundaries of gaming) but don't expect to see more than a few of these a year as it takes a score of over 96% to earn one. Anyway, here are the top games this month...

46 Ecstatica/PC CD-ROM
90 EA Rugby/Mega Drive
92 Magic Carpet/PC CD-ROM
106 Hebereka's Popoon/SNES
132 Virtua Racing Deluxe/32X
136 Star Wars Arcade/32X

The big picture

If any other version of a game is available, then we'll tell you via our Alternatives and Other Versions boxes. We'll even tell you if it's destined for any other formats. For consistency's sake, games retain the original scores in alternative boxes.
THE ESSENTIAL GIFT!

Over the last five years there have been dozens of computer and video games books - and some of them have even been quite good. But this one's different. It's more than just good, it's brilliant!

'Essential buy' is the phrase we think you're looking for. This Computer and Video Games year book is from top book publishers, Boxtree Limited, and it's a 'chock-a-block with reviews and tips of the best games that money can buy, along with tons of useful addresses and a host of features on network games, virtual reality and Internet...

HOW TO ORDER

If ordering by post
Cut out this coupon and please send a cheque or postal order for £12.99 made payable to Littlehampton Book Services to CVG ESSENTIAL GUIDE, PO Box 53
Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 7HE.

CVG ESSENTIAL GUIDE
ref CVG M1
I enclose £12.99 including postage and packaging.

Name:________________________________________
Address:____________________________________

HOW TO ORDER

If ordering by credit card
Please debit £12.99 from my account (cost includes post and packaging).

CVG ESSENTIAL GUIDE
ref CVG M1

Name:________________________________________
Address:____________________________________
Cardholders name and address:__________________
Card number:________________________________
Expiry date:_________________  Valid from date:________________

Boxtree registered offices; No. 2477074 Registered in England 2nd Floor Broadwall House 21 Broadwall London SE1 9PL.
ATTENTION

BIG GAME

HUNTERS

Amiga
Shoot-'em-up
Black Legend
£25.99
Out Now
Amiga version available
CD32 version planned

Flying through a warzone by the skin of your teeth?
All in a day's work for Black Legend's Croatian team.

emby

Battie simulations are generally a humdrum affair as far as the masses go. OK, so they might be the biggest kick in the world for your average wargamer, who gets off on ordering units around, but there generally isn't much in the way of action. You can go too far the other way too, when you have too much action, but nothing in the way of strategy. Only one game has ever really got it right, and that's Carrier Command, and this is really Croteam's attempt at a similar theme. Although far less tactics heavy than the Rainbird classic, this is them trying to bring a war situation into as many homes as possible, by coming up with a 3D shoot em up that has all the action of Guardian, but still requires a fair chunk of brainpower.

VERDICT

A1200
This is a turn up for the books, and no mistake. Embryo is slick and smooth, and extremely playable right from the off. I have to admit, I was a little put off to begin with by its basic flight simulator approach, but once you've got to grips with the Thunderhawk mouse controls, you've got one major piece of action. Tons of weapons, and even more things to kill with them, this is one mean blaster, and one that you'll be happy to spend hours with.

TONY DYLAN

- GRAPHICS 81
- SOUND 80
- PLAYABILITY 84
- VALUE 81

OVERALL 82
Quick, hide the powdered toast – here comes THQ with another of their fabled Ren & Stimpy titles...

ove 'em or hate 'em, Ren & Stimpy have introduced a whole new wave of catchphrases to the cartoon world. You can hardly walk down the street these days without hearing some deluded funster shout 'You idiot!', 'You filthy swine!' or even 'I say old boy, how about a glass of port, what?' Except perhaps that last one, unless you're walking by the Groucho Club or something. But neither Ren nor Stimpy said that anyway, so let's just forget it eh?

Anyway, if you're a fan of the series you may remember the pair's previous Super NES outing, also from THQ, which was fairly warmly upon its release, despite its conventional platform origins. There's no such sense of tradition with this latest title though, which is programmed by Sculptured Software (whose previous credits include Mortal Kombat and Super Star Wars).

This here game takes in everything from haunted houses to space travel in levels based on real-life episodes of the cartoon, as well as cramming in a huge array of genuinely funny sight gags to enhance the atmosphere. There's a lot more to the game than you'd reckon, with play veering from almost beat-em-up territory through platform all the way leftfield to Mode 7 flying levels. Variety isn't the only thing Time Warp has in its favour though – you'd be advised to bring a second player along as things are tough right from the very beginning.

**VERDICT**

Time Warp captures the spirit and humour of the Ren & Stimpy cartoons perfectly, which should please fans no end. It also showcases an astonishing variety of game styles and a huge level of challenge, which should please gamers ployers. If you're not a fan of the series you won't really get the most from Ren & Stimpy, but you'll still find an enjoyable, tough and original product. If you are a Ren & Stimpy devotee, this is more fun than a barrel of monkeys.

**RICK'S PARADISE**

Look out for the much-fabled Logman. Collect one of these all-purpose household items and you're whisked off to a Logman bonus game, based on a coin-op of yesteryear, such as the classic Space Invaders, Asteroids or Pac Man...

**ALTERNATIVE**

- Fire and Ice
- Renegade/£25.99

If Ren & Stimpy aren't your cup of tea, try this rather more traditional dose of cartoon platform foolery, which is not bad at all. But could have been better.

**OVERALL**

- GRAPHICS 90
- SOUND 91
- PLAYABILITY 88
- VALUE 86

**VERDICT**

You must stop Muddy Mudskipper destroying the past with his time machine. Hit the little scaly blighter lots to achieve this objective.
A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE

JURASSIC PARK

PART 2: THE CHAOS CONTINUES

© 1993 Universal City Studios, Inc. and Amblin Entertainment, Inc. Game Program © 1993 Ocean Software Ltd. Nintendo®, Game Boy™, The Nintendo Product Seals and other marks designated as "TM" are trademarks of Nintendo.
The dead rising from their graves, a medieval setting... it could be Wales, but then it could be somewhere far worse...

K, so to some people there might not be much worse than Wales and her hordes of nervous sheep and close-harmony choirs, but that's hardly the stuff that 18 ratings are made of. Ecstatica, however, is. It's the storyline that had the casting vote in deciding what certificate the game received, after all, there's only so much that characters constructed of elipses can do to each other, unless you have a particularly inventive, and sick, imagination.

Ecstatica is the result of five years' work from developer Andrew Spencer, who originally started programming it on the Commodore PET. Fortunately, small advances in technology, notably sound, colour and the CD-ROM drive, have helped Andrew deliver what is, quite possibly, one of the PC games of the year.

As the game begins, you are journeying on horseback through Northern Europe in the year 928. After days in the saddle, you stop to replenish your supplies in a quiet village. But, the village is deserted, the inhabitants have been stabbed, slashed, hung and spiked and the streets are crawling with Werewolves, Minotaurs, huge spiders and axe-wielding Gremlins. It's up to you, the elipsoid hero, to venture into the town and unravel the horrible secrets that lie within.

With its multiple camera views and distinctive elipsoid graphics, Ecstatica is similar to the classic Alone in the Dark. It's an amazing-looking game, featuring an eerie soundtrack and some excellent digitised speech — these screenshots can never hope to do it justice. Dare you journey into the realm of Ecstatica...?
OPENING MOVES...

In the early stages of the game you'll be brutally and savagely attacked by a werewolf. Unfortunately, you can only stun it, so it's a major thorn in your side throughout the game.

If you though the woman skewered to the table was bad, check out the poor priest. They've hung him and slashed him in the chest...

Not all the inhabitants of the village have been killed, and the survivors may provide useful information. Some, however, like this priest, are so scared, they won't talk to you at all. Not even if you're wearing your 'I'm the hero' badge.

Your character is controlled using the numeric keypad on the keyboard. It's a bit more complicated than Alone In the Dark, but much more flexible.

SECOND OPINION

When I saw an early version of this at the CES show in July, I wondered how the hell they'd manage to get any game in Ecstatica. How I was wrong. This is superb. It looks good, plays well, and it's one ultra-intriguing, helluva game. It's definitely not one for people who don't like the colour red, or who have nightmarish flashbacks about being whisked away for devil worship -- but it's a toss up between this and Theme Park for PC game of the year.

STEVE JAMES

VERDICT

PC CD-ROM

If you liked Alone in the Dark, you'll go gaga over Ecstatica. Although the control system is fiddly, once you've played the game for half-an-hour, you'll soon be running around, manipulating objects and bashing monsters with ease. The attention to detail is sublime, the graphics superb and the speech remarkable. If I have a criticism, it's the playing area is too small. Apart from that Ecstatica is mean, moody and very atmospheric -- a must buy.

DEAN EVANS

ALTERNATIVE

Ecstatica has plenty of gory scenes and 18 certifi cate to go with them.

CD-I
- The 7th Guest
- Philips/E49.95
- Making the most of the CD-i's digital video board, this is a stunning conversion of Virgin's haunted house puzzler, with FMV clips breaking up the gameplay nicely.
- Issue 151: 70%

OVERALL

90

USELESS INFORMATION NO. 3,455: WHILE ALONE IN THE DARK WAS PROGRAMMED BY A WHOLE DEVELOPMENT TEAM, ECSTATICA WAS CREATED BY JUST TWO PEOPLE
It might sound like a golf game, but this is actually another Jag car racing game.
And that's the Jag console by the way, before you get confused...

Club Drive is best described as a 3D Micro Machines. You take control of a tiny toy car which you race around gigantic racing environments. The hazards that you come up against range from toilets (which flush when you hit them), to floating cats with no legs (an animated kitty being a bit too much to ask of beleagured polygon technology). Of course, the good thing about polygons is they let you see things from any angle you like, and Club Drive follows the fledgling tradition of allowing the player access to a couple of these. The first-person perspective is probably the best, the behind-the-car camera often misleading you about your angle of projection and the backwards-pointing bonnet cam is all but useless, the scale of the car rendering it impossible to see what's in behind you as well as what's in front.

Still what Club Drive lacks in useful views it makes up for in game style options. There are three modes of play; against computer; a timed icon pickup course; but the most enjoyable option is the two-player only tag mode. The object of the game is to crash into the other car, thus making them 'it'. The first person to stay 'it' for a whole minute loses. Actually, 'enjoyable' isn't the word for tag mode, or either of the other two for that matter. 'Bad' is closer to the truth. The trouble is there's no feeling of inertia or traction, so you can't judge your cornering at all. Any game which needs an arrow indicator to tell you which direction you're travelling in is treading on treacherous ground. The last other trouble with Club Drive is it's easy to get hopelessly snared on certain bits of scenery and be thrown over on to your roof by still others. Pootling around in an average household should have been a lot more fun. A bit of a shame, sorry.

Some ramps lead to elevated track and others are there to throw you around all over the shop...

The little unidentified thing in the middle of the strip at the bottom of the screen is your map, which shows your location and that of any other cars or powerballs. The arrow thing next to it indicates which direction you're facing in, because otherwise you wouldn't know.
This, believe it or not is a cat. We think. It looks like Dr Who’s old robot dog K9 and bawls like a baby when you run into it.

Looking not unlike a multicoloured ball of yarn, a powerball looks passive, awaiting collection by your car.

The bonnet camera in full effect. As you can see, though, you can’t see.

This is but one small aspect of the myriad of options presented to you before you start playing Club Drive. They’re probably more fun than the main game.

This looks quite nice, in a blocky sort of way, but once you start moving it all gets rather jerky.

This is the two-player tag game. It’s quite good fun for about ten minutes, but once you realise it’s impossible to escape from one another, except by dint of weird scenery difficulties, it loses its appeal. What it really needs is larger, more open playing grounds with less confused (and confusing) layouts. And before you even think about it, don’t bother trying to drive up any of the ramps, it’s nigh on impossible at any sort of speed.

This Revised option allows you to play back your most heinous disasters. Pretty useful for finding out exactly what did happen to you.

Alternative

MEGA DRIVE
- Micro Machines 2
- Codemasters [£39.99]

Same toy car theme, but with classic and, furthermore, superlative gameplay, and with added four-player thrills. If you don’t already have this you’re a fool.

Second Opinion

Club Drive seemed very promising when we originally saw it. The play environments appeared original and well designed, and the sheer variety of game options seemed to scream ‘supreme lastability’ in our ears. Sadly, though, the finished product has turned out to be a pretty insipid effort which handles in a crock-worthy fashion. Full marks for effort, but this isn’t worth the dough. There’s also a great shortage of pies in this, and I like pies. Bad luck Atari.

MARK PATTERSON

JAGUAR
You’ve got to feel sorry for Atari at the moment. This month two polygon racers have hit the 64-bit console, and whilst they both look spectacular in still screenshots they’re marred by jerky update and vacuous gameplay.

Club Drive isn’t as bad as it could have been, but I was really expecting a lot more than this. Skip this one and keep saving for Alien Versus Predator or the forthcoming Iron Soldier (which is previewed on page 23).

RAD AUTOMATIC
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Review

**MEGA DRIVE/SNES**
- Platform: Activision
- Unconfirmed
- Out December
- No other versions available
- No other versions planned

**CVG Hint!**
Yo, in the area, there's a rumble in the jungle and no mistaking...

---

Does anyone remember the classic TV series Tales of the Gold Monkey? If not, it's unlikely you'll also remember the original Pitfall, which was out before you were born, young thing. Anyway, these two have more in common than the length of their teeth. The former is from Glen A Larson, the man also responsible for the A-Team, and followed the adventures of some bloke with a seaplane looking for treasure in the jungle. The latter has no connections with Mr T whatsoever, unfortunately, but was a groundbreaking title which spawned the platform genre, and certainly that part of it occupied by the new sequel, the staggering titled Pitfall 2, which involves searching for hidden treasure in the jungle. But without the seaplane bit. Not that that's an entirely bad thing.

Anyway, if sprawling platform adventures, with no seaplanes, are your idea of fun, this should excite you greatly.

There's nothing particularly new on offer in this sequel, some ideas are even lifted from the first Pitfall title, but Pitfall 2 is executed with great panache. Activision is particularly proud of the animation of the main character, who runs, crawls, swings, slides and performs a variety of other heroic exertions with unprecedented smoothness. This affects a lot more than just the game's frontier as you have to use all these skills and abilities to negotiate each trap-infested stage, collecting priceless artifacts along the way. And, as is usually the rule for this sort of game, that's all there is to it. So which side of the thin line marked 'Simple - Crap' does this product fall?

---

**VERDICT**

**SNES**
The Super NES is the perfect console for this type of game. The backgrounds are rich and colourful and the animation of the main sprite is more than worthy of some admiration. The controls are instinctive and as such it's a piece of cake to get the most out of your extremely versatile character. If you think you're up for the challenge - Pitfall 2 is bigger and harder than the entire Boo-Yaa TRIBE - this is a highly recommended purchase.

**MEGA DRIVE**
Pitfall 2 is certainly a very good title, but the Mega Drive is currently buried under a landslide of brilliant platform games, and you do have to wonder if there's any room for another. If you're not already a Dynamite Headdy/Earthworm Jim/Sonic & Knuckles owner, then this Pitfall sequel is definitely well worth some investigation. Those readers who aren't platform-fixated gamers, however, may already have had their fill of the genre recently.

**RADION AUTOMATIC**
- **GRAPHICS**: 92
- **SOUND**: 92
- **PLAYABILITY**: 92
- **VALUE**: 90

**OVERALL**: 92

---

**SNES**
- See the bravehearted thrill-seeker effortlessly ride the dangerous rickety minecart!

**MEGA DRIVE**
- Whilst these enemies do make the going harder, the real challenge lies in negotiating the billions of hazards posed by the play environment.

**SNES**
- Far from being the sticky prey traps of real life, Pitfall 2 spiderwebs are actually bouncy trampolines.

**MEGA DRIVE**
- This is but one of the many priceless antiquities secreted in many jungles around the globe. Honest. Go and look for them if you don't believe us.

---

**CONTACT ACTIVISION (081-742 9400) FOR INFORMATION**

---

**Issue 130: 91%**
It hasn’t been his decade, but fresh from his Game Boy reincarnation comes Nintendo’s oldest new star...

As the superbly animated intro to Donkey Kong Country tells us, the old and young apes are actually divided between old-style bleepy game music and drum-bashing jungle romp-a-thons respectively. What primates like to listen to, however, is probably the least interesting thing about this game.

Donkey Kong Country is brought to you by Rare, a company with a long and glorious history of innovative and playable games. Rare’s latest effort is this tale of two apes, Donkey Kong and Diddy Kong, which adopts a surprisingly conventional approach, being a side-view platformer. However, Rare has added their twist with the graphics, which are quite exceptional. All the sprites and backgrounds were digitised using a Silicon Graphics workstation and then ported over to the Super NES, so you’re actually looking at 32-BIT visuals instead of anything the Super NES would be capable of on its own. Basically, this is just about as good as a platform game can look.

Donkey Kong Country contains everything you’d expect from your favourite titles. Loads of bonus rooms, pseudo-puzzle elements, hidden screens, minecart levels and suchlike. And there’s even a two-player mode. Actually, there are two two-player modes, depending on your feelings towards your playing partner. If you get along, you should try the cooperative mode, which sees you each controlling a character and helping each other along the way. If you can’t stand the get then the competitive mode will be more to your liking. This mode is only any use if you’re dead good at the game and your ‘friend’ is a hopeless sad case you wish to humiliate.

That, basically, is it. Don’t be misled, though – it’s like saying Mario 4 is just some fat bloke jumping about. There’s no doubting that Donkey Kong Country is a superb game which is bound to sell in the thousands and keep hordes of gamers going for yonks before they complete the game and find its secrets.

Donkey Kong Country is just another platformer and the World Cup is just a football match.
FROG KONG

It's tough being an ape, walking around on your knuckles all day long. Showing its more compassionate side, Rare has placed some alternative modes of transport in the game to save a bit of wear and tear on your paws. Large crates are secreted in certain areas of the game which contain giant animals all too eager to aid you on your quest. Each of these has its own special ability and protects you from harm so long as you're riding (although they scarper after taking one hit and you have to chase and remount them). The three most interesting creatures are the high-jumping frog, baddie-horning rhino and shark-deterrent swordfish. There's also an ostrich, who's not pictured because he's got funny legs.

MORE FUN THAN A BARREL OF MONKEYS

Sonic has bumpers, Mario has magic blocks, and Donkey Kong has barrels. Yes, a platform character is nothing without his (or her) environmental props, and DKC has them in abundance. These barrels are capable of propelling your monkey over short distances. Marked ones do this automatically, and plain ones require the player to initiate the launch sequence. This is pretty straightforward, but once the barrels start moving around and you're forced to shoot yourself from one to another at high speeds things get somewhat trickier.
HITS FROM THE KONG

At certain points during the game you're introduced to various other inhabitants of your domain. Some of these just lecture you, such as Cranky the Kong from the original Donkey Kong coin-op, now a wizened pensioner. Others, though, are useful contacts who can do something for you. Funky Kong is probably the one of these you'll get to know best, as his Jumbo Barrel is capable of propelling you form his pad to any saved position you wish to visit, whether to pick up more bonuses or just re-play favourite sections of the game.

The game isn't really set in the Congo. It's set in the Kongo with a K. Eereely, there's a town in Cheshire called Congleton, which is probably where all the characters live in real life.

The aim of the mine section is simple: jump the gaps in the broken track...

Mr hoppy frog is one of the helpers you can enlist by dissing the larger crates.

The music for the underwater sections of the game is filmic and truly beautiful.

Collect as many bananas as possible. A hundred of these soft fruit treats are sufficient fuel to add an extra life to your total.

SECOND OPINION

You really do stop, stare and gawp when playing sections of this game. Donkey Kong Country is a major achievement in terms of 16-bit graphics. And although it might not seem so at first, there's enough variety to keep you going. However this is a game that's been produced with the mass market in mind and, on that score, it was never meant to be overtly taxing. Die-hard game fans may find the playing unoriginal but there's no denying its beauty....

STEVE JAMES

VERDICT

SNES

This is a phenomenal-looking game, and no mistaking. However strip away the clever graphics and what you've got is a very regular platform game. It's a good one, yes, but you can't help thinking Rare could perhaps have come up with something a bit different. Anyway, that's about the only fault you can pin on DKC, because it's ace. You really really ought to think very hard indeed about buying it if you have even the slightest interest in games.

RAD AUTOMATIC

GRAPHICS 97
SOUND 92
PLAYABILITY 93
VALUE 89

90

ALTERNATIVE

SUPER NES

| Super Mario 4 |
| Nintendo/free |

It comes free with the machine, so you'll already have it, but this is the only title which gives DKC a real run for its money. Get it if you have an import machine.

| Not reviewed |
VORTEX

A STORM’S COMING

VORTEX - 93%

“AN ESSENTIAL BUY”  “SUPERLATIVE BLASTING ACTION INDEED”  “BUY YOU FOOLS BUY”  “YES, IT’S BETTER THAN STARWING”
Landing from new boys
Binary Asylum is an Amiga
blast which casts the player
as a hard-nosed mercenary
pilot from the 21st century...

By all accounts the future on Earth looks like being
more grim than a four-day-old bacon same from a
motorway caff. In Zeewolf it's global warming that's
become the main problem, and although car fumes
and CFCs are part of the cause the main one is the giant
and pollution happy Ecliptico corporation.

The good guy is Zenith Research, a smaller corporation
that has cracked the secret of more eco-friendly fusion
power. The thing is Ecliptico has nicked the plans, but don't
worry, there's still hope for green meadows and fluffy bunnies
as Zenith has also been working on Zeewolf, a top-spec
attack helicopter.

As a highly paid mercenary you take the part of the pilot
of a Zeewolf prototype through multiple missions until
Ecliptico is beaten. Like Desert Strike on Amiga, missions tend
to be broken up into stages. For instance one level requires
ground weapons to be taken out before a damaged aircraft is
escorted back to base. The player must then return and rescue
a crippled aircraft by towing it along Thrust style.

Zeewolf draws inspiration from a host of classic games
including Desert Strike, Thrust, Powerdrome, Thunderhawk,
Stardust, Sub-Terraria, but it's probably closest to Elite cre-ator
David Braben's forgotten classic Virus and can best be
described as a tactical shoot-'em-up.
THE DASHING BLADE

Although the graphics aren't that spectacular there's a lot of cool touches.

1. Zeewolf itself spins smoothly and is viewable from all angles.

2. Death results in the helicopter falling and smoking before bursting into flames.

3. Strafe the water for a neat splash and ripple effect. Accompanied by realistic FX too.

VERDICT

A1200
I hated Zeewolf at first because the controls were a pig, once mastered though the game is more akin to your fav smokd-bacon battle; the joystick can be dispensed with in favour of precision mouse control. There's an awful lot to do here and the difficulty curve is perfectly set for long term gameplay. Zeewolf's only real fault is that it runs too slowly (especially on a 500), but that won't stop you playing this into the early hours of the morning.

VERDICT

MEGA DRIVE

- Urban Strike
- EA/£4.99

The third in this classic series is by no means the best but offers enough variety to make it a worthwhile purchase.

- Issue 156: 82%

SECOND OPINION

You can tell that this game has been put together by a programming team that knows its games, and has taken all the elements of titles from this genre and honed them to produce a formidable tactical shoot-'em-up. The look of the game is highly stylised and replete with cool graphical touches, like being able to skiff the top of the water, and the sound and FX are equally superlative. If you want a 'copter shoot-'em-up for Amiga then look no further.

GARY LORD

OVERALL

91

- Graphics 85
- Sound 87
- Playability 89
- Value 90

TRUE BUT NOT VERY INTERESTING: BINARY ASYLUM WAS SET UP BY EX-COMPUTER GAMES WRITERS
checkered

CPC REVIEW

JAGUAR

£Unconfirmed £Out December
No other versions available
No other versions planned

You might think that Checkered Flag is just another Virtua Racing clone, and you'd be right. Because it is.

Isn't America incredible? A nation forged in the spirit of democracy by a handful of settlers from all countries. Centuries later it's arguably the greatest power on the planet, and has contributed such wonders as the Remington shaver and TV cloucharga to world culture, yet they still can't spell. Look, if you're American and you're reading this, it's chequered. With a Q. And whilst we're about it, there's no F in sulphur either. And try putting the U in 'color', fools. Ooh, it makes me so mad...

Anyway, chequered Flag is Atari's first foray into the wacky world of polygon racers. You, as a prospective player, are put into the not-exactly spacious seat of a grand prix driver currently entered, uncannily, into a GP. If you're not too hot on competitive sports, the idea of the game is to complete a set number of laps of each course faster than any of the other drivers on the track. Obviously your opponents would quite like to stop you doing this, and use a barrage of dirty tricks to cut you off or cause you to crash - tricks which you yourself are also welcome to employ.

Despite this, the biggest challenge you face now is to do with irate wheelsmiths and more to do with the courses you face, and even your own car. Learning to handle your motor, and which one of the six different views suits you best in which circumstances. And this is before you even bother with manual gears.

SLOWING DOWN FOR THE PITS

You'll doubtless notice that it's all too easy to prang your wheels on your travels around the circuits of the world. Luckily, though, you have a fully computerised virtual pit crew to help you out in just such situations. Pull into the pit lane as you complete a lap and your mechanics get straight to work, repairing any speed-impairing damage you may have clocked up. Of course, this does cost valuable time in the short term, but over the long run it's always a good idea to hit the pit to deal with any difficulties a good two or three laps before the finish.

This looks nice, doesn't it? Shame the 3D update is so jerky, because otherwise Checkered Flag would be a very good-looking game.

One of the main advantages of the closer views is the impressive graphical scenes such as this.

This options screen allows you to customise your car before each race, right down to the paint colour. Useful.

This is where it all starts. Unlike Virtua Racing you're free to adopt any viewpoint of your choosing before you actually hit the road, so you can begin the race all prepared.
DON'T FORGET YOUR SOU'WESTER

Weather eh? Can't live with it, can't live without it, that's the climate of the world. This very same climate is faithfully reproduced in Checkered Flag (except it doesn't look all sunny at the start of a race and then starts chucking it down when you've set out in a T-shirt with no umbrella, like what happens in real life), which features an array of meteorological conditions and also allows you to equip your car to cope with them.

Sunny tracks are fine, although you'll find your travel sweets melt if you leave them on the dashboard, and require no twiddling. Rain is pretty easy to deal with by the simple addition of wet-road tyres which allow you to keep a firm grip around corners. The most potentially hazardous act of God is probably viewing-obscuring fog, which limits visibility to quite disgraceful proportions. Keep an eye on your speedo and mind that child in the event of mist.

SECOND OPINION

I wholeheartedly agree with Rad on this one. Checkered Flag had the potential to be a cracking title, but there are just too many things preventing it. The cornering is highly slack and not at all realistic — your vehicle doesn't even handle like you'd imagine a pretend race car to. Yes, it is fairly accomplished technically, but if Sega can knock out a game almost as impressive as this on a machine with a quarter of the power that's really no excuse.

MARK PATTERN

VERDICT

JAGUAR

Checkered Flag is extremely reminiscent of Sega's classic Virtua Racing, with a couple of notable exceptions. For starters, there's no two-player option, a major oversight when you think that was probably the Mega Drive VR's big selling point. The other big difference is in the handling of the car, which turns very sluggishly. Fair enough, programmers still have to get the hang of the machine, but the Jaguar is capable of much more.

RAD AUTOMATIC

GRAPHICS 80
SOUND 82
PLAYABILITY 74
VALUE 71
OVERALL 72
CVG REVIEW

A1200

Platform • Virgin
£29.99 • Out Now
Mega Drive, SNES, NES and Master System
versions available
No other versions planned

A whole new world or just another
run-of-the-mill platformer? We take
the latest Disney Amiga licence from
Virgin for a magic carpet ride...

As the console owning public get their claws into
Virgin's latest Disney licence, The Lion King, at long
last here's the floppy version of Aladdin, one of last
year's most successful console tie-ins, also from
Disney and Virgin. This Amiga version is A1200 only and it's
obvious why after just a cursory glance at the gorgeous
screenshots scattered about the page. An A500 version is
unlikely since it would be extensively scaled down but a CD32
version could materialise if the machine's sales pick up.

This version is based on the Mega Drive original, for
those unfamiliar with the game this means Aladdin gets a
razor sharp sword to dispense baddies with instead of the
poncy apples featured in the SNES version. The game plot
sticks closely to the film and sees the player take on the evil
Jafar over a number of platform-based levels. The apples from
the SNES version are present but when collected simply boost
the player's score. Other items to watch out for include jew-
els, which can be used to buy wishes or extra lives in the
shop, and the end-of-level fruit machine. Here the player can
take a gamble to win Aladdin yet more lives or jewels.

aladdin

VERDICT

A1200
This is an impressive con-
version which retains the
original version's charm.
The main sprite is the best
yet on Amiga. Thing is, the
average gameplay has
been ported too. There's
not a lot of variety and the
levels are fairly easy.
Maybe I'm being a little
hard, though, since it's
certainly a polished pro-
duction and better than
the majority of platformers
out there. Not for sea-
soned platform junkies,
but ideal Christmas fodder
for the younger gamer.

Rik Skews

GRAPHICS 88
SOUND 71
PLAYABILITY 79
VALUE 78

OVERALL 78

ALTERNATIVE

SNES
Earthworm Jim
Virgin/£59.99
Polished and humorous
platformer based on
Global Gladiators game
engine also used in
Aladdin. Features some
of the best graphics yet seen
in a 16-bit platformer.
Issue 156: 90%

Use the flying ropes to
got to higher parts of the
level where plenty of bonus-
es are tucked away.

Here's a toilet tent for
men and women in the back-
ground... and of course one
for Genies!

Sometimes the only way
to progress through the
level is to dangle danger-
ously from these ropes.

CONTACT VIRGIN (081-960 2255) FOR INFORMATION • GAME SIZE: THREE DISKS
MD6 — 6 Button Joypad
Independent Auto and Turbo Fire

MD3 — 3 Button Joypad
Independent Auto and Turbo Fire

MULTIPLAY ADAPTOR
UP TO 2 PLAYER ACTION ON ALL YOUR GAMES

GAMESTER SN8 JOYPAD FOR SUPER NINTENDO

GAMESTER MD6 JOYPAD FOR SEGA MEGADRIVE

SN6 — 6 Button Joypad

Two Extra Buttons for Arcade Style Play

The Range of Video Game Accessories

Available from all good games stores:
SCART TV's, MONITORS & LEADS

A SCART TV/MONITOR GIVES A PERFECT QUALITY PICTURE. USE THIS WITH YOUR TV OR MONITOR TO IMPROVE THE
SOUND QUALITY.

SONY KVM1400 14" FST COLOUR SCART TELEVISION/MONITOR

CONTENTS - 14" TV/MONITOR, REMOTE CONTROL, TV/VIDEO IN, S-VIDEO IN, VIDEO IN, HDMI IN, DVI, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL SHEET.

FREE SCART LEAD

REVENE OF SHIMONI, ROYAL MONACO GRAND PRIX, SUPER MONACO GRAND PRIX, SUPER MONACO GRAND PRIX, ALON SOLOMONE.

** VERY SPECIAL DEAL **

PLUS PACK - ONLY AVAILABLE WHEN YOU BUY A SCART LEAD

PREMIER TV / COLOUR SONY KV1400 SCART 40.99

SEGA 3X EXPANSION MODULE FOR SCART MEGADRIVE (WITH C64 COUPONS) - 154.99

SLOTS TO THE CARTRIDGE PORT ON TOP OF THE MEGADRIVE 1 OR 2, ALLOWS YOU TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

MEGA CD 1 WITH FIAT SOCCER AND EIGHT GAMES - 189.99

MEGA CD 2 WITH TOMCATS AND EIGHT GAMES - 189.99

MEGA CD 2 WITH TOMCATS AND EIGHT GAMES - 174.99

MEGA CD 2 OR 3 TO CONNECT TO MEGADRIVE 1 OR 2 TO ADD MORE GAMES TO YOUR SYSTEM.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** MEGADRIVE & SEGA ***

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.

** SUPER NES **

WITH FULLY FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM TO CONNECT UP TO 3 GAME CARTRIDES.
Psygnosis drags you into space with its fast-paced 3D shoot-'em up, Novastorm, but is it a brilliant game or just a Rebel Assault-style cash in? We decide...

It was horrible. As mankind slept on his journey towards the stars, the machines he'd constructed to make life easier, evolved, grew and eventually became intelligent. Finally, as man settled around a new star, the machines rebelled against their creators, tired of their menial, tiresome existence and desperate for some individual meaning and purpose...

Yes, it's your typical 'machines become sentient and start a war against mankind'-type scenario. Like the Terminator movies, the humans are massively outnumbered and outgunned, but in the greatest traditions of sci-fi heroism, one lone pilot, in a state-of-the-art Scavenger 4 fighter craft, is going to attempt to penetrate the mechanoid defences and save mankind from total extinction. No, there's no prizes for guessing who the pilot is.

Novastorm is a 3D shoot-'em up and like Rebel Assault, your starfighter travels along a preset path, leaving you to manoeuvre around the screen blasting anything that looks vaguely alien. As you can see, the pre-rendered backgrounds look absolutely gorgeous, and together with the pounding soundtrack and the finger-straining action, Novastorm is without doubt one of the best shoot-'em ups on the PC.

One unique feature is the fact that if you travel too close to the edge of the screen, you'll hit the ground and deplete your shields.

The Scavenger 4 craft screams across a volcanic landscape. Your shield is represented by the bar top-left, while your power-ups are indicated below.

Like the games R-Type and Project X, if you collect these spinning tokens you can access various power-ups, including double shots, drones and wingmen.

VERDICT

A1200
I loved Stardust on the Amiga, so I guess I'm a little biased right from the outset. My only problem with it was that it was a little slow to play at times. This new AGA version is everything I could have asked for, though. It looks absolutely incredible, with the most realistic looking roller boulders ever seen, and the game is just fiendishly addictive. If I have one complaint, it's that it's a smidgeon too hard for the average player, but that just keeps you at it!

GARY LORD

ALTERNATIVE

MEGA-CD

- Rebel Assault
- LucasArts £49.99

The FMV is grainy and not up to the PC's standard, but if you're a sucker for a Star Wars licence (and who isn't?) then this fly-'em and shoot-'em-up isn't bad at all.

OVERALL

97

GAME BY PSYGNOSIS. CONTACT PSYGNOSIS (051-709 5755) FOR INFORMATION.
MEGA DRIVE
Platform Konami
£49.99 Out Now
No other versions available
SNES version planned

Cartoons have come a fair way since Betty Boo, and with the helping hands of Spielberg behind it, perhaps Animaniacs is a little too clever for its own good...

One of the nice things about Animaniacs is its ability to wake you up on a Saturday morning when you've got no recollection of the previous night, and your eyes are gummed together. You don't even need to go through the pain of looking at the screen just so long as you can pick up the obscure references which are aimed squarely at twentysomethings you can enjoy it. Obviously this is something which couldn't be translated to the game, no matter how late you were up on Friday. But with one version at least Konami has managed to come up with a winning game.

Konami has succeeded in capturing much of the spirit of the cartoon, even if it lacks the humour. However, there's decently playable game in Animaniacs, thanks to a balanced mix of action and puzzle solving. Of course, it also rips off well-known movies, such as Jurassic Park, to provide fodder for most of the levels.

WARNER'S WACKY WORLD
What sets the Mega Drive version of Animaniacs apart from its SNES cousin is the novel way it combines puzzle solving with traditional platform action. Here are a few of the hazards you'll encounter.

1. The apple tops up energy, but there's a dog in the way trying to prevent the baby being involved in any fatalities.
2. In this case you need to get this dog out of the way. You can either hit him with a rubber ball, bash his skull in with a hammer or snog it.
3. A lot of the Animaniacs' enemies are ripped straight out of big name movies, and obviously aren't happy with it.

VERDICT
MEGA DRIVE
It's not even worth mentioning to argue the case for the Mega Drive version being better than the SNES - it's simply light years ahead. The balance between puzzle solving and action is spot on. Although the problems aren't taxing, they help lift Animaniacs out of the realm of average platform games. The graphics are well animated, but exceedingly small. But on the whole this is a very well presented and exceedingly playable platformer.

ALTERNATIVE

SNES/MEGA DRIVE
Mickey Mania
Sonic
£44.99 MD
£29.99 SNES
If cartoon-based platform games are your kind of thing, this is one of the best around at the moment. Well presented, and very playable.
Issue 156:
SNES 88% MD 90%

89

CONTACT KONAMI (0895 853000) FOR INFORMATION
’Tis the Season to be JOLLY...

Tra la la la la, la la la la. If you want to spend Christmas playing a selection of the latest and greatest video games, then you’d better get in touch with The T.C.R. COMPUTER EXCHANGE as soon as possible. We’ve got piles and piles of games on offer, at prices so cheap you’ll think you’re dreaming. And since we BUY, SELL, and PART EXCHANGE games too, we’re the ideal choice for your Yuletide Shopping this year. From the latest imported titles, to 2nd hand classics, you’ll agree that we’re the cheapest and the best. So call us NOW. NOW!

CALL US NOW ON (071) 636 2666

Trade enquiries welcome. Full I.D. required from sellers of goods.
"Hey, you lookin' at me? You lookin' at me?" "Actually, no, I was looking at the ridiculous pink plastic light gun you're brandishing, old chap." Yes, first-person shoot 'em ups are back for the Winter season.

Lethal Enforcers 2, like its predecessor, is a pretty simple game. Digitised opponents appear from behind the scenery, lob a challenge or insult your way and commence firing them. In the meantime you (and a friend if you so wish) use your joystick or Konami's brand new light gun to pop their be-spurred clogs. However, with you representing the law and all, you also have to watch out for innocent civilians and allies who also sometimes appear. Needless to say, filling them full of holes does not look good on your record and loses you vital energy. And friends, if they've got any sense.

**ANNE GET YOUR GUN**

Along your travels you're sometimes able to pick up extra weaponry (by shooting it, natch). Most of these guns are able to hold more ammo than your regular six-shooter, and also do more damage. Certain weapons, such as the rifle, are also reloadable, which means you can hold of your ace new toy until you bite a bullet, as opposed to the regular shells limit.

**VERDICT**

A1200 Light phaser games stand or fall on their presentation. The First Enforcers was like an episode of Starsky and Hutch and worked well, whereas Bodycount looked very computerised and didn't. Luckily, Lethal Enforcer 2 is strangely hilarious, with plenty of roots and toots and "I'll get you, varmints." Of course, there isn't much to it - no in-depth gameplay here. Those looking for a challenging and diverting two-player blastola, however, could certainly do worse than this.

**RADIATION AUTOMATIC**

**GRAPHICS** 88
**SOUND** 91
**PLAYABILITY** 86
**VALUE** 80

**81**

**ALTERNATIVE**

- Yoshi's Safari
- Nintendo/£39.99
- Dire and ridiculously easy game-breaker with the old SNES drainpipe the only saving grace of which was that it allowed you to shoot Yoshi in the back of the head. Frequently.

**Issue 142: 58%**
Nostalgia ain't what it used to be, well Archer Maclean doesn’t seem to agree as he gets Psygnosis to release a ‘Super’ version of one of his classics...

You know there's nothing worse than going to the cinema and sitting next to some bloke who's read the book prior to the film and keeps telling his girlfriend that the movie 'isn't as good as the book', continually. Well, whilst playing Super Drop Zone I've had a whole horde of peeps trudging past making similar remarks along the lines of 'I remember this on the C64'. And for those of you who weren't here's what it's all about...

Alien attack waves are thwarting your attempts to rescue your men at the designated drop zone, you scroll horizontally (Defender style) and at the bottom of the screen is a scaled-down version of the level so that you can see where your men, incoming aliens, power-ups attack craft and end-of-level guardians are, and is a vital tool in your gameplaying plan.

The digitised voice overs are atmospheric and they warn you of 'incoming MFI's' (the red blob), well that's what it sounds like anyway. This gives you time to activate your shield or to get in position so that you can blow the MFI into as many pieces as their furniture comes in.

No, I'm afraid Scotty's not beaming you up, but that would be an easy way out though, wouldn't it?

Place your firepower just right and don't forget to pick up those bonus coins.

GAME BY ARCHER MACLEAN • CONTACT PSYGNOSIS FOR INFORMATION
ACCESS ALL ZONES
Just to set the scene Archer has included a wee FMV intro for your delectation.

WHO'S BOSS?
Marking back to the days when end-of-level bosses were end-of-level bosses, here's a few of them for your edification...

This game is all about high scores, and to get them you're going to have to get plenty of bonuses and avoid getting got by those reet evil end of levellers.

SECOND OPINION
Dropzone is one of my all-time fave games and it's good to see that Archer has stuck to the original format. The few additions are welcome – bar one. On the C64 Dropzone cost £9.99, and now you're being asked to fork out £35 more? It's a tough decision for a game which doesn't offer the same kind of variety as the likes of Starwing. Get it if you love it, but you could buy the original, complete with machine second hand for the same price.

MARK PATTISON

ALTERNATIVE

SNES
Here we have a game which was loved by all when it first came out thanks to its addictive and enjoyable brand of fast and frenetic gameplay. But has it been enhanced enough to justify a Nineties re-release? Well, there's a lot of new feature, but despite them you can't help thinking 'is this enough?' Games have moved on, even shoot'em-ups. You will enjoy Super Drop Zone, but there aren't enough features to make it a 'must have'.

VERDICT

GARY LORD

OTHER VERSIONS
Although the bottom radar is tricky to try and work out on a small screen, this is simple game that makes fine shoot'em-up fodder on the handhelds. V good on the Game Boy

GAME BOY
- ISSUE 138 93%

GAME GEAR
- ISSUE 153 76%

GRAPHICS 88
SOUND 81
PLAYABILITY 89
VALUE 79

OVERALL 80
It's the Invasion of the Neighbourhood Snatchers, i.e., Zombies Ate My Neighbours 2, and to stop those flesh-eating carnivores you've got to join the Ghoul Patrol...

Drink the red potion and your character turns into the Grim Reaper. In this mode you can smash through doors without keys and kill anything. You float around so you can't jump over objects.

After you defeat the boss you get to meet all the people you've rescued. Collect all the people again to move on to the next world.

As you remember what you were doing this time last year? Chances are that if you'd bought a new SNES game then you were playing the rather divine Zombies Ate My Neighbours, and were embroiled in the exploits of Zeke and Julie as they tried to aid their neighbours' predicament. Well one year on and it's time for the sequel – Ghoul Patrol. Once again you control Zeke or Julie (or both in two-player mode) as they try and fight through maze after maze of scenery desperately in search of the few citizens who have not yet been zombified.

Unlike the original Zombies game, Zeke and Julie can now skid into opponents as a form of attack, and SOS message bubbles have been included which float into the screen providing the player with a rough idea of where the next person to rescue is located.

Power-ups are abundant from go-faster shoes to some heavy artillery, but in the main, a selection of keys need to be found to access new parts of the screen. Advance further, and it's the combination of bigger mazes together with the quest for keys that makes the going tough.

With the Bazooka you can play it safe by blowing opponents from behind walls.

The boss takes some beating so it's actually worth losing a life to get a fully loaded bazooka for the job.

As you progress you'll find items of the scenery being more useful. As shown here, you can bounce around on the sofas avoiding the nasties.
This nasty bally chap has the power to pass through solid objects in pursuit of you. Kill him as soon as you see him.

The road is a dangerous place. Learn the patterns of drivers to avoid getting hit.

A You can play as male or female characters, but neither offers an advantage over the other. The girl is better animated though.

A You can't always identify an opponent: these plants rest docile until you pass near them, at which point they give chase!

You can carry as many power-ups as you can find in this game. Each weapon has limited ammunition, but you don't collect more ammo – just the whole new weapon.

Your bow and arrow isn't very effective since it only fires one shot at a time.

The bazooka is a great weapon but uses up ammo fast. Best used for blasting over walls.

With the cannon you can kill efficiently at close range, but it has a limited reach.

Using the homing cannon you can afford to run and shoot instead of fighting on the spot.

This is probably your best weapon. It is fast and powerful, and has unlimited range.

ALTERNATIVE

MEGA CPU
- Zombies
- Konami (£44.99)

It's the game on which Ghoul Patrol is based. Zombies is identical in gameplay but more fun because the levels are more compact and busy.

ISSUE 144: 88%

VERDICT

SNES
Remember the ancient Gauntlet coin-op? It was a crackingly good maze-based shoot-'em-up, and Zombies and Ghoul Patrol are both based on that game engine. The main difference between the latter two though is that Ghoul Patrol has more weapons and a sliding leg sweep manoeuvre. Like the first game in the series GP creates a humorously sick atmosphere, but it is not significantly different to Zombies to warrant a second purchase.

DENIZ AHMET

GRAPHICS 81
SOUND 78
PLAYABILITY 82
VALUE 84

OVERALL 81
Heavy drinkers – why waste your time going to the pub to play pool when you can snuggle up with a six pack and Team 17's latest?

Here at CVG, we like a game of pool. Give us a couple of glasses of weak lemonade and that's it – we all reckon we're expert hustlers and start foolishly challenging hard-looking strangers. However, our long nights of being severely beaten up look set to end thanks to those plucky homeboys at Team 17, who have been and gone and programmed this here home pool title, with real-live digitised pub soundtracks.

Arcade Pool, as the title suggests, eschews the majority of simulation aspects in favour of a fast-paced hit-and-run style of play. Taking a shot is as simple as positioning a cursor designating your chosen point of impact and hitting the shot button. The only concession to any sort of trickery is a tracer showing the approximate path of the cue ball post-shot.

This may sound a little disappointing for die-hard moustache-wearing pool players, but take heart, for the Team has considerably thought to include just about every version of the rules going, from good old Tommy UK eight-ball to good old Yankee US eight-ball. You can also set up a number of trick shots if you're one of those ridiculous bores who gets a kick out of that kind of rubbish. Just think, you'll be able to show all your friends and everything, Hooray.

arcade pool

VERDICT

CD32

The trouble with pool games is that while the sport itself is a good waste of 80p, there isn't enough to it to justify a computer conversion. This version may have a million different rules set-ups, but at the end of the day there isn't an enormous strategy element, and all the actual skill required to take a shot has been totally removed. As a result you're left with a sparse and unexciting piece of software. Not even one for pool aficionados.

RADION AUTOMATIC

GRAPHICS 51
SOUND 70
PLAYABILITY 63
VALUE 78
OVERALL 69

ALTERNATIVE

PC

Archer Maclean's Pool

Virgin £35.99

Surpassed only by the brilliant Jimmy White's Snooker (from the same man), this is a highly commended simulation of the popular bar sport.

Issue 142: 99%
all the top releases

97% Nintendo Magazine System

SNES, Donkey Kong Country
£59.99

95% PC Gamer

DOOM II
£39.99

Cannon Fodder
£24.99

92% Sega Magazine

Konk курс він I
£38.99

93% Gamesmaster

Mega Drive
£19.99

Micro Machines
£14.99

93% PC Gamer

Star Trek

the games people play
this christmas

there ain't nothing... ...like a game!

80% Total

Super Soccer

Super Nintendo

£19.99

£39.99

91% Amiga Action

Mortal Kombat

£9.99

for amiga, £39.99

all i want for xmas...
...is at Future Zone!

Future Zone Stores Ltd, West Byfleet, KT14 6ND

GAMES CENTRE

the uk's no.1 specialist in
computer and video games
You've never seen anything like this before. Donkey Kong Country is the world's first fully-rendered video game. To produce it took 22 years work on 6 SGI work stations and one XL Super Computer. The graphics are 3-D. The playing arena is 32 megabit. The levels number 111. (No, that's not a misprint - one hundred and eleven.) But the most amazing aspect of Donkey

For more information about this game, call or write to Nintendo UK Entertainment
IT'S TAKEN
22 man years,
32 MEGS,
32,768 COLOURS
and 1 super computer
TO MAKE HIM LOOK THIS
GRUESOME.

Kong Country is that you don't need a 32 bit machine or a CD-ROM system to play it. Because Donkey Kong Country is only on the Super NES. So go and grab one now. You'll go absolutely ape.
Everything you ever wanted to know about Italian Football!

Includes all:
- The players
- The clubs
- The passion
- The skills
- The statistics
Herein Generations Lost we have what is quite a complex and mysterious plot, it's a sort of mother earth meets sci-fi meets fantasy adventure affair. The problem with Gens Lost having such a convoluted story though, is that it is not presented in such a way as to evoke your interest – the intro consists of still screens and wads of on-screen text. Punters are getting fussy these days, and they expect flash intros to get them in the mood.

What of the game, though? Well, the basis of the gameplay is exploratory – you search through intricate and huge platform levels, where the emphasis is on cunning and guile rather than fast and frenzied Sonic-style dashing about. To aid the quest there are, littered around the levels, various accoutrements: keys, shields, invisibility suits that enable Monroe (that's you that is), the chosen one, to cross each of the six different sectors of the country and eventually save the day (and the night of course). And yes, it does look, more than a bit like Flashback now, doesn't it.

The levels do get more varied and colourful, but it's basically the same gameplay style all the way through.

Dotted around the levels are various weapons and tools that will aid your plight.

This is part of the intro to Generations Lost, if you manage to sit through it all without pressing the Start button you get your Perseverance Badge from Akola.

The best way to get round the platforms is to use your Erod, a sort of energy sword. The quickest way round though is to jump in one of these power lifts.

SHOW ME THE WAY TO GO

You're gonna have to exercise those memory banks to remember what spikes to avoid, which arrows to dodge and when to make those death-defying jumps. Timing is everything, as being admitted to the casualty department with a spike up your bum is very embarrassing.

VERDICT

At first look, Generations Lost will remind you of Flashback, and certainly the game is not a million miles away from it. Like the latter, Time Warner's latest release is a taxing affair, but unfortunately it's also downright frustrating. This is because the main sprite is often awkward to control and one slight deviation from the chosen path and it's game over. The light saber is an ingenious device but that is about the only ingenuity used in creating this game.

GARY LORD

ALTERNATIVE

3DO

- Another world
- Delphine/£49.99
- Polygon-styled sprites, rotoscoped animation with stunning backgrounds and an excellent soundtrack as well, the only drawback is that there's not much of a challenge to the game.
- Issue 150: 90%

GAME BY TIME WARNER • CONTACT TIME WARNER (0604 602800) FOR INFORMATION
If we judged things solely by the way they looked, we'd probably be playing frisbee with the Star Control CD instead of shovelling it in our 3DO. But having played the original Star Control several years ago, and squandering weeks on the Mega Drive version, we were duly prepared.

Star Control 2's gameplay is a curious mix of strategy, role playing and shoot-'em-up, with graphics you'd hardly call state-of-the-art. But it plays amazingly well. The biggest draw, as with the first game, is the two-player head-to-head shoot-'em-up mode. Each person selects ten ships from the 30-odd in the game and basically has to trounce their mate. What makes it fun is that each ship is completely unique, with its own weapons, looks and handling capabilities.

Backing up the two-player mode is a superbly plotted adventure game which introduces you to the inhabitants of our particularly spindly arm of the galaxies, then lets you kill them with all the neat ships you've press-ganged into service. That, raiding planets, puzzle solving and being able to hold a decent, persuasive conversation without pointing guns or drenching the recipient in spit are other essential skills. It's deep, but not so taxing that you end up drowning in brainwork without getting your quota of alien elimination in between.

**KNOW YOUR ENEMY, WE DO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHIMMR AVATAR</th>
<th>DRUGE MAULER</th>
<th>MENORME TRADER</th>
<th>SYLANDRO PROBE</th>
<th>PHUNK FURY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Totally deadly, looks good, has neat weapons.</td>
<td>A long gun, but size isn't everything. This is slow and easy to kill.</td>
<td>Big, grey, slow and hard. Totally useless against fast ships.</td>
<td>Go on, admit it, you think this looks like a novelty telephone. Just try killing it.</td>
<td>The only annoying thing about this ship is the way it gets reincarnated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness quotient: *****</td>
<td>Hardness quotient: **</td>
<td>Hardness quotient: ***</td>
<td>Hardness quotient: ***</td>
<td>Hardness quotient: ***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

▲ The autopilot takes over on long journeys, letting you put your feet up on the wheel and chomp on a taco.

▲ Just because a ship's small, doesn't mean it's useless. The skiff is fast, agile, comes with a homing laser and can teleport out of trouble. But it usually explodes after taking a direct hit so it's a bit crap in that respect.
**Control 2**

Starbases are like intergalactic Shik shops – providing fuel, food, fluffy dice and thermonuclear weaponry.

SC2's weak point, quite clearly, is its in-game graphics. Navigating between planets, for example, gives you a potentially lethal mid-Eighties flash-back.

**VERDICT**

3DO

Star Control 2 is a game you play for the wrong reasons. The RPG element, which the programmers spent the most time and effort on, is overshadowed by the two-player fight-to-the-death section. It was the strongest element on other formats, and is the best thing about this version. For friend deficient gamers, though, the RPG game is massive and very playable. But for us shallow and aggressive types, you can't beat a bit of head-to-head blasting.

MARK PATTerson

**SECOND OPINION**

As much as I like this game, why didn't Crystal Dynamics make better use of the 3DO's capabilities? It's loaded with CD sound, which is fair enough, and the zoom feature is used well, but that's about it. Some of the graphics are totally unforgivable by today's standards. However, the gameplay makes up for many of the shortcomings, although the adventure section does tend to leave you a little lost, so you end up taking the easy way out by turning to the help section in the back – which defeats the object of playing the game to some extent. Still, it's really fun to play and the two-player mode is just fantastic.

STEVE JAMES

*ORZ NEMESIS*

All the looks of a jammed nutcracker, and about the power of one too. Hardness quotient: **

*SUPX BLADE*

If this ship was any good at all, it wouldn't be green, right? Hardness quotient: *

*THRADDESH TORCH*

Small, fast and capable of blasting flame from its engine. Hardness quotient: ****

*KOHRR-AH MARAUDER*

It looks mean and it is. The toughest ship yet. Hardness quotient: *****

*ZARFOT STINGER*

Get your mate to choose this lump. Then beat him in seconds. Hardness quotient Zip
Smile and the world smiles with you, jump off a cliff and you jump off a cliff alone... you soft in the head, green-haired, bog-eyed git!

The Lemmings are back on Super NES, Mega Drive and Game Boy - with more levels, lemmings and ways to kick the bucket! Just in case you've been in a cupboard with a bag on your bonce for the past decade the aim of the game is to prevent the scatty creatures plunging to their doom by getting them to perform certain tasks in a puzzle environment until they reach safety at the end of each level. Lemmings 2: The Tribes features 12 tribes of lemmings, and each tribe owns a piece of talisman which must be reunited to fend off some impending disaster. The game has 120 levels and there are now more than 50 lemming skills of six types — ground moving, building, shooting (whoopie - look at that bazooka go!), wind skills, movement and miscellaneous. Some are similar to the first game but many like jetpack lemming are all new.

The flying lemmings are fab and can be directed with the new fan icon. Some skills are permanent and some can be changed and there are also combination lemmings. For example, a stone thrower lemming will lob a rock much further if he used to be a runner lemming. Another big difference is that rather than having to rescue a certain number, you can move on to the next level having saved just a single lemm'. However, for this you'd only receive a bronze medal and the game isn't truly finished until you collect gold medals from every level. It would appear then, that rather than just an old revamp, Psygnosis have tried for a genuine sequel.

The SNES version has little accoutrements that the Mega Drive lacks, like falling snow on these Arctic levels.

Here's your menu screen, and you can pick which lemmens you want to help you toss the caber on the Highland level.
**VERDICT**

**SNES**

On the looks front, Super Lemmings 2 is top of the heap — everything just appears bigger and bolder and the SNES' capabilities have enabled the programmers to really tart it up with some groovy parallax laid on. There are only 40 lemmings per tribe but this doesn't detract from the enjoyment of the game and the whole thing is better presented than the original. Not really a massive improvement on the original, but a sound game nonetheless.

**GAME BOY**

You don't have to use up all your lemmings, but what the hell, if they're there then exploit them that's what I say.

**MEGA DRIVE**

If one of your little muck- ers gets in the way then just Nuke him out of the way.

**GAME BOY**

One new skill the lemmings have acquired is the ability to ice skate. Lemmings and ice skates, a lethal combi- nation.

**MEGA DRIVE**

One of the great features of the game — to stop complete frustration — is that if you're having problems with say, pole-vaulting, you can go out of the main game, go into Practice mode and perfect the move and then go back to the same stage you were at in the main game.

**GAME BOY**

Just like the last game when you're feeling bloody minded just click on the Nuke 'Em icon.

**MEGA DRIVE**

In Lemmings 2 Psygnosis has come up with a genuine sequel; there's a different way of completing the game; there's loads of background; heaps of new lemming skills and combination lemmings. Unfortunately, it just ain't as much fun. Too many choices of skills make it confusing and there's no two- player option. There have been dozens of Lemmings clones since the original — none of which really came up to the mark — and sadly, neither does this.

**ALTERNATIVE**

**GAME GEAR**

SS Lucifer

**MEGA DRIVE**

Codemasters

£27.99/39.99

If you enjoy Lemmings-style puzzlers, but fancy a different theme to the suicidal ones then try this. Basically you have to rescue the inhabitants of a sinking ship!

**Issue 150:** 74% / 73%

**OVERALL**

84

83

79
WH SMITH

HOT GAME OF THE MONTH

"The next game you should buy features tiny, crude graphics that are almost impossible to control. Yes, Micro Machines 2 is utterly brilliant! It plays like the original, only with more vehicles, tougher tracks and plenty of new play modes - and it comes on a J-cart, so you can have a four player game without buying any extra kit. I've got a feeling that in ten years' time gamers will be harping on about how great games like this were back in the good old days...."

Mark Patterson

MICRO MACHINES 2 & MICRO MACHINES

YOU'VE READ THE REVIEWS. YOU'VE SEEN THE SCORE. NOW TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL OFFER BROUGHT TO YOU BY WH SMITH + CVG!

£5 OFF

MICRO MACHINES 2 - MEGA DRIVE
MICRO MACHINES - SNES

This voucher entitles the bearer to save £5.00 when they purchase Micro Machines 2 on the Mega Drive or Micro Machines on the SNES.

WH SMITH

Staff Initials:

Till No:

Receipt No:

[Conditions and validity details]

[Image of Micro Machines 2 box]
Lance Boyle. Lance Bloody Big Git more like. After a totally derivative, but nonetheless impressive, rendered intro you get to meet this futuristic game show's host, the aforementioned Boyle, in what must be the most elongated sci-fi preamble to a game we've had since Microcosm. Boyle is painful, unfortunately he's meant to be painfully funny, but instead he's about as humorous as a Jim Davidson adult pantomime, and he crops up frequently throughout the game in all his FMV glory, but each time the desire to by-pass his comments is just too tempting.

The game comprises you racing along various hi-tech race courses: New San Fran and a futuristic Atlantis lookalike to name but two, where the object is to dispose of gangs of street racers who will try and drive you into the wall, or shoot you and blow you to Kingdom Come. Various power-ups and obstacles litter the race tracks which vary from the quite nice to the quite boring, and that is more or less it.

BLADE RUNNER 2

Well no not exactly, but the animator and programmers who rendered this formidable intro most definitely have seen Ridley Scott's cyberpunk film. The 3D modelled peeps are particularly cool.

That's your car (bottom left), I know it looks like a Hoover attachment, but that's how cars will look in the future.

You do glean a certain amount of pleasure from disposing of your opponents as the explosion FX are pretty good.

Drive over the appropriate power-ups and you'll get a rather nifty defensive shield.

VERDICT

Megarace really labours the wacky game show element, but it's just an excuse for piles of FMV. If you want to see a game where this does work, is funny and original, take a look at Twisted on 3DO. Megarace is just an uninspiring racing game; and once you get the hang of your vehicle (they're all very samey) and blowing up your opponents (and there's only ever one other opponent on screen), that's it. The sound is averagely dull and the disc access is C64 slow.

GARY LORD

OVERALL

GRAPhICS 74
SOUND 60
PLAYABILITY 62
VALUE 69

72
dino dini's SOCCER

He brought us Kick Off, he brought us Goal!, now the man with a name like an Italian bistro marks his return to console form...

If you know anything about the history of computer games, you'll know that nearly every football game that's appeared in the last four years owes its existence to Dino Dini - the man who created Kick Off. Although it was riddled with bugs, and had a mysterious ball boy who appeared from nowhere, it was still a fine game which ate up many a games journalist's working day.

Then, in true football style, only without the carrier bag of cash at Tipton service station, Dino transferred from Anco to Virgin, where he created Kick Off-beater Goal!, and now its enhanced version - which is what we have here.

The key feature of Dino Dini's Soccer is its wealth of options; team editing, a variety of pitch surfaces, leagues, tournaments, competitions and cups are all there, and your alterations can be saved in battery-backed RAM. The in-game viewpoint is also notable and can be played by either the traditional top-down à la Kick Off 2, or side-on, similar to Kick Off 3.

MEGA DRIVE

- There are numerous refs, each of whom have varying degrees of tolerance. This one obviously doesn't stand for much.

MEGA DRIVE

- Each player has an energy bar which drifts down as the match progresses from tackles and from simply becoming tired.

SNES

- The dodgy menu screens from the Amiga version have, thankfully, been replaced with something much smarter.

- It may look like this player's taking a leak while the ref's not watching, but what he's actually doing is trying to place the ball with this handy bit-flight guide.

SOCcer HISTORY:
THE HALF-TIME HIGHLIGHTS

- Fascio World Cup
Commodore 64

- Lego-style graphics, shallow gameplay, and one of the only C64 games to come on a cartridge. Brilliant in its own way, and for many years one of the best football games around.

Super Soccer
Spectrum

- Had the dubious honour of being the only football game where players died. Each had their own energy bar, which depleted through tackles. At the end of a 90-minute match only the goalies were left standing.

Peter Shilton's
Handball Maradona
Spectrum

- Inspired by Diego's first 'goal' against England in the 1986 World Cup quarter final, it only gets its entry in the history of gaming because of the name.

World Cup Carnival
Spectrum/C64

- There has to be a worst of something in everything, and this is the worst football game in the history of everything. It cost a tenner (which was pretty hefty for the time), came with a free poster, and for some reason sold really well.
GOAL DINGS

Playing Dino Dini's Soccer is made easier by the various camera positions adopted at different times in the game.

MEGA DRIVE

One of the main game views in Dino, and probably the easiest to play with. Similar to Kick Off.

MEGA DRIVE

Take part in every competition imaginable - including the World Cup. The qualifying matches are optional and can be skipped through.

SNES

The distance view is selectable for the main game, but is only really useful for set-pieces.

MEGA DRIVE

Tactics are easily changed mid-game by simply holding the C button down and moving the joystick.

SNES

While not a disaster by any means, the SNES version of DD Soccer isn't a fluid as it should have been.

OTHER VERSIONS

GOAL! An outstanding footy game still ranks as one of the best on the machine. Not quite as good as Sensi though, but the best alternative.

SNES

This version wasn't programmed by Dino, and you can tell. I don't know what kind of input he had in SNES Soccer, but I'm sure he can't be entirely happy with the results. It's not that it's a bad game, it's just that it lacks the pace, fluid gameplay and the precise control system of the other version. Mega Drive Dino notwithstanding this version is still not a happy bunny as far as footy games go. Not a disaster, but certainly not up to Premiership standards.

MARK PATTERSON

OVERALL 77

GRAPHICS 72
SOUND 70
PLAYABILITY 75
VALUE 80

SECOND OPINION

I think Rik is allowing his devotion to Sensi cloud his thinking. True, the SNES version is a bit lame, but the Mega Drive title is the best game of its kind. It takes a lot of getting used to the controls, but once you know what you're doing it's possible to pull off a limitless array of moves and employ genuine real-life tactics. Everyone probably has their soccer title by now, but if you haven't, Dino Dini's Soccer is the one footie game you should go for.

RAD

OVERALL 85

GRAPHICS 78
SOUND 67
PLAYABILITY 87
VALUE 86

VERDICT

Goal! was unfortunate in that it came out around the same time as Sensible Soccer, and most people bought that instead. A shame, really, because it was an excellent game and so is this conversion. The control system is a little frustrating at first, but a few hours' practice is soon rewarded with Pele-level skills. The wealth of options add depth and while it's not as good as Sensi it compares well with FIFA Soccer and puts the SNES version of Soccer to shame.

RIK SKEWS

LIKE many footy games, real footballers don't feature, just their clone-brothers. Arsenal's unfortunately named goalie comes off even worse here.

SNES

There's a full set of officials who'd, on a normal day, make plenty of bad decisions. But unlike real life they never make mistakes. Perhaps the FA could introduce Cyborg Phillip Don's for future Premiership games...

MEGA DRIVE

Some players are so crap they fall over with the merest knock from a player!

SNES

Scoring is what you're out to do, defending is also vital. As Alan Hanson says 'You don't win matches by letting in goals'.
Enter the world of Dragon. A place where the martial arts legend Bruce Lee lived for 32 troublesome years. A place where you will encounter a multitude of the smartest and fiercest opponents ever seen in a beat-em-up. At your disposal is a devastating array of over 35 different moves. You WILL need them...

- Contains three different fighting styles: Mantis, Fury and Nunchaku.
- Many secret special moves to discover.
- Using a Multi Tap, three human opponents can fight to the finish.
- Many secret special moves to discover.
- Using a Multi Tap, three human opponents can fight to the finish.
It's already one of the most successful films of all time. So is the latest 24-Meg Virgin/Disney blockbuster the undisputed king of the jungle?

Few companies can claim to have Disney's track record. Just about everything it touches tends to turn into a squillion dollar business. Its most recent game licences have been handled by Virgin, with the platformers Aladdin and The Jungle Book proving that it is possible to marry a great licence with engrossing gameplay.

The Lion King uses a similar platform engine to the above and casts the player as feline hero Simba, first as a cute youngster and later as he returns from the wilderness as a fully fledged lion. Coding duties here have been handled by Virgin stalwarts Westwood Studios, best known for Dune 2 and Young Merlin.

Ten levels must be crossed in the game as Simba battles to regain his kingdom against the evil Scar. As usual in platformers, baddies are dispensed by a simple jump on their heads, but the claw slashing skill Simba acquires after turning into an adult can also be used.

VERDICT

Considering the pedigree of Virgin's previous Disney licences I was surprised to find Lion King disappointing. There's no doubting the quality of the animation, but the backgrounds feature a rather gaudy palette. The major problem is the gameplay though, which is far too difficult thanks to a ropey collision detection. A shame really, because I can see something similar to the excellent Mickey Mania lurking under the surface frustration. Stick with The Jungle Book.

MEGA DRIVE

![Image of the Lion King game cover](image)

Even level two is tough: here the monkeys have to run away in the right order or they will throw Simba further into the level.

The Lion King is tough and the Elephant graveyard is one of the more difficult levels.

ALTERNATIVE

SNES

- Earthworm Jim
- Virgin: 59.99

Unbelievable graphics from Dave Perry and Shiny Entertainment coupled with humour and plenty of original touches. Destined to be a platform classic.

Issue 156: 88%

OVERALL

- GRAPHICS 85
- SOUND 88
- PLAYABILITY 80
- VALUE 81

79

GAME BY WESTWOOD STUDIOS • CONTACT VIRGIN (081-960 2255) FOR INFORMATION
Could Black Legend's new Croatian arm have come up with the ultimate in arcade soccer games?

Far too long, Sensible Soccer has ruled the roost when it comes to Amiga soccer games. Taking a trend started by Sensible years ago with MicroProse Soccer, which was then refined by Dino Dini and his Kick Off series, Sensi came out with a football game so smooth and playable, that everyone assumed it just couldn't be beaten. There was no way you could make the scrolling any smoother, the players any smaller, the animation any more convincing or the game any more enjoyable to play. Or could you?

Croteam, as they are called, seem to think you can. They've examined Sensible Soccer very carefully, trying to work out what it is exactly that makes the game as playable as it is. Then they've taken that formula, and added a whole bunch of stuff that just hasn't been seen before. It all sounds like a flawless plan, but the proof of the pudding, as always, is in the playing of the game.

VERDICT

AMIGA

Many people will compare this with Sensible, but get past the initial level, however, and you start noticing a lot of differences. This game has a lot more character, with loads of cute little animations, and the sound is a real improvement. The extra moves are a lot of fun, but hard to master; be prepared to put quite a few hours in practice mode. On the bottom line, this is different enough to Sensi, although whether you think it's any better is a matter of taste.

TONY DILLON

NEW MOVES

Football Glory features a whole host of new moves and tactics. Feast your eyes on these...

1. The sliding tackles are just as lethal as ever, but these ones gouge huge pieces of turf from the ground.

2. The keeper can now leave the box to run for the ball, but can't pick it up, obviously. Unfortunately, he can also be fouled and sent off!

3. If you have a sliding tackle unleashed at you, then a quick wiggle with the joystick allows you to jump over the attacker!

COMING SOON

CD32

Black Legend

This should be more or less the same as the A1200 version, which is no bad thing, with all the same cute animations and smooth gameplay, although the audio should be even better. Stay tuned.

EXPECTED RELEASE: JANUARY '96

88

GAME BY CROTEAM BLACK LEGEND • CONTACT (0438 840003) FOR INFORMATION
Plenty of action round the box!

From the creator of KICK OFF, the best-selling series of football games, comes DINO DINI'S SOCCER, a game so packed full of features and advanced gameplay, you'll still be at it when France kick off the next World Cup!

- Compatible with Sega's 4-player adaptor for play with up to 48 friends
- Icon-driven menu system
- 4 different pitch views
- Choice of arcade, league, friendly or World Cup modes

DINO DINI'S SOCCER

SUPER NINTENDO

MEGA DRIVE

Virgin
All the thrills of rugby but without the broken teeth, cauliflower ears and black eyes. Dirty songs and communal bath also not included...

SCUM AND GET IT
Every time a foul is committed, the ref orders a scrum. This involves the majority of the players on the pitch locking shoulders and pushing together to create what appears to be a 20-legged insect! Into this, the ball is thrown, and the aim is to somehow hook it out to an awaiting flanker. However, the scrum can also be used to gain distance towards your opponent's line by using good old brute force to push them across it!

rugby world cup

And so Rugby has been deemed popular enough to warrant an EA conversion to add to its ever-growing EA Sports label.

Rugby World Cup could best be described as FIFA with an odd-shaped ball, as the same isometric display is used to view the field. However, before Rugby is dismissed as a quickly-produced cash-in, note that it features every rule of the real thing, and better animation than its soccer forbearer. All the scrums, back passes, and conversions of the sport have been included, with the large sprites bundling in for scraps, tackles, line-ins and more scraps like a bunch of mini Carlings. Via combinations of the Mega Drive's three-pad buttons, the players can be made to pass, drop kick and fend off tackles as they bustle forwards for a try. Whenever the ball is out of the player's possession, the controls adapt to effect diving tackles and bone-crunching interceptions.
REVIEW

The computer intelligently places your team in an offensive passing line when the ball breaks for a run for goal.

As anyone who has played the game knows, Rugby's a bit of a rough 'n' tumble sport — and people are prone to getting hurt. Thankfully, the game sports a full subs bench.

SECOND OPINION

As can be expected from an EA Sports game, Rugby World Cup includes a series of leagues from all around the world (but not the four nations for some reason), with all the greatest teams and international sides on offer, and each with differing skill levels. Quite simply, EA has excelled with Rugby. It is everything a sports sim should be and manages to capture the feel of the sport while retaining gameplay that hooks from the start.

GARY LORD

VERDICT

MEGA DRIVE

EA has produced a sports game more playable than FIFA! Unbelievable as this may seem, it isn't until you're feeding off tackles and pulling off incredible passing runs that you realise just how instinctive and realistic this is. Graphically, the game is top-notch with more sprites on screen than thought possible, whilst the sound is enhanced by realistic grunts and groans as the players pile into each other. One of the best sports game on Mega Drive.

MARK PATTERSON

GRAPHICS 92
SOUND 89
PLAYABILITY 93
VALUE 90

OVERALL 91

LINE-INS are called whenever the ball goes out of play. The player then guides the throw back to his team mates — providing they can outjump the opposition.

EA has gone to town on the game's animation, and the players jump and swerve to receive the ball, making Will Carling and his team look like a bunch of bloated no-hopers.

CONVERSION CORNER.

When the ball is finally bundled across the opponent's line for a try, five points are added to your score. However, a further three can also be added following a successful conversion kick — which basically involves punting the ball through the top half of your opponent's H-shaped goal. And this is how it works...

1. Set the angle of your kick.
2. Press the B button to increase the strength of your kick. However, as you do so, notice the accuracy marker to the left of the bar is reduced at a similar rate.
3. Press B again to set the strength and press it again when it is in the centre of the accuracy bar for a hard, straight shot.
4. Now just wait to see if the ball sails through the H or whether your team mates will drown you in the post-match bath...

The player under control is shown via a rather conspicuous pink disc beneath his feet.

Such is the game's supreme control over the teams that a player in possession of the ball can be brought crashing simply by hooking his leg with a well-timed grab of the ankle!

ALTERNATIVE

AMIGA

Rugby
Domark/£25.99

Sensible Soccer-styled rugby game, quite fun and sticks to the rules of Union as best it can for a game that has 3mm-size sprites.

ISSUE 121: 82%
After the sheer addictiveness of Theme Park, Bullfrog has come up with what, quite possibly, is the PC game of the year. So grab your rug and prepare yourself for a roller-coaster ride, Arabian style...

Set on a mystical planet, ravaged by a brutal war, Magic Carpet is probably the most stunning PC game you'll see this year. Bullfrog's latest masterpiece allows you to hop on to an aerodynamic rug and fly over a rolling 3D landscape packed with hills, cliffs, deep canyons and huge, fire-spitting volcanoes.

The idea is to restore the natural energy balance of 50 individual realms. This is achieved by destroying monsters, castles and other carpet-flyers and collecting the magical energy or 'Mana' they contain. This Mana takes the form of small golden balls and once you've destroyed, say a skeleton, you simply cast a possession spell on the Mana ball and wait for it to be picked up by your magical hot-air balloon. Yes, that's right, a hot-air balloon. This handy contraption operates from your castle and relieves you of the mundane task of collecting all the Mana yourself. Mana is also important because it's the power that fuels your spells, which range from the bog-standard fireball and possession spells right up to the apocalyptic, earth-shattering power of Earth-quake, Meteor and Volcano spells. These are collected in each realm and, although you start off very weak, as you progress you have access to greater and greater fire-power.

Of course, Magic Carpet isn't easy. Far from it. There are a host of monsters to contend with including Bees, Dragons and even the mythical Kraken. And if these weren't bad enough, there are also other players to contend with, who on the later realms are attempting to collect the Mana for their own evil ends. It's simple to play, but fiendishly difficult to get any good at.

As well as playing Magic Carpet in normal mode, if you grab a pair of those cheap 3D glasses and tap the F10 key, you can also play in full stereoscopic 3D.

Your main weapon is the Fireball spell, weak compared to things like Meteor and Lightning but it makes short work of these Killer Bees.

Mana comes in golden balls. To retrieve it, cast a possession spell on them which allows your hot-air balloon to suck them up like a vacuum cleaner.

With all the spells at your disposal, you become practically invincible. There's Lightning, Invisibility, Speed-up, Teleport and many more. All of them can be selected from the map screen, or pre-programmed on the number keys 1-10.

The superb intro tells how the world was ripped asunder by battling wizards and how you, a wizard's apprentice, must restore the world to its natural balance.

When starting a level it's important to have a castle to store all the Mana your balloon collects. The more Mana you collect the bigger your fortress can be.
Each creature contains Mana. The bigger they are (like these Kraken), the more Mana they hold.

One of the most destructive spells is the Volcano, a very handy incantation whether you want to destroy a castle, waste a skeleton army or just have a little pyrotechnic fun.

Sometimes, you just want to get on your carpet and go...

And then some flippin' flaplin' monster gets right in your slipstream...

Luckily you have the right amount of Mana to make him into monster pie.

The 50 realms in Magic Carpet contain a variety of dangerous creatures. The skeletons are easy to kill but these Gorillas chuck huge boulders at you and are more tricky.

SECOND OPINION

At last, a CD game that takes full advantage of the power of the PC and CD-ROM. Magic Carpet is a superb game. The attention to detail is amazing and while Bullfrog has chosen to leave out the chase-view where you could see your magic carpet from behind, with the multi-player options, 3D mode and the huge amount of gameplay stuffed into the game, this has turned out to be a true PC 'epic'. If you're looking for a candidate for CD game of the year, Magic Carpet is most definitely it.

STEVE JAMES

VERDICT

PC

Magic Carpet is a stunning game and almost faultless. The 3D engine is amazingly detailed and smooth and although the gameplay can get repetitive, the huge variety of monsters and spells will keep you hooked for ages. Best of all, there's a multi-player option which lets you battle your friends Doom-style. Imagine chucking meteors at your mates or creating a volcano in their path... If you've a CD-ROM drive and a fast machine, Magic Carpet is a must buy.

DEAN EVANS

GRAPHICS 95  
SOUND 94  
PLAYABILITY 96  
VALUE 95  
OVERALL 96

96

AS WELL AS WORKING ON SYNDICATE 2, THE NEXT GAME FROM BULLFROG SHOULD BE AN UNDERSEA GAME CALLED CREATION... WATCH THIS SPACE
Virgin and Probe get involved with a Macaulay Culkin film tie-in involving lots of spooks, books and pretty platforms...

America seems to have had a litany of precocious child movie stars, Shirley Temple, Drew Barrymore and the subject of this latest movie-game tie-in – Macaulay Culkin. And, yes, apart from them all being highly eligible adoption candidates (ie they’re loaded), they are all incredibly P.A.I.N.F.U.L. But seeing as the now teenager has been cast as the central character in the new movie, The Pagemaster, then the main sprite does not look dissimilar to Master Culkin. The film itself is about a neurotic boy taking refuge from a storm in a library, and who then goes on a magical trip with the characters Adventure, Fantasy and Horror.

The game is set around similar themes to the film, ie the obstacles are poltergeist-style books that chase after you; ghosts, rolling pumpkins, and giant bookcases you have to negotiate your way across.

The levels are not always linear, so the route out does not always seem obvious, and when you go back to previously completed levels, you always seem to find uncharted territory. Each scene has an abundance of stylish backgrounds and Mode 7 scrolling, but at the end of the day, chapter, page or whatever it’s just another couple of platformers to add to the glut of titles out there.

**MACAULEY’S MAZE**

A spritlier sprite you will not find than the Macaulay clone that you control in Pagemaster. There’s also a plethora of different adversaries to avoid who would not go amiss at your halloween party.

- Get a little power-up shoe and you can absolutely fire along the boring bits

**GAME BOY**

- Watch the bottom of the screen and then make up your mind which way to jump. It’s like bungee jumping only safer. Much.

**SNES**

- Just so that you don’t have to start (as Julie Andrews said) at the very beginning, there are restart points.

**GAME BOY**

- A if you’re the proud owner of a Super Game Boy you get these totally fab borders to distract you from the game.

**SNES**

- These platforms are actually books, which means they are in fact bookshelves (geddit?).

- Watch out for that green stuff as it tends to have an awful effect on you.
**SNES**

You see you've got to get your quota of keys in otherwise you don't get a bonus level.

**GAME BOY**

He's as tricky to get past as he is ugly.

**ALTERNATIVE**

MEGA DRIVE
- Mickey Mania
- Sony £44.99

Those incredible Disney graphics, variety in gameplay and some astounding SNES-style effects. Based on seven of Mickey's adventures, it's one of the year's best platformers.

**Issue 156: 99%**

**SECOND OPINION**

No doubt when the film is launched here it will stir up some interest in this Virgin licence which, as is obvious from the slick graphics, has had a large number of programming man hours put in to it (the SNES version that is). It still hasn't quite got enough sparkle within it to make it really shine through. And it's ridiculously priced for what it is. The Game Boy version is actually quite bland, with annoying sprite control and a lack of variety in the levels.

**GAME BOY**

Make sure you've got your seafaring levels otherwise it's back to Horror level all over again.

**VERDICT**

SNES

Pagemaster is a highly polished SNES platformer, with all the requisite Mode 7 spooky-house effects that the license for the PageMaster film no doubt requires. Graphically the look is cutey and Tim Burton-lish; the difficulty level is pitched about right, although some levels are sods to get through. At the end of the game though you can't help thinking that although the game is v. well done, it's not exciting enough to part with the readies.

**GAME BOY**

It borrows much from its 16 bit cousin, but sometimes this is irritating; flying objects can be difficult to distinguish, and a bug to avoid or kill. In both games there are bonuses to speed you on your way, but much of the game's appeal is the lush graphics on the SNES which can't be repeated here. The varied levels make up for this with Tetris-style vertical scrollers being the most fun. The Game Boy version's not a bad game, but it's not brill either.

**OVERALL**

**SNES**

- Graphics 90
- Sound 89
- Playability 80
- Value 71

83

**GAME BOY**

- Graphics 80
- Sound 82
- Playability 75
- Value 78
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*No Deposit Buy*

Buy your Panasonic 3DO, Atari Jaguar or Sega 32X from Calculus.

Too Good to be True! Not a bit of it. Order the amazing Panasonic 3DO complete with a FREE Copy of the Cult Game Mega Race and use it for 6 long months before you pay a penny. After 6 months you use our easy payment terms. So, why save up for the most desirable games system on the planet when you could be using it for 6 months for nothing. Latest CD Technology: the Panasonic 3DO plays State of The Art CD Games and audio CD Disks in Full Digital Stereo sound.

1st Option

Call into your local Calculus Store or phone our Mail Order number to place your order. Sign our credit form confirming the period over which you wish to pay. (you can change your mind on how to pay after your 6 months ownership). Once we have received a good status report the product is yours, enjoy it for 6 months and then confirm your final payment choice.

A. Choose easy payment terms* of your choice from either 24 or 36 months.

B. OR Pay Today's Calculus Price. No Strings Attached, No Interest Charges.

**PANASONIC REAL 3DO CD GAMES SOFTWARE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Escape from Monster Manor</td>
<td>£34.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Madden Football</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road Rash: Blood of the Couriers</td>
<td>£44.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock Wave</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twisted</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mega Race</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Animals</td>
<td>£49.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragons Lair</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Horde</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Control II</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa Taank</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Wing Commander</td>
<td>£34.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme Park</td>
<td>£44.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20th Century Almanac</td>
<td>£49.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another World</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherlock Holmes</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3DO Controller £39.99

Ring for comprehensive software list. Software titles are subject to change.

**CALCULUS**

**PHONE OUR MAILORDER NUMBER**

01543 419999

Ringway Industrial Estate, Eastern Avenue, Lichfield, Staffs. WS13 7SF.

9am - 6pm Mon to Fri, 9.30am - 3.30pm Sat

Subject to status. Written details upon request.
Now Pay Later.

Yours for 6 months then pay today's retail prices. No deposit, instant credit, no strings attached.

Voted the number 1 games system. The all new UK version of the Jag has at last arrived in Calculus Stores, complete with the latest software direct from the States. Every Jag sold by Calculus comes with a FREE copy of Cybermorph. So, don't hesitate when you could be taming a Jag for 6 months for nothing. But maybe you're a SEGA freak. No problem, Calculus have the answer with the new 32X, buy it now and blow your mind for 6 months before you pay a penny.

2nd Option

Pay in Full Now.

We accept Access and Visa Cards or a cheque. Put your cheque guarantee card number on the back of your cheque for an instant status cheque otherwise allow 5 days for clearance. Mail order goods are normally dispatched the day that an order is cleared and delivered nationwide by Securicor.

Hints and Tips

If you are visiting a Calculus Store, bring a cheque guarantee card and proof of identity for instant credit clearance. Otherwise it can take up to 24 hours but you must be over 23 and in Full Time Employment.

*APR 29.8%

Jaguar Cartridge Games Software

Crescent Galaxy £35.00
Raiden £35.00
Dino Dudes £35.00
Tempest 2000 £49.00
Kasumi Ninja £49.00
Wolfenstein £49.00
Alien vs Predator £54.00
Club Drive £49.00
Chequered Flag £49.00
Doom T.B.A
T.B.A

Jaguar Controller £19.99

Attention Sega Megadrive Owners

Upgrade your Megadrive with the NEW Sega 32X and receive 5 vouchers worth £10 each when returned to SEGA with proof of purchase of any new 32X Game. Only one voucher can be claimed per game purchased.

SEGA 32X Games

Doom £49.99
Star Wars Arcade £49.99
Virtua Racing Deluxe £49.99
Stellar Assault £49.99

5 x £10 Games Vouchers

New games will be announced soon. Prices are before the Sega £10 cash back.

BUY NOW PAY IN 6 MONTHS £169.99

SEGA 32X

Trade In

Your old Amiga 600 & Buy a Fantastic jaguar for only £179.99

*£500 must be complete and in working order offer applies to stores only not mail order

CALCULUS STORES

NORTH

ALTRINCHAM
39 George Street
T: 0161 929 7433

DONCASTER
11 Woodside Street
T: 01302 84812

LEEDS
11 Albion Arcade
T: 0113 244 0110

NORTHWICH
35 Market Place
T: 01606 47883

OLDHAM
The Spinners
T: 0161 6270822

PRESTON
57 The Moor
T: 01772 358949

SHEFFIELD
The Moor Lane
T: 0114 275 1250

HULL
Princes Quay
T: 01482 586120

WARRINGTON
52 The Mall Golden Square
T: 01925 375655

Wigan
The Spinners
T: 0161 6270822

CALCULUS STORES

MIDLANDS

BIRTON-UPON-TRENT
Chesterfield Downs
T: 01332 744150

COVENTRY
The Galleries
T: 0121 334 4812

SEFTON COLDFIELD
80 The Parade
T: 0121 334 4812

TAMWORTH
The Galleries Shopping Centre
T: 01827 356456

WALSALL
48 Park Mall Saddler Centre
T: 01923 379000

SOUTH

AYLESBURY
9 Friars Square
T: 01844 418666

MAIDENHEAD
6 Nicholas Walk
T: 01628 710768

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
Maidenhead Centre
T: 01494 818666

FARNBOROUGH
Prince Mall Shopping Centre
T: 01491 418666

64bit * 16.8 million colours
* 16 bit CD quality sound

FREE Cybermorph £229.99
Boogerman's a character blessed with many talents. Unfortunately they're best kept quiet...

This is a guy I can relate to! Boogerman's hidden talents are his ability to fart, belch, flick snot and fly courtesy of some red-hot chili peppers and a quick digestive system. These skills are really handy when trying to get rid of baddies: after all why jump on someone's head when death can be administered via a real pan rattler!

Boogerman's not a nasty chap by any means though and has the world's interests at heart. He's after the Booger Meister, a by-product of a particularly nasty sneeze, who's stolen Eco-Lab's revolutionary environment cleaning crystal fuse. If it's not returned then the world will end up more smelly than an incontinent, flatulating 12-year-old St Bernard (and they smell). Cue loads of toilet humour and platform based action as Boogerman seeks to retrieve the crystal fuse. The look and feel of the game is similar to Bubba 'n' Stix, although it's pure action, lacking the puzzle element of Core Design's classic. The humour's certainly up to scratch though, but can the gameplay match it?

VERDICT

MEGA DRIVE

Ok, the main gag here is about bogies and snot, but Interplay has laboured the joke well and the sound FX are as equally amusing. Thankfully the gameplay is equally as good with perfect control and a finely balanced difficulty curve. There's an awful lot of variety and plenty of hidden rooms too, so lastability is assured. Like Earthworm Jim, there's nothing really new here, but everything hangs together so well as a package that I'd definitely recommend it.

ALTERNATIVE

AMIGA

Bubba 'n' Stix
Company/S25.99

More puzzle orientated than Boogerman, but otherwise it plays in a similar fashion and sports equally pleasant graphics.

RIK SKEWS

GRAPHICS 89
SOUND 87
PLAYABILITY 84
VALUE 96

OVERALL 96

GAME BY INTERPLAY - CONTACT INTERPLAY (0235 821666) FOR INFORMATION
IT'S HERE!

THE WORLD'S FIRST

64-BIT CONSOLE

The 64-bit Jaguar is here to make other games consoles look prehistoric!

Atari, the inventors of video games, have developed another world exclusive - the FIRST EVER 64-bit games console. Why settle for less, when the Jaguar can deliver arcade quality sound and graphics in games which would be impossible to play on other consoles. Check out Jaguar's impressive specifications, then visit your nearest Silica store for a demonstration. Or, if you can't wait to get your hands on one, call our mail order hotline now. Stock permitting, we can make sure your Jaguar is delivered to you the day after we receive your order (UK mainland). And, delivery (Mon-Fri) is FREE!

CD-ROM add-on
To provide access to even bigger and better games, plus films and standard music CDs, Atari expects to deliver a CD add-on for Jaguar before Christmas '94.

There are now more than 150 developers signed up to produce Jaguar software titles, with over 50 titles in progress. The following are the current list, with release dates:

- Crescent Galaxy - JG 1493 NOW £39
- Evolution - Din Dudes - JG 2492 NOW £39
- Rainbow - JG 1747 NOW £39
- Tippetts 3D - JG 3692 NOW £49
- Allen's Presence - JG 1240 NOW £39
- Street Fighter - JG 1350 NOW £49
- Chequered Flag - JG 1971 NOW £49
- Tiny Tower Adventure - JG 1786 NOW £49
- Doomsday - JG 2369 DEC 94 £49
- Flashback - JG 2721 DEC 94 £49
- Karun Ninja - JG 2942 JAN 95 £49
- Cub Drive - JG 2723 JAN 95 £49
- Ring of Saturn - JG 4042 APR 95 £49
- Baby the Robot - JG 4981 APR 95 £49
- Brett Hull Hockey - JG 4657 APR 95 £49
- Space Wars - JG 2081 DEC 94 £49

ACCESSORIES
Jaguar Controller - £16.99
Composite Monitor Cable - JG 437 £16.99
R/P Switch Box incl. Cables - JG 607 £16.99
Scart Cable - JG 620 £5.99
All Prices Include VAT

FREE DELIVERY
JAGUAR CONSOLE + CONTROLLER PLUS CYBERMORPH GAME
£229 INCLUDING VAT - JAG 1064

MAIL ORDER 081-309 1111

MAIL ORDER
FREE DELIVERY orders over £60.00
Small administration charge £2.50 on orders under £60.00

STORYS NATIONWIDE:
21 stores including 15 branches of Debenhams.
Core Design presents yet another ace Mega-CD shoot-'em-up. You'd never have guessed it from them, would you eh?

You might think you've got a bit of a dodgy name. Perhaps it's Tarquin, or Jocasta. But spare a thought for the potentially peace-loving aliens whom fate short-sightedly dubbed the Myrkoids. Ridiculed throughout the universe for their soapy nomenclature, the Myrkoids had no choice but to resort to mass genocide in an effort to quell the galactic mickey-taking. And now you, as the equally foolishly monickered Byk Hammett, have to stop them.

soulstar

Luckily, Byk is an almost-immortal Cyo-Commando (it says here), with a wide range of ace hardware at his disposal, which allows him to combat the nefarious Myrkoids in space, over planet surfaces and even in their subterranean bases. The third-person rear perspective doesn't change no matter what vehicle you're ensconced in, but the playstyle veers from a Galaxy Force-esque shoot 'em up to free-roaming Battalcorps-style combat walker levels, via some rather natty turbocopter sections reminiscent of Thunderhawk.

The objectives of each mission vary quite widely, but one thing they have in common is the large number of evil enemies you're required to annihilate. In fact, let's not beat around the bush, this is a mega-death-akimbo shoot 'em up. There's a satisfying array of weapons on offer to do the job with and a wide range of enemies, each with their own attack strategies, to do in. Only one spazzy-titled force can survive.

WIRE-FRAME BRIEFS

Before each mission you're greeted with this rather pretty computer briefing. The wire-frame graphics show you what you're supposed to do while a computer voice describes your objectives. It pays to listen to what's being said until you've played the game a few times or you'll completely lose the plot.
AN INTRO WITH SOUL

The game begins with this lovely FMV digitised intro, with a voice-over explaining the plot in full. They also say "Myrkoids" a lot, which is quite funny, strangely.

The combat walker is a little slow-moving, but these rocket boosters allow you to speed around for a limited time, and also avoid ground-based hazards.

This ace scene has you chasing a rather cool excavator through a long tunnel.

THE DECISION... IS YOURS

The three combat craft vary in how easy they are to use. The space fighter is a piece of cake to handle, while the turbocopter and robot walker require the player to keep a handle on gun angles, altitude and other such bother-some considerations. Fortunately it's possible to rope another player in to handle gunning duties while you steer the vehicle (or, indeed, vice versa).

VERDICT

MEGA-CD
While the turbocopter and combat walker may bring Core's previous efforts Thunderhawk and Battlecorps to mind, SoulStar is more destruction-based than its predecessors, and it builds on Core's rep for groundbreaking and innovative Mega-CD titles. My only criticism is that the space fighter sections are a little wobbly compared to the strategic shooting action of the other two available craft. Still, Mega-CD owners should have this down as their next purchase.

RAD AUTOMATIC

COMING SOON

MEGA DRIVE 32X

- SoulStar
- Core/Unconfirmed

Already underway is the spanking-looking 32-BIT version of this very game which Core hope will establish them in the next generation scene.

EXPECTED RELEASE:
EARLY ’96

OVERALL

- GRAPHICS 95
- SOUND 96
- PLAYABILITY 92
- VALUE 90

91

Whilst your sub-light strike craft is used primarily in space, it's also useful for strafing ground units as you approach planetary installations.
We don' need no steenkin' badges - just one of those eenfra-red light guns, senor blon-dle...

While Mad Dog McCree had a pretty horrid time on 3DO, it seems like the producers CapDisc and Philips have wavered their cure-all wand over the CD-i version to produce an almost perfect rendition of the coin-op original.

I say almost perfect because, despite their best efforts, there's still a slight lag between shooting some characters and them actually dying. However, this doesn't really affect the gameplay, and there's the added advantage that the game uses the digital video cartridge and comes complete with a decent, responsive lightgun. Two points to remember - first it helps if your telly's 21 inches or bigger, since some of the smaller targets are almost impossible to hit on anything smaller, and you need to be about 10 feet away from the screen.

If you can manage that little lot, you'll probably find yourself enjoying one of the most fun, and mindless CD-i games around. Just pick-up the gun, calibrated and bring your own brand of law enforcement to the Old West.

BAD ACTING SCHOOL

Here are a few of the highly trained professional thespians you encounter in the game. Each one is trained to the peak of their acting prowess, which is about as high as a molehill which has subsequently then been flattened by a steamroller driven by an overweight elephant. In Dr Martin's.

VERDICT

CD-i

Mad Dog is such good fun. The acting's bad, the sets flimsy, the stuntmen are over-cautious - it's just like one of those Wild West shows they have at theme parks. Here though, you get to rampage through the town shooting everybody. The price is the key point when it comes to buying the game, however. If you've got money to burn, it's well worth it. But it is almost double the price of a normal CD-i title, All I can say is I liked it, but can you afford it?

MARK PATTASON

TOTAL SCORE

RATING

- GRAPHICS 90
- SOUND 91
- PLAYABILITY 88
- VALUE 65

OVERALL 82

OTHER VERSIONS

Lame graphics compared to the CD-i's, and the weapon control is appalling - every time a shot is fired there's a dreadful pause while the CD chugs away. Avoid.

3DO

- ISSUE 146 56%
SOL CUTTER HAS SOMETHING ON HIS MIND...
...IN TWO HOURS IT'S GOING TO EXPLODE!

BURN CYCLE

“A NEAR - PERFECT BLEND
OF STRATEGY, ADVENTURE AND
ACTION - IT COULD WELL BECOME THE
DEFINITIVE GAME OF ITS GENRE.”

“AN EXPERIENCE
NOT TO BE MISSED.”
GAMES WORLD

“A CERTAIN CLASSIC.
TOP STUFF! 90%”
C&VG

WIN PRIZES RING 0891 24 44 24
The call costs 15p a minute cheap rate and 15p at all other times (maximum cost £1.80). Please get permission from the person paying the bill. Competition starts October 30th.

ON CD-i OCTOBER 28TH. PHILIPS
Graphic adventure | Empire
£34.99 | Out Now
PC, CD-ROM also available
CD32 version planned

This 'adult' game has been at the eye of a storm of controversy over its diet of sex and violence – but how much advice on what's good for you can you swallow?

So what's so good about oodles of juicy violence and lashings (well a little slap, actually) of bonking spilled from a percy bird's eye view? Plenty, that's what! Scenes where gunshot-ridden victims drag their giblets across the floor are anything but polite, but gratuitous violence aside, 18 certificate Dreamweb is something of a steaming, occasionally eerie, graphic adventure.

Set in the future in a world gone wrong, the Dreamweb is the power which keeps the city on the proverbial straight and narrow. However, the darker side is gaining strength and has entered the warm bodies of seven people (No, we haven't got to the sex yet – Ed.). The keepers of the Dreamweb get together and elect you – Ryan – to pursue the seven unfortunates and to pick them off one by one before the Dreamweb succumbs to evil. Starting off with no money, weapons or info, you must work out from the many items and people around just exactly what you need to eradicate the sods. Everything in the game is crafted with loving amounts of detail and lots of humour. Characters like the wisecracking Sparky's bar, who just grunts when you try to talk to him, bring back fond memories of games gone by, like the Monkey Island series. Enjoy.

Dreamweb features a very intuitive point and click interface. All you have to do is drag the mouse across to an item and either use it immediately or dump it in your inventory.

The city of the future is a nasty place to be. Everywhere you look, people are either lying drunk or lying dead.

COMING SOON
CD32
Dream Web Empire
The speech will be rather special allegedly, thanks to a script by programming team Neil Dodwell and Dave Drew, and a cast of professional voices.

LISA COLLINS

Dreamweb is brain-teasing graphic adventure at its best. Its point-and-click interface makes it easy to get into, and with the game comes Ryan's diary, which contains some very important tips. The graphics are moody and atmospheric and add to the sinister plot of the game. One minor niggle is that the game screen only takes up one eighth of the overall screen. Luckily, there is a zoom option so don't let that deter you from an otherwise engaging game.

Too hot to handle
There's splattering and there's a smattering. A smattering of sex and some frighteningly realistic violence, which is why the game gets its grown-up certificate. OK, some may find it disturbing planning, plotting and carrying out executions. As for the lurve scenes, however, well they're more funny than shocking because the sprites are so tiny you can hardly see what sex they are let alone who's in what position. And as Dreamweb is an overhead-view game you only have a bird's eye view of all the gyrations.

Outside your buddy Louis' flat - you get your best friends nicked. What a bummer.

Most games these days use the LucasArts side-on viewpoint, but Dreamweb favours a more traditional 'top down' viewpoint on the world.

The main reason Dreamweb has received an 18 certificate is the because of the sex and violence.

David Crane and 'friend' - what a pity you have to kill them.

Contact Empire (081 343 7337) for information

VERDICT
A1200
Dreamweb
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GRAPHICS 85
SOUND 75
PLAYABILITY 90
VALUE 86
NEW! AMIGA CD32
CRITICAL ZONE PACK - WITH 7 CD TITLES

CRITICAL ZONE
32-BIT SYSTEM
PLUS!
7 CD TITLES

- 32-BIT POWER
- BUILT-IN DUAL SPEED CD-ROM DRIVE
- 16.8 MILLION COLOURS
- ALSO PLAYS AUDIO CDs
- 11 BUTTON CONTROLLER
- TITLES AVAILABLE FROM £19.95
- OPTIONAL SXI COMPUTER MODULE
SEE BELOW LEFT
- OPTIONAL FULL SCREEN VIDEO CD MODULE
SEE BELOW LEFT

MORE THAN JUST A GAMES CONSOLE...

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF GAMES
JUST SOME OF THE 100+ TITLES AVAILABLE ON CD FOR THE AMIGA CD32

- Alex Rider
- Cannon Fodder
- Liberation
- Microcosm
- Oscar
- Project X
- Ultimate Body Blobs
- Total Value: £462.92

£239 INC VAT - CDD 3450

PHILIPS COLOUR MONITOR
Share your output with this Connex Plus 44" 4RO & Stereo Monitor
£219 INC VAT

THE SILICA SERVICE
Before you decide WHERE to buy, we suggest you consider WHERE to buy.

- PART OF A £5M A YEAR COMPANY: With over 300 staff we are solid and reliable.
- EXPERIENCED STAFF: All are Gazette Laser Trained and at your service.
- A FULL PRODUCT RANGE: All your computer, requirements from one supplier.
- FREE CATALOGUE: With special offers and product news.
- PAYMENT: We accept most major credit cards, cash, cheque or BACS transfer.

THE SILICA DEBENHAMS
CRITICAL ZONE PACK INCLUDES:
- CD ROM GAMES CONSOLE... £249.99
- CANON FODDER... £29.99
- DIGGERS... £29.99
- LIBERATION... £39.99
- MICROBOSM... £49.99
- OSCAR... £29.99
- PROJECT X... £12.99
- ULTIMATE BODY BLOBS... £29.99
- TOTAL VALUE: £462.92

MAIL ORDER 081-309-1111
081-309-3868

To: Silica, GAMBnR 1254-1271, Silica House, Watermore Rd, Sibson, Kest, DA14 6XG
PLEASE SEND ME A FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: Initials:  
Company: 
Address: 
City/Postcode: 
Tel (Home): 
Tel (Work): 
What computer(s) do you own?
**LOCAL BUYERS GUIDE**

**SUFFOLK**

**Deep Logic**

Donkey Kong Country Call Rise of the Robots ECALL

SATURDAY PLAYSTATION GAMES ROOM
"IMPORTED & USED SOFTWARE AVAILABLE"
FOR OUR LATEST LIST DROP US A LINE AT:

Deep Logic
P.O. Box 42
Lowestoft
Suffolk NR 32 4XH

Tel: 01502-561683

**SCOTLAND**

**C.A. Games**

Sega Saturn, Sega 32X, 3DO, Sony Play Station, Jaguar and Nintendo

**NEW AGE**

Computer Games & Consoles

12 Tooting High Street London SW17 0RG
THE LATEST OFFICIAL & IMPORT GAMES, FOR YOUR CONSOLE MEGADRIVE, SEGA MASTER SYSTEM
MEGA - CD
GAME GEAR
SUPER NINTENDO GAMEBOY NES
3DO JAGUAR PC CD-ROM AMIGA CD32
WE BUY & SELL SECOND HAND GAMES

Tel: 081 767 2575

**LONDON SE14**

**Arcade Connection**

The Super Gun Experts
Super Gun Pro £99
Play Arcade PCB's At Home
With any of these options

FREE!

SF11 Interface
Variable Power
Phono Connectors
Headphone Socket

A Large Selection of Arcade PCB'S Also In Stock
Street Fighter II CE £90, Crime Fighters £60 & Many More
081 473 3707 (Open Mon-Sat 10am-6pm)

**SCOTLAND**

**Arcade Mania**

Specialists in:

Super Game, Super Nintendo, Jaguar, 3DO, Super Gun

SPECIALS INCLUDE:

SNES TITLES
Super Fire 2
Salamanders
Fatal Fury Special
Mega Drive Titles
Virtual Racing
Mortal Kombat

Why Wait? CALL NOW!

Prices include 1st Class recorded delivery!

**BRISTOL**

**SAFE SERVICE**

Sick of waiting weeks for your games to arrive?
We will have your game on your doorstep within
3 days of receipt or order.

**BUY & SELL**

**SEGA & NINTENDO**

Monday 12-8
Tuesday 12-8
Wednesday 12-6
Thursday 12-8
Friday 12-8
Saturday 10-6
Sunday 12-4

Business hours 0463 221173
Other times 03744 95958

Console Exchange
25 Greig Street
Inverness

0463 221173

**GAME EXPRESS**

**STOCKPORT - CHERSHIRE**

GAME CENTRE OF THE NORTH WEST
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
WE BUY, SELL & 'PX' ALL GOODS
HOTLINES 061 476 6630 AND 061 476 6635
MAIL ORDER
72, Lower Hillgate, Stockport,
Cheshire SK1 3AL
MERRY CHRISTMAS!!
SURREY

The Computer
Game Couriers
Tel: (0932) 868 765
7am - 6pm
Everyday.

MEGADRIVE & SNES
*DRAGON (MD/SNES) out now....................£39.99
*REBEL ASSAULT MD/CD out now ............£39.99
Other latest games please call
we also do PC games Doom II
GTC, 6 Coveham Crescent, Cobham, Surrey KT11 1AP

WINDSOR

OFFICIAL UK PAL STOCKIST
JAGUAR
Alien vs Predator
Wolfenstein
Club Drive
Tempest 2000
Nasumi Ninja
DANIEL DEPARTMENT STORE
120-125 PEASCOD STREET WINDSOR
TEL: 0753 862106

WEST MIDLANDS

GAME OVER
U.S. BIGGER BETTER FASTER
£365 (CONSOLE + GAME)
£450 INC POWER SUPPLY
£450 SMART BOX + 2 GAMES
UK £390 INC TOTAL ECLIPSE
BE THE FIRST TO BUY
ALIEN VS PREDATOR
EXPECTED RELEASE
DATE: OCT 20TH
SNES U.S. £125 USED FROM £40 M.KOMBAT II £52
MD FROM £40 M.KOMBAT II £45
MCD FROM £120 AMIGA CD32 FROM £160
ALL GAMES ON ALL SYSTEMS NEW USED
IMPORT OR UK - BOUGHT SOLD & PART EX
WE HAVE 100'S OF GAMES IN STOCK
GAME OVER STILL SIMPLY THE BEST!

BERKSHIRE

DO YOU OWN AN ATARI LYNX OR JAGUAR?
If you do you should read Atari Entertainment, the only dedicated
Lynx + Jaguar magazine in the world.
Issue 3 has reviews of Wolfenstein, Kasumi Ninja + Club Drive for the
Jaguar. For our Lynx readers we take a special look at the Lynx scene,
with a comprehensive rundown of future titles. Apart from all this we have
loads of news, articles and much more.
To subscribe please send £8 incl P & P to:
Atari Entertainment
P O Box 7
Riseley
Reading
For enquires phone (01734) 885176.

WEST MIDLANDS

WE STOCK:
MEGADRIVE
SUPER NES
MEGA CD
3DO
JAGUAR
GAME BOY
GAME GEAR

GAME CRAZY
38, UPPER LICHFIELD STREET
WILLenhall
WEST MIDLANDS
TEL: (0902) 604090

WE ALSO AVAILABLE:
NEO GEO
PC ENGINE

BEST PRICES AVAILABLE:
NEW USED & IMPORTED GAMES
AVAILABLE
THE FUTURE WILL SOON BE HERE
SONY PSX
SEGA SATURN

SUFFOLK

P & J
SYSTEMS

* Panasonic 3DO
£369.99
* Atari Jaguar
£210.99

Discount Sega, 3DO
Nintendo & Jaguar software
P & J Systems
PO BOX 264
Tunbridge Wells
Kent TN4 0ZX
(0370) 232274

OXON

C.C.G
MAIL ORDER ONLY

GAMES & HARDWARE AVAILABLE FOR ALL MAKES OF MACHINE

3DO
ROAD RASH .......£30.00
E.A. SOCCER .......£29.00
E.A. FOOTBALL .......£39.00

NINTENDO
PC

SEGA
LION KING .........£28.24
TIE FIGHTER .........£37.90
CDI
SONIC & KNUCKLES £42.50
7TH GUEST .........£39.99

Mega CD
E.A. SOCCER .......£31.99
THEME PARK .......£35.99

All deliveries are insured. All enquiries covered by the Advertising Standards Authority.
P & J Systems is part of the P & J Luxury Group, Southborough Kent TN4 0QG 1994

MILTON KEYNES

MAD CONSOLES

Specialists in SNES & Megadrive
NEXT DAY DELIVERY GUARANTEED.

3DO GAMES £30
MEMORY UPGRADE CALL
NEW CD ROMS £40
MEGADRIVE SSS £35
CALL FOR DETAILS
SATURN & SONY COMING SOON
TEL: 0908 3796489 604062 FAX: 0968 379649
Mobile: 0850 9494372
3 1/2" HD Disk, Grade A 100% 40p Each Trade enquiries welcome
Please make all cheques payable to Wild Consoles
hebereke's pop

Destined to be mispronounced for eternity is this latest extremely Japanese port-over puzzler...

In case you hadn't noticed, game companies have realised that a cleverly marketed character can really sell a game which, in any other light, be a bit on the arse side. However, blazing a trail through the dole queues of Pinkys, Puggays, Bubsys and Finkus is the divine form of genuine superstar-in-waiting Hebereke, a kind of small flightless bird thing. This is the first of a series of Hebereke games Sunsoft plans to release here, and while at first glance it might not look like anything new it really does bode well for future titles in the plucky young fowl's range.

Aided and abetted by his equally quirky friends, Hebereke has added his own twist to the much-explored Tetris clone territory. Popoons (round things with googly eyes) each one of four different colours, fall in pairs from the top of the screen. You have to rack them up in straight line of three, whereupon they disappear, and PoroPors make their debut. These are little icons bearing the head of your character which are deposited in the opponent's play area every time you complete a line, and vice versa. The more lines you complete with each Popoon drop the more PoroPors you manufacture. The only way to get rid of these is to match them up with a Popoon of the correct colour, depending on the character responsible for their presence. This may sound a bit too close to Puyo Puyo for comfort, but the two-player mode, detailed elsewhere, makes Popooning very much different to previous games of this kind.

The two-player game features a major new element not seen in the single-player story mode — that of special attacks. If you're skilful enough to drop three or four lines at a time, then your character performs one of their signature moves, which range from dropping a screen-clearing 16-ton weight on your accumulated Popoons which freezes the opposing screen solid, necessitating a reciprocal special attack to clear the new icy Popoons.

THE MOON’S A POPOON

- It's another of the wacky special attacks which make the game the fun-filled feast it truly is. Praise be!

- The level meters in the centre of the screen denote the game speed. The higher the level, the better you're doing.
Here's the choice of characters, each of whom has their own range of attacks. And a cute little nose. Or beak.

This special manoeuvre freezes the target's screen, meaning the Popoons and PoroPoroos you're waiting for mount up to potentially lethal levels until things get moving again.

Some of the characters warn you of an impending attack. Beware of Hebereke's stretchy neck especially, which signals the use of his devastating Cut-Throat Attack.

Doubtless you'll spend much time on this screen trying to decipher the mountains of strange sampled speech.

As you can see, sometimes it's harder than you'd think to fit three Popoons into a straight line with enemy PoroPoroos constantly plummeting on to your screen.

VERDICT

SUPER NES
I can take or leave most of the Tetris clones we've seen since the release of the original, and I reckon the one-player mode is fairly tame, but with two human players going head-to-head Hebereke is fantastic. The special attacks places a whole new spin on things, even if it does take a while to work out how you're supposed to do anything. Almost impossible fast on speed levels above fifty, this is a real test of skill and strategy so long as you've got a worthy opponent on hand at all times.

ALTERNATIVE

Mega Drive/Game Boy
PuYo PuYo
Sega/Banpresto
One of the best puzzle games ever to come on a cartridge. Very similar to Hebereke's, but we feel the SNES game just has the edge in playability.

NOT PREVIOUSLY REVIEWED

SECOND OPINION

I normally despise this sort of game, I mean I've played Tetris to death, why should I want to see it any more? But after having sat down to trounce Rad at a few rounds of Hebereke's I'm prepared to make an exception. The game really comes into its own when you've survived a few rounds and the speed rate is pushed right up. Not too fast to play, but it's pulse battering fun all the way. Top stuff.

MARK PATTERSON

OVERALL

91

GRAPHICS 83
SOUND 92
PLAYABILITY 93
VALUE 86
How do you carry yours?

small and easy to hold...

for either Sega or Nintendo...

for all your games and accessories.

Ryka

With adjustable dividers to fit either Sega or Nintendo and enough pockets to store many combinations of games and accessories the Ryka selection of bags and cases are the ideal protection for your computer games.

All designs come in a teal/purple colour combination.

Please send me

code quantity price

Postal & packing FREE

Mail Order

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

DATE

Tel:

- Please allow 28 days for delivery - Money back if not delighted

Johnson's Photoplace

Stannells Lane, Newcastle, Staffordshire, ST5 5SW

Telephone: 01782 711150 Fax: 01782 711170

K.T. KONSOLS

We are the largest Game Exchange Service in Britain

At present we have the following games in stock:

Over 225 Mega Drive, over 225 SNES,
Over 60 Neo Geo, Over 100 PC Engine
and also a variety of 3DO games. To find out what titles we have in stock, please phone. Once you have chosen your game, we'll reserve it for you - then all you have to do is send us your unwanted game and we'll despatch your reserved game immediately by First Class Recorded Delivery - It couldn't be easier!

WE ALSO SELL SECOND HAND GAMES - AT VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES

The machines we cater for are SNES, Megadrive, Neo Geo, Jaguar, 3DO and PC Engine/Turbo Express.

NEW GAMES ALSO STOCKED

Earthworm Jim

Vortex

Street Racer

Donkey Kong Country

All latest releases are in stock

Tel/Fax 0847 66949 - 3 Lines

26 Princess Street, Thuro, Caithness KW14 7RQ

Open 6 days a week. Mon-Sat 10.30 - 6pm

You've tried the rest now come to the best!
Would-be Travis Bickles should be cocking their hoops over Gametek's psychotic new PC release...

There's a lot more to worry about than a midnight trip south of the river with this latest homage to the cab driver's art. OK, dealing with nine year-old crack dealers may be an occupational hazard to today's for-hire drivers, but the chauffeurs of tomorrow face a constant assault of guns, bombs, mines, molotov cocktails and ramming, barging enemy taxis, along with abusive fares who wee on the back seat. Luckily, in true post-apocalyptic style, you are equipped with a couple of hood-mounted machine guns, with optional chain guns once you've earned the cash.

Obviously, with taxi driving being a hazardous occupation, fares have risen somewhat, and the average pick-up is worth around four or five hundred dollars, providing you can deliver your passenger within a strict time limit. This chronological constraint means there's little time for social niceties. If someone's fool enough to try crossing the road it's best to run them over (save your ammo for other motors), which also treats you to a splash of blood and gore over your windshield. Besides, there's every possibility they're going to have a pop at you anyway. If there's one particular hoodlum getting your goat, switch to left or right window view and let rip with your Ulti in a Virtual Drive-By scenario.

Quarantine is for people who are bored of Doom (or Doom 2) or fancy playing the game in hover cars. There's plenty of violence and destruction, along with some naughty words and strange encounters with potential customers. However, don't expect anything like the level of strategy Doom's capable of - this is screeching tyres and blazing gatting all the way.

Ah, the glory of the open road! Nothing to worry about but a wide open space of tarmac.

AlTERNATIVE

JAGUAR

■ Alien Vs Predator
■ Scare yourself stupid with this excellent first-person blast/splatter/slash-a-thon. Great atmosphere and plenty of playability and well-thought out gameplay too.

■ Issue 158: 90%

VERDICT

PC

Quarantine might be an incredible pain to actually get working, but once you manage to get the thing running it's actually quite good fun. Picking up and dropping off the passengers gives you a few short-term goals, and riding around killing people in your cab is, of course, highly enjoyable. However, there isn't much substance to it, and it lacks any real long-term appeal. If virtual killing's your thing you'd be better off with Doom 2: Hell on Earth.

R A D  A U T O M A T I C

■ GRAPHICS 88
■ SOUND 81
■ PLAYABILITY 82
■ VALUE 77

OVERALL 80
In a galaxy quite near, about-half an-hour ago, a journalist wheels out all the old Star Wars clichés, and wonders whether he'll be able to vanquish the evil Lord Vader and save the universe in time for EastEnders?

In all probability you won't finish this game in time for EastEnders, and even if you do you're going to want to play through it again. You see Super Return Of The Jedi offers much more than the previous two games in the Star Wars series. Not so much in terms of variety - the game is still a mix of shooty platform sections intercut with shooty Mode 7 sections. No, Super Jedi offers players an increased number of ways to accomplish themselves thanks to the larger number of selectable characters and, in turn, more, bigger power-ups and interesting ways to deal out a stellar spanking to the assortment of intergalactic scum.

Super Return of the Jedi generally gives the player three choices of character before starting a level and highlights the character most appropriate in each case. Although in certain examples only one character is selectable. Luke, for instance, will be your only choice when it comes to that final showdown with the Emperor. But hey! Otherwise you're free to shove the game's advice and pick who you want. It's your game and your funeral. Probably.

**ONCE UPON A BLOCKBUSTER**
Super Jedi follows the story of the film fairly closely and is broken down into three main missions, each comprising several stages.

**THE BEGINNING**
The first objective is to rescue Han and this starts with a nice bit of Mode 7 as you navigate a landspeeder across the chasms of Tatooine. This is followed by a bit of proton and whip-related death-dealing outside and within Jabba's hat where Han is being held in cryogenic suspension. Or summink.

**THE MIDDLE**
The next mission sees our hearty crew facing an early bath on the brim of the Rancor pit before taking to speed bikes for a bit of argy-bargy in the Mode 7 forests of Ender. Thence it's to the trees with the cute-but-deadly Wicket, before a bit of Shield Generator destroying.

**THE END**
The finale starts with the Falcon struggling against swarms of TIEs on the Death Star. Next Han, Chewie or Leia must knock out the shield generator and Luke must conclude some unfinished business with Vader and the Emperor before the final mad scramble to destroy the Death Star.
FIVE GO MAD IN SPACE

There is now a choice of five faces from the movie: Luke Skywalker, Chewie, Han Solo, Wicket the Ewok and Princess Leia.

LUKE SKYWALKER

Luke has now mastered the ways of the Force and is able to send his Lightsabre out, boomerang-style, in search of its prey as well as freeze oncoming baddies, reflect enemy fire and render himself invisible.

HAN SOLO

Han only becomes selectable once he's been rescued and is more down to earth than Luke as he uses a simple blaster to great effect and is also a bit messy with the odd bomb and Thermal Detonator or two.

CHEWBACCA

Chewie is much the same but adds a furiously Fireball Spin to his repertoire.

WICKET THE EWOK

Wicket is, well, a bit crap really, but he comes into his own on his home planet, the forest-covered Endor, where his arrows make ad-hoc stepladders to climb the giant trees.

PRINCESS LEIA

Last and, believe me, by no means least is Leia, tonight sporting three lavish outfits. In her brown outfit she is able to summon a damaging energy beam and do a tidy bit of damage with a staff, whilst in her Rebel uniform she acquires the services of a laser blaster. But it is, woof woof, when she dons her bikini in the palace of Jabba and gets busy with her whip, arroo, that she most impresses.

Eating Dirt — Jedi-style part one: Stand in close proximity to an Empire Laser Cannon and kiss your ass goodbye.

A Small woman and big stick. Mutant Antoid with big pincers. Wonder who'll win?

“Chewie lost. Me only looking for haberdashery dept and end up on Wheel Of Fortune. Chewie never find curtains now!”

Never trust an Ewok with a bow and arrow — ‘ave yer eye out soon as look at yer!

VERDICT

SNES

Super Jedi is similar to its predecessors, but the extra characters and varying abilities add new depth, whilst the increased size and complexity of levels adds a lot more fun. The music is as awesome as ever — play it on big, bassy speakers. The only fly in this cosmic ointment is it's too easy to complete thanks to the password system. However, if you limit your continues and crank it up to Jedi level, Super Return Of The Jedi is the best in the series. Until Ultra Star Wars, that is...

ANDY MOVITIE

| GRAPHICS | 92 |
| SOUND | 92 |
| PLAYABILITY | 91 |
| VALUE | 88 |

OVERALL 91
Merry Xmas and a happy New Year from all at Zap!

Super NES

Final Fantasy III (Square) - CALL
Donkey Kong Country (Nintendo) - CALL
Soul Blazer II + Hook + T Shirt (Ocean) - £64.90
Samurai Showdown (Takara) - £54.90
Earthworm Jim (Einhorn) - CALL
Street Racer (Cruzer) - £44.90
Super Punch Out (Nintendo) - £44.90
Majority (Sensa) - CALL
Hiroshi (Enix) - £54.90
Demons Crest (Capcom) - CALL
Virtua Police (Sega) - CALL
Adventures of Batman & Robin (Bonzan) - CALL
Bugs Bunny (Capcom) - CALL
Return of the Jedi (Lucas) - CALL
Gundam (Contrend) - £54.90
Clay Fighter II (Interplay) - CALL
Wild Gunman (Nyatame) - CALL
Space Harrier (Taito) - CALL
Shaq Fu (Eas) - CALL
Indiana Jones (Eas) - CALL
Lion King (Westfield) - CALL
Lord of the Rings (Interplay) - CALL
Super Street Fighter II (Capcom) - £59.90
Breath of Fire (Capcom) - £59.90
Mortal Komand II - £59.90
Mortal Komand II Controller - £14.99
Secret of Mana (Square) - £54.90
Rock & Hook II (Einhorn) - CALL
Saturday Night Slam Masters (Capcom) - £54.90
Street Fighter II (Capcom) - £54.90
Star Trek II Star Fleet (Spectrum) - £59.90
Eye of the Beholder (Capcom) - £59.90
Mega Man X (Capcom) - £54.90
Mega Man Soccer (Capcom) - £54.90
Maximum Garage (Accolade) - £54.90
Flamethrower (Enix) - £29.99
Sports Illustrated Football & Basketball - £29.99
Pinball Dreams (Game) - £29.99
EVO Geno - £29.99
Giga Sticker Star - £29.99
Lucas (Taito) - £54.99
Handball II (Accolade) - £44.99
Ticket to Ride (Paragon) - £44.99
Winter Olympics (US Gold) - £54.99
Platformers (Sens) - £44.99
Andrea Agassi Tennis & Skateboard (Tecmo) - £44.99
Operation Europe (Kod) - £44.99
Witches (Capcom) - £44.99
World Cup USA 94 (US Gold) - £29.99
Knights of the Round (Capcom) - £29.99
Goof Troop (Capcom) - £29.99
Actrainer II (Enix) - £29.99
Bugs Bunny (Enix) - £29.99
Cool Spot (Williams) - £29.99
Barber Shop (Sunsoft) - £29.99
Audition (Taito) - £29.99
Mercado (Toyoyo) - £29.99
Wizardry II (Eas) - £44.99
Aquatic Games (Sensa) - £29.99
Super High Impact (Accolade) - £29.99
PGA Tour Golf II (Enix) - £29.99
J Madden 94 (Enix) - £29.99
Starters (Oven) - £29.99
Mars Time Machine - £29.99
Battle Cars (Namco) - £29.99
Ultimate Fighter (Culture Brain) - £29.99
Super Metroid (Nintendo) - £29.99

The Sony PlayStation & Sega Saturn

Reserve your machine now!

Available from Zap this Xmas

Hardware

3-D0

NEO GEO

King of the Fighters 94 - CALL
Neo Geo Console (Model) - £199.00
Neo Geo CD - CALL
Samurai Showdown II - £199.00
Earth Force Special CD - £55.00
Art of Fighting II - CALL
Super Kick Soccer II CD - £55.00
Baseball Stars II CD - £55.00
Samurai Showdown II cartridges - CALL
Many unused cartridges in stock

Order Form

Send this to address: Zap
Techno House
Low Lane, Horsforth
Leeds LS18 4DF

Please rush me the following

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>POST/P</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| GRAND TOTAL |

Cash card welcome. Please quote issue no for Switch.

For credit card orders, please phone or FAX your details.

This amazing offer ends on 31/12/94

Spend & Save ££££s This Xmas with Zap!

Huge savings when buying more than 1 game

eg. buy 2 games and save £10.00 OFF TOTAL PRICE!
buy 3 games and save £20.00 OFF TOTAL PRICE!
buy 5 games and save £50.00 OFF TOTAL PRICE!

Low prices - All the latest games & machines
Super quick delivery - No silly membership fees required
To buy. Our most friendly staff are waiting for your call.

ZAP HOURS: 9am-7pm Mon-Fri, 9am-5pm Sat & Sun
FAX NO: 0532 590 077

No 1 for Service and Price!
HELP!

If you're looking for direction in your gaming life (or lives) then let us point you the right way with our ever-so-helpful (well it would be, wouldn't it?) Help section...

**SNES FATAL FURY SPECIAL**

Here's a neat cheat from Kenny Mason from Burgess Hill in Sussex. It enables you to play as Ryo from Art of Fighting! When the Takara logo is displayed press DOWN, DOWN, FORWARD, FORWARD, DOWN, DOWN, BACK, BACK and X. If you've managed to do all this in the right order then the frames on the title screen should change to a blue colour.

- Taunt: L R U A
- Tsunami
- Karate Chop: U R A
- Sumo Splash: C A+B
- Meditate: U U C
- Taunt: L R U+A

- Kronk
- Flying Down Spear: C D D
- Looper Loogie: L U A
- Flying Phlegm: L R A
- Taunt: L D A

- Divine
- Spin: L U R

- how to pull off each character's special moves courtesy of our very own Rik.
- Zan: Multiple Blitz: X and UL twice.
- Skate: Jump Kick: X and DR twice
- Flash Kick: X L UL U (continuous motion)
- Blaze: Longer Jumping Attack: X and F, UR, U (continuous motion)
- Power Slide: X and D to U semi-circle.

---

**SNES LETHAL ENFORCERS**

Want loads of excellent lives? To get them simply make sure you hit as many knives as possible when confronting the knife-throwing boss. Every tenth knife hit will result in one extra life. Cheers to Wayne Davies of Chesterfield for those words of wisdom.

---

**MEGA DRIVE BALLZ**

Ever sat down and thought "My life would be so much less painful if I could pull off all the special moves in Ballz, the decent beat-'em-up from Accolade?" If so you can thank Paul Thompson from Ireland for granting your wishes. (NB - A, B, C indicates joystick buttons. All other directions are standard joystick movements).

- Head Scissors: R R R
- Operate: D D D
- Taunt: L R U A
- Crusher
- Ground Slam: U D A
- Wind Up Kick: L L B
- Horn Throw: L U A L U R A
- Taunt: L R U A
- Bruiser
- Cannonball: C D D
- Cyclone: R D L L A
- Jumping Jacks: U D U D
- Taunt: A+B+C

- Boomer
- Handstand Kick: L L R R B
- Self Destruct: R D L L U A
- Head Bowling: L R R B
- Taunt: L R U+

---

**MEGA DRIVE STRREETS OF RAGE 3**

Following on from last month's guide, here's...

---

**MEGA DRIVE THUNDERHAWK**

For one of the best games on Mega-CD (but that's not too difficult is it?) here's a cheat that will provide infinite armour and weapons. When playing the game, press PAUSE and press UP, RIGHT, LEFT and DOWN. Much respect to Will Rice of London for that one.

---

**MEGA DRIVE ZIP BAG**

MORE LMP GOODIES

Following on from LMP's excellent Mega Drive and SNES joy jams featured in last month's Extras, the Hertfordshire-based firm have kindly supplied us with more goodies from their extensive catalogue. Highly recommended are the Action Packs for the Game Gear and Game Boy. The Game Gear pack comprises a zip bag to keep your handheld snug, a screen magnifier and a power supply all for £24.99. Five pounds cheaper is the Game Boy pack, which requires two AA batteries and allows the Game Boy to be played in poor light or even in the dark. A power pack is also included.

We've also become rather attached to the Power Pack Plus (£19.99) and Power Grip Plus (£29.99), available for the Game Boy and Game Gear respectively. Plugging into the battery compartments the Game Boy product offers 10 hours play, the Game Gear 2.5. Excellent for saving on batteries and of more interest to us, avoiding the hassle of trying to find an empty power point in this building!
HELP!

So you're all at sea and feeling afloat in an ocean of new machines? Which one's the best? Well, throw away those baby inflatable life rings, and would the next man overboard please meet the captains of our help section...

WHAT CONSOLE DO I WANT?

I want to move in to the world consoles so I'm considering buying a CD32, Jaguar, 32X or something else. What do you recommend? Also, what overall mark would you give Cybermorph on the Jaguar today?

Paul Georgenson, North Wales.

KEYBOARD AND PRIMAL JAG?

I've just purchased a Jaguar and would like to know if there'll be a keyboard attachment. And will the Atari Primal Rage coin-op be converted to the Jaguar? Also, can you get a SCART connection for a UK Jaguar?

David Fisher, Belfast

When Atari first announced the Jaguar, we were also told that a Jaguar 2 console would be developed as well as a computer that would use the Jaguar's circuitry. No more news on these as yet, but there's no reason why a keyboard couldn't be designed for the current Jaguar console. Time Warner will be releasing Primal Rage on Jaguar, while a SCART and audio lead for the Jaguar will cost around £15. This provides a sharper picture but doesn't speed up or remove borders off the games - that's not possible with a UK machine.

GAMES TIPS

- PC
  DOOM
  Thanks to Andrew Castle for phoning in with these cheats to the evergreen PC classic.

- AMIGA
  BENEFACCTOR
  Fancy a list of all the pass words from this Flashback-

  Tombs of Terror
  10. Double Trouble SCAPO6MOC
  11. Mind the Flames 1MQRPRPCRQ4
  12. Switch-O-Mania 3V13T2MJ
  13. A Mother of a Blow QPHD-JSKGMV
  14. Greed Wastes Time 3NQLQQOQLQ
  15. Hang Tough 08BJPBC80C
  16. Lemmings 2 M2CNBFBM12
  17. Order is Crucial MMQPG-PCQPG
  18. Easy Jumping MB3QMKNMSQ54
  19. Treetop Rescue M34QGLPND3
  20. The Bungee Trap MF1MUFHITQ3
  21. Down 'n' Load MF1M2FRRQK
  22. Bring Down Your Axe M6MN3PHI
  23. Flatback Action M4KRGTLM5S
  24. Running Colour M2QGR3FPOH

  Fatalities: F, F, 1, 1, 1, 1
  Kitana:
  Special Moves:
  Fan Toss; F, F, 1+2
  Fan Swipe; B+1
  Fan Lift; B, B, B, 1
  Square Wave Punch; F, B
  Spikes; F, B, F, 1
  Fatalities: Hold Bilk, F, F, F, 2
  Liu Kang:
  Special Moves:
  Fireball; F, F, 1
  Ducking Fireball; F, F, F, 1, D
  Flying Kick; F, F, 2
  Bicycle Kick; Hold 2, Release.
  Fatalities: F, B, F, 1
  Mileena:
SNES TO MAC CONVERSION

I'm about to make a drastic move from my SNES to a Macintosh computer and I need some help.
1) What's the difference between the Apple CD300 and the Power CD drives?
2) What's the difference between the 68LC040 and a 68040 processor and can I upgrade from a 68040?
3) What's the difference between a Quadra 660AV and a Quadra 650AV?
4) Will Quadras and Centris Macs get cheaper?
5) From what you've told me which Mac should I buy?

Christian Vonderneuve, Belgium

PC POSERS

Is there a vast difference between a 486SX and a 486DX PC? Secondly, will the new Sony Mini Disc format be used for computers or consoles?
Keith Munro, Edinburgh

The main difference between an SX and DX PC is price, so always check what you're getting for your money. An SX CPU doesn't have a built-in maths co-processor like a DX one so it's essentially a lot slower. A 33mhz 486SX system isn't that much faster than a 386DX!

As far as Sony's Mini Disc is concerned, it's unlikely to take off as a compacting storage medium until the price gets cheaper (currently around £450), but yes it would be excellent, if prone to piracy.

THE HELP! LINE

This is your magazine, so if you've got a tip or query about a game why not phone it in to the CVG Help Line. It's open every Friday afternoon. All you've got to do is phone 071 972 6720 and leave your message. That's all there is to it so get cracking and remember, there's a software prize on offer for any stupendously excellent or unique tips.

Q & A

Special Moves:
- Teleport Kick: F, F, 2
- Roll Attack: B, B, D, 1
- Sai Toss: Hold 1, Release
- Spikes: F, B, F, 1
- Reptile: Special Moves
- Acid Spit: F, F, 1
- Forceball: B, B, 1
- Invisible: Hold Blk, U, U, D, 1
- Slide: B, B, 1+2
- Spikes: F, B, F, 1
- Fatalities: B, B, D, 1 (1/2 screen away)
- Scorpion: Special Moves
- Spear: B, B, B
- Teleport Power: D, B+2
- Air Throw: Blk (mid air)
- Scissor Kick: 1/2 circle away, 1
- Spikes: F, B, F, 1
- Fatalities: U, U+1
- Shang Tsung:
- Skull Bolt: B, B, 1
- Morph to Hung Luo: 2+B

Morph to Sub-Zero: 2+F
Morph to Kitana: 2+D
Morph to Reptile: 2+U+L
Morph to Mileena: 2+D+L
Morph to Scorpion: 2+D+L
Morph to Jax: 2+D+R
Spikes: F, B, F, 1
Fatalities: Hold Blk, U, D, U, 1
Sub Zero:
- Special Moves:
  - Freeze: D, F, 1
  - Ground Freeze: D, B, 1
  - Slide: Blk, Blk, 1+2
  - Spikes: F, B, F, 1
  - Fatalities: F, F, D, 2, F, F, D, F, 1

LYNX

GAME GEAR

BATMAN RETURNS (IMPROVED VERSION)
On the title screen hit UP B TIMES, DOWN 12 TIMES, LEFT 15 TIMES, RIGHT 19 TIMES and OPTION 1 27 TIMES. Go into the game as normal, then when playing PAUSE the game and press PAUSE, OPTION 1 and PAUSE to skip levels or PAUSE, OPTION 2 and PAUSE to be invincible.

GAME GEAR RAMPAGE

For a welcome level skip go to the player select screen and press PAUSE TWICE. Then on the NEWS PAPER screen, PRESS and HOLD OPTION 1 and press UP or DOWN to skip through the 61 levels.

GAME GEAR

GATES OF ZENDACON
Did you know there's a hidden level in this game? To access it go to the pass word screen (by pressing OPTION 1) and enter TRX and press A or B to start. As the gate screen disappears press DOWN-FOR.

COIN-OP

PRIMAL RAGE
Discovered Primal Rage in your local arcade yet? Well check it out, it's ace. And while you're at it you might want to give these special moves a whirl.

Diablo
- Fireblast: High Hard + Low Hard
- Ultra Punch: High Hard + Low Hard +
- Ice Blast: High Soft + High

WARD. Enter the first gate encountered. This should transport you to a nameless level where every weapon is available and where you'll get a chance to shoot at the developers.
HELP!

FULL MOTION ANSWERS

I'm trying to convince my other half that we need a new console and could do with some questions answered.

1) Which of the new systems comes with FMV built-in?
2) Are FMV movies playable on any supporting machines?
3) How do the new CD machines save games?
4) Do the new consoles have monitor and hi-fi outputs?

Clive Marner, Nottingham

1) None of the new consoles come with built-in FMV. As FMV only tends to be used for movies currently the add-on is sold separately to keep the main unit price low. The CD-i 450 however, is bundled with a Digital Video board but it costs quite a bit.

2) Philips is responsible for CDV films. The early movies will only run on CD-i machines, but all the recent titles are generic.

3) All the CD consoles save to DRAM, but this only permits a few saves which isn't much use. The most elegant is the PlayStation which uses a slot-in card above the joystick port. Apart from being able to save many games these cards can be used to add extra levels to existing ones too.

4) All the new consoles we've seen have L and R audio outputs because obviously you can play audio CDs on them. Although the new console's visual outputs vary, there's always a suitable lead for connection to a monitor. Don't worry.

3DO ADD-ON

I'm thinking of purchasing a Panasonic 3DO and have a few queries:

1. Will the cartridge add-on for the 3DO have the same specification as the Bulldog?
2. Is the 3DO capable of producing games like Daytona USA?
3. Will the 3DO have a VR helmet?
4. What about a keyboard and printer?

L. Weston, Leicestershire

1. Yes.
2. Yes, although the graphics wouldn't be quite as sharp on a standard 3DO. It remains to be seen what the Bulldog is capable of, but judging by its spec Daytona USA shouldn't prove a problem.
3. Possibly.
4. Again, it's a possibility but there's no news as yet.

GAME TIPS

Mega Throw: High Hard + Low Hard, F, B
Armada
Armour Attack: High Hard + Low Soft, D, U
Horn Death: High Soft + High Hard + Low Soft, D, F, U
Talon
Face Bite: High Hard + Low Hard, D, F
Head Crush: High Hard + Low Soft, B, U+B, U, U-F, F
Sauron
Primal Scream: High Soft + Low Quick, D, U
Head Smash: High Soft + Low Hard, D, U

GAME BOY

AVENGING SPIRIT

So, you think you're a bit good at this game, eh? Well try this code to make it even tougher then see how clever you are.

When the title screen appears hold down Up, B and A. You should hear a beep and the game will start in a new Master mode.

SUPER GAME BOY

Another irreverent tipette, but fun/ful all the same. Did you know, that when you draw all over the game screen when you run a Game Boy cart through the Super GB, then leave it, a little handyman appears to clean it up after about 30 seconds? This is actually Mario and Luigi's long lost half-brother Adolpho Pizzeria, who was banished from the Mario clan for wearing his dungarees like Kiss Kiss.

3DO JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL

Pause the game at any point to get to the pause menu and press RIGHT, DOWN, LEFT, UP, RIGHT, DOWN. This should turn the ref into a giant. While pressing LEFT, DOWN, RIGHT, UP, LEFT, DOWN, RIGHT shrinks him to a third of his normal height.

MEGA-CD BRUTAL

To select Karate Croc as your
PANASONIC PULVERISER?

As you’re one of the few mags that seems to cover 3DO I have a few questions:
1) Will a 3DO equipped with the Bulldog upgrade be more powerful than the Saturn or PlayStation?
2) Where can I buy another joypad?
3) Is there any chance of a 3DO supplement, as I know nothing about games like Shadow?

Mike Hughes, Merseyside.

1) An upgraded 3DO will definitely be more powerful than the Saturn or PlayStation, most notably in the number of polygons it can render simultaneously.

2) Computer Exchange (071-636 2666) has 3DO pads at £35 each.
3) C&VG’s Tekno section covers all the new machines and games, but mainly the good stuff. Shadow is an inferior beat-em-up compared to Way of the Warrior.

Beam yourself up on up to any level you want with this cheat. Wait for the title screen to appear. Now press Y, X, Y, X, A, B, B. Now press START to begin the game, and START again to pause it. Finally, press Y to bring up the level select menu.

Erm, this isn’t the world’s most useful cheat. But here goes anyway. Pause the game at any point after level one, then press RIGHT, LEFT, DOWN, RIGHT and A to go back to the previous level. Tell you it wasn’t that handy. Still, press UP, UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT, A and B to play the game with reversed controls. Ho-hum.

THE HELP! LINE

This is your magazine, so if you’ve got a tip or query about a game why not phone it in to the C&VG! Help Line. It’s open every Friday afternoon. All you’ve got to do is phone 071-972 6720 and leave your message. That’s all there is to it so get cracking and remember there’s a software prize on offer for any stupendously excellent or unique tips.

THE WRITE LINE

We live in the caring, sharing Nineties, so hail if you’ve mopped out a level, found a secret part to a game or you’ve just got a common-or-garden hint or tip (and that doesn’t mean we want advice on planting sprouts, OK) send it in. And if it’s any cop we’ll print it and share it with the masses. Address your correspondence to: C&VG Help!, Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon Lane, London, EC1R 3AU.
RAVEN GAMES LONDON
74 BROMLEY ROAD, BECKENHAM KENT BR3 2NP
TEL: 081 663 6810 MAIL ORDER/ CREDIT CARD LINE: 081 663 6822 FAX: 081 663 0046

FIRST WITH THE LATEST RELEASES

OWN YOUR OWN ARCADE MACHINE
SUPER GUN DELUXE £149.99
AS SEEN ON ITV'S BAD INFLUENCE AND REVIEWED IN EDGE THREE
6 BUTTON CAPCOM STICK £49.99
6 BUTTON PAD £19.99
OTHER extras AVAILABLE - S.A.E. FOR FULL LIST
PCB VIDEO (VERSION II)
SHOWS LOADS OF OLD CLASSICS £49.99 P&P £1.50
BENLE IS A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR PCB
RAINBOW ISLAND £155 EA. 60 SILK WORM £35.00 EA. 65
SIDE POCKET £25 ALFA MISSION £155 HYPER OLYMPIC £55
PLATTER HOUSE 85¢ TURTLES 60¢ HIT THE ICE 65¢
SAMOA DANDY £75¢ ROBOCOP £65¢ CONTRA £65
EURO FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP £10
DYNAMITE DUKE £95
WONDERBOY III £55 SUPERMAN £75¢
GRYFFIN £20 CARIBBE AIRWING £12
PLEASE NOTE: ALL PCBs ARE ORIGINAL S.A.E. FOR FULL LIST

100'S OF NEW PC ENGINE GAMES FROM £9.99
GT HANDICAP - ONLY £13.99
GT MAGNIFIER - £19.99
STREETFIGHTER II (CHAMPION) - ONLY £29.99
JAPANESE MANGAZINES - £7.99
PC ENGINE COMPLETE GUIDE £20.00

LATEST RELEASES
GODZILLA STRIDER VG ADVANCE FATAL FURY SPECIAL S.A.E. FOR FULL LIST
S.P.D RANGER £29.99®
PAW PATROL £29.99

NEO GEO CD NOW AVAILABLE - PLEASE RING
NEO GEO VIDEO SHOWS EVERY GAME £49.99 P&P £1.50

LATEST RELEASES
STREET HOOP (BASKETBALL) £179.99
ZEB BLADE £199.99
KING OF FIGHTERS 94 £184.99
AEROFIGHTERS II £134.99
TOP HUNTER NOW £99.99

S.A.E. FOR FULL LIST

WE STOCK A MASSIVE SELECTION OF SECOND HAND GAMES
OPENING HOURS MONDAY - SATURDAY 10AM - 5.30PM WEDNESDAY 10AM - 1PM
P&P GAMES, MAGAZINES, PADS £1.50, NEO GAMES £3 WE ARE NOT JUST A MAIL ORDER COMPANY - COME AND SEE US AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS AND SEE ALL THE ABOVE MACHINES ON DISPLAY. S.A.E. FOR FULL PRICE LIST, PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO: RAVEN GAMES. ABOVE PRICES ARE MAIL ORDER ONLY. SHOPS PRICES MAY VARY.

T.O.R.C

COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES
• AMIGA • CD32 • PC • CD ROM
• GAMEBOY • GAMEGEAR
• SUPER NINTENDO • SEGA
• MEGADRIVE
• ATARI JAGUAR • 3DO
• 2ND HAND CARTRIDGE SOFTWARE
ARRIVING DEC '94 SONY PSX
AND SEGA SATURN
Open 10am - 6pm Sun 12pm - 4pm
Tel: 081 893 2100/801 844 2575
9 Wilton Parade • Feltham • High Street • Feltham • Middlesex • TW13 4BU

HEARTS LEISURE (LONDON)
125 BOWES ROAD, PALMERS GREEN, LONDON, N13 4SB
TEL: 081 899 0811 / 081 360 5562 FAX: 081 891 9558
PLAY ARCADE GAMES IN YOUR HOME WITH THE POWERMASTER

HEARTS SUPPERGUN "THE POWERMASTER" & "VOYAGER"
8 BUTTON ARCADE JOYSTICK £129.99
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND FULL SPECIFICATION SEND S.A.E. OR PHONE NOW OVER 150 P.C.B. GAMES IN STOCK. P.C. WELCOME

GAMES INCLUDE:
BLACK DRAGON 40.00 MATCH 15.00 WATERCROCODILE 50.00
CHAMPION WRESTLER 45.00 P.W.O 25.00 DEATH TUNES 50.00
CLOWN BUSTERS 45.00 PLOTTING 40.00 DEATH TUNES 50.00
DEVASTATORS 50.00 QUARTET 45.00 DEATH TUNES 50.00
EURO LEAGUE 30.00 PRINT 40.00 DEATH TUNES 50.00
FINALISER 30.00 RIVER PATROL 45.00 DEATH TUNES 50.00
GANG WARS 30.00 ROAD PATROL 50.00 DEATH TUNES 50.00
IRON HORSE 30.00 OFFICIAL S.D.G. 50.00 DEATH TUNES 50.00
KICK OFF 30.00 MENTAL KOMBAT 1 CALL

FOR A FULL PRICE LIST SEND S.A.E.

THE POWERMASTER & VOYAGER - AS SEEN AND USED ON GAMESWORLD AND GAMEMASTER TV SHOWS.

All Prices INCLUDE V.A.T.
All Prices INCLUDE 12 Months Warranty
All Prices INCLUDE Delivery
Tel: 0161 763 6713 Fax: 0161 764 1914

486 DX2/66 £549.99
425 Mb Hdd (2Mb Cachec Access) £155
SVGA Monitor £65
1 Mb SVGA Graphics Board £215
Dual Speed CD-ROM (Panasonic LF) £275
16 Bit SoundBlaster Comp Sound Card £35
1.4 Mb Disk Drive £35
Keyboard/Mouse £25
Speakers £25
Doors & Games Selection £25
Complete Plug In And Go System £50
(Instructions Included)
Only £999.99

IBM RL 486-75 Optional at NO CHARGE!!!
PC's Built To Your Own Spec - Phone For A Very Competitive Quote.
Open 7 Days A Week 9am - 6pm (Mon-Fri) 10am - 5pm (Sat/Sun)

EUROSCAN Ltd.
Todd Street
Bury
Lancashire BL9 5RJ
WIN A NEO GEO CD AND 10 GAMES!

Neo Geo CD - Arcade power you can afford

Virtua Racing Deluxe - Explosive 32X race action

Star Wars Arcade - Bigger, better, tougher than the coin-op

Afterburner - Blasting back on 32X

Cosmic Carnage - The biggest beat-'em-up ever!
Warning: Neo Geo Area

For years now the Neo Geo's been the most powerful games system you could have in your home. Finally it's affordable – and it's over here...

New kid in town
It's not often we're taken by surprise – but this was really a bolt out of the blue. Of course we'd been wanting to get our hands on a Neo Geo CD, but we never expected to get a call from a company saying that 'yes, it is coming out, yes, so are the games, and yes, we'll bring one along for you to play with'.

It transpired that the distribution deal was struck a fortnight before the machine came in to us and, amazingly, it would be on the shelves by November 1st, along with 14 games. So it's out there now, lurking on the shelves and getting ready for the Christmas rush.

Arcade games
If you're not familiar with the Neo Geo, well then you probably don't get down to the arcades much. For several years now, the Neo Geo has been a favourite of arcade owners all over the country. Not just because it's a fantastic machine, but because it's a cheap, interchangeable system. The cartridge-based home version, which was launched three years ago boasted all the same specs and software, although because of the enormous size of the cartridges (some are in excess of 200M-bits) the games retailed for up to £175. So it's not as if there were many people out there who could afford a regular supply of software.

Basically the new console is just like the Neo Geo...
cd access

In a perfect world the Neo Geo CD would have a quad-speed CD drive, but then again, it would probably cost about a grand. Still, what’s a little loading time when you’re just about to play some top coin-op titles?

Despite that, it’s a little irritating waiting for the machine to grab your character from CD when you’re used to ploughing straight in on the coin-op version.

This is the frightening title screen which greets you when the machine powers up.

While a game’s loading you’re ‘entertained’ by juggling chimps. We’d like to see him try that and drink a pint at the same time, though.

As with most CD-based systems, there’s plenty of options for playing back audio discs.

Joy joy pad

The Neo Geo’s joystick is exceptionally well made. Apart from being satisfyingly weighty, the thumb-pad is micro-switched, so it’s slick and responsive which makes special moves and combos a piece of cake to produce.

Considering that, it’s nice to see that they’re also reasonably priced – a second joystick will set you back just £24.99.

Back

The Neo Geo CD has a good variety of A/V outputs so it can be connected to almost any system.
Samurai Shodown

It was the only game to rival Street Fighter 2 and Mortal Kombat in the arcades, but unlike those it never got the quality of conversion it deserved on home machines. It's very much in the SNK's unique style of beat-'em-up, with hugely over-the-top sound effects and preposterous moves. One thing's for sure and that's Samurai Shodown owes much more to Japanese B-movies than it does to other beat-'em-ups – which is one of the reasons why it was so popular.

The gratuitously violent special moves are also noteworthy since your average player can produce most of them, but the real match winners are purely the domain of the pros – so you're guaranteed a period of total world domination against novice players.

Now that you can own the original for less than the cartridge conversion, this has to be top of the list for new Neo Geo CD owners. Once you've got the game, it's well worth splashing out on an extra joypad because, as good as it is, you can't beat a head-to-head Shodown with a mate.

Alpha Mission 2

£39.99
Out Now
47M-bits

Vertically scrolling shoot-'em-ups have all but vanished off the face of the planet this year – that's not the case on Neo Geo, though. Alpha Mission 2 doesn't exactly do much to further the genre, especially since it features more clichés than your average day time soap. One thing it definitively is, though, is tough. So tough, in fact, that even in the two-player mode isn't any easier – and that's without fighting over who should get the next power-up. What doesn't help is the number of bosses you encounter. The programmers obviously thought this was a good idea at the time, but it often serves to make the gameplay disjointed – and even tougher.

However, there are plenty of you lot out there in Punterville who reckon themselves to be a bit good at shoot-'em-ups. And it's exactly those people who should take advantage of a game like this to see just how clever they really are.

£44.99
Out Now
118M-bits

£49.99
Out Now
106M-bits

The original Japanese version of the game described itself with phrases like '...the power and presence of full memory action' and 'boil your blood with the sensation of real-life play.' In fact, the game nothing like as outlandish as the claims, and is, in fact, the best footy title for the Neo Geo.

Most of the game is played like a conventional football sim – until you take a long shot, at which point the view changes to an excellent 3D scene where you've got to steer the ball past the 'keeper, or spoon it over while you're marvelling at the graphics.

The only thing we don't like about the game is the Japanese ads for it, which features the flags of such footballing giants as China, Australia and Canada, but makes absolutely no mention of the lads from over here.
**Puzzled**

Coming soon.

No need to worry about lack of software support, look at this merry lot...

£39.99
Out Now
22M-Bits

**Puzzled** is the Neo Geo's obligatory Tetris game, which stars two Jap-art characters Am and Rad. Their version of Rad, however, has a far more sensible hair cut and better dress sense than ours, and we are currently looking into the possibility of a trade.

However, it's unlikely that SNK's Rad would want to leave the safety of this excellent puzzler for our cyberoffice in London, which is just as well, really, as the game wouldn't be the same without him. As well as a competitive head-to-head two-player mode there's a story mode which provides handy interludes, although the gameplay is so fast-paced that you end up wandering around for days seeing blocks plummeting down in front of your eyes.

---

**Super Sidekicks 2**

---

**Fighting**

---

**Aeros Fighters 2**

---

**World Heroes Jet**

---

**KING OF MONSTERS 2**
"A QUESTION OF... KNOWLEDGE!!!"

PLAY!

TELEPHONE QUIZ

Play **CHOSE YOUR SUBJECT** by picking your subject and answering at least 3 questions correctly to enter our prize draw **OR INSTANT WIN** by answering 10 questions correctly first time to win a prize.

**your subjects...**

- TELEVISION
- POP MUSIC
- FOOTBALL
- BOARD GAMES

**PICK YOUR SUBJECT**

A SEGA MEGADRIVE FOR SOME LUCKY WINNER!

**INSTANT WIN**

JUST ANSWER ALL TEN QUESTIONS CORRECTLY FIRST TIME, PICKED FROM ALL SUBJECTS AND YOU'LL INSTANTLY WIN THREE TAPES OR CD'S OF YOUR CHOICE

0891 300 122

**INSTANT WIN**

JUST ANSWER ALL TEN QUESTIONS CORRECTLY FIRST TIME, PICKED FROM ALL SUBJECTS AND YOU'LL WIN YOUR CHOICE OF THREE COMPUTER GAMES!

0891 300 124

**PICK YOUR SUBJECT**

A JAGUAR CONSOLE IS UP FOR GRABS

0891 300 125

If you are under 18 or do not pay the phone bill, get permission before dialing. Calls cost 39p per minute cheap rate, 49p per minute at all other times. Maximum duration of each competition is seven and a half minutes. Maximum cost £3.68. Non-instant win competitions close 28/2/96 and each winner is selected at random from a draw. All winners will be notified by post after the closing date. Instant winners will be notified within 48 hours. Full rules/winners are available from Shpn, 4 Walnut Tree Park, Walnut Tree Close, Guildford, Surrey, GU1 4TA. Instant win consists of questions selected at random from any of the subjects. Call prices correct at time of print.
Art Of Fighting 2

£Unconfirmed
Out December
178M-bits
No, really there is an
art to fighting other
than kicking the
other fella in the
knackers and run-
ning away. In fact,
the programmers
got it down to such
a fine art that we
recon Art Of
Fighting 2 puts
Street Fighter 2 in
the shade.

It’s not just that
there are more
moves, better special
attacks and the
gameplay is better
paced. Or that the graph-
ics are more imaginative
and the sound is sonic-
ally astounding, or that SNK
has managed to push
beat’em-ups further
ahead with this one game
while Capcom is still
telling us that Street
Fighter 2 Turbo Extra
Dooper Splendo edition
is, like, pretty cool,
you know?

Basically, if there’s one
reason why you should buy
a Neo Geo CD, you’re look-
ing at it. Art Of Fighting 2
has got the lot. It’s not
just another beat’em-up.

Last Resort

£44.99
Out Now
45M-Bits
There’s nothing like
taking someone
else’s idea and blat-
antly ripping it off.
Well, there are a lot
of things like it. A
lot of gamses do it.
But that didn’t
deter Last Resort’s pro-
gammers who obviously
saw R-Type, liked the look
of it, then befted off back
to their work stations to
create their own, and
rather sexy version of it.

Perhaps they called it
Last Resort because after
attempting to throw ideas
together their last resort
was a trip down to the
amusements to feed other
people’s machines full of
Yen. However, credit
where credit’s due, they’ve
done a blinder of a job on
this blaster.

Last Resort is a hori-
zontally scrolling shoot-
’em-up loaded with special
weapons, bosses, near-
endless attack waves and,
believe it or not, some
original ideas to keep you
Neo Geers happy.
£5
OFF
RIP OUT AND TEAR DOWN TO
John Menzies

In John Menzies computer departments, if you buy any piece of software on any format – you’ll get £5 off. You’ll also find £5 off vouchers in all the magazines shown below. The more magazines you buy, the more discounts you can get. So, buy the titles, rip out the vouchers and cash in quick.
And that's not all folks, feast your eyes over this shebang of titles...

**Baseball Stars 2**

£44.99
Out Now
48 M-Bit
There's not much you can really do with a baseball game that hasn't been done here. The batting's first-person perspective, when you're fielding the sprites are reduced so you can see more of the pitch and scores and outs are rewarded with full-screen graphics.

This really is a game that calls for a human opponent, unless you're a total baseball nut that is, and there aren't that many of those over here in dear old blighty. However, as sports games go on the Neo Geo, this is second only to Super Sidekicks 2. It is a major second, though, so if you're after bit of two-player rough and tumble, go for Sidekicks first.

**Football Frenzy**

£44.99
Out Now
48M-bits
We all know that this is just rugby for cowards. At least it would be if it wasn't for the multi-million dollar pay packets that drag American students away from their studies, get them playing ball.

As nice as Football Frenzy is to look at, it plays, well, like American football really. Which is all very well if you like the sport, but if you don't it's best to play the alternative rules version. This includes trying to injure players, scoring safety's (the equivalent of an own-goal) or staging a goal-kicking contest. It's entertainment for the small minded, which is probably why we liked it.
GAME SHACK
5 Wolverhampton Street, Dudley, DY1 1DA.

Super Nintendo UK & USA New Prices
CRAZY HORSE £47.99
Soccer Shootout £43.99
CONTRA 3 £35.99
BIONICLE £35.99
VORTEX £56.99
SIGNED £69.99
SAMURAI SHIVODOWN £149.99
EARTH WORM JIM £169.99
FIFA SOCCER £32.99
SKITCHIN £16.99
ROBO V TERMINATOR £32.99
NHL '99 £39.99
FIRE PRO £39.99
MIKIE PAD £22.99 FIRE PAD £8.99
SEGA MEGADRIVE UK & IMPORT PRICES
SATURN FROM NOVEMBER 21ST
SONY PLAYSTATION £CALL
ULTRA 64 £SEGA 32X £CALL
VIRTUA FIGHTERS II £32.99
NEO CD AVAILABLE NOW!!!

USA. SCO /384.99 UK SCO £364.99
BURNING SOLDIER £32.99
THEME PARK £32.99
FIFA, SOCCER £32.99
2ND HAND NEO-GEO £149.99
KING OF FIGHTERS 94 £179.99
SIDEKICKS 2 £164.99
2ND HAND CARTS FROM £3.99

HUNDREDS OF SECOND HAND GAMES ON ALL FORMATS IN STOCK ALSO SOME SECOND HAND CONSOLES AVAILABLE FOR INCREDIBLE PRICES. CALL THE HOTLINE TO CHECK AVAILABILITY.

WE PART EXCHANGE GAMES AND CONSOLES. MINIMUM EXCHANGE FEE £25.00 & PACKING £1.50 PER GAME. £5.00 FOR CONSOLES. NEXT DAY COURIER SERVICE £8.50 UK MAINLAND.

18 HANKWELL HOUSE GOSFIELD ROAD DAGENHAM ESSEX RM8 1DN
01384 242513

GAME SEARCH
081-252-6348
LONDON AND SOUTH EAST
LOW COST
MAIL ORDER SPECIALIST
NEW ATARI JAGUAR £214.99 RRP £229.99
MEGADRIVE II NEW LION KING £99.99
MEGA CD II FIGHTER PACK £195.99

CHEAPEST NINTENDO PRICES AROUND

EVEN MORE NEW GAME STOCKED AT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES
DONKEY KONG COUNTRY
MUTSUNE FIX A BRICK
NIGHT STALKER

WE ALSO DO JOYSTICKS, PC CD-ROM DISKETS, HARD DISK DRIVERS, ACCESSORIES, PC HARDWARE, AMIGA HARDWARE, VARIOUS GRATIS ADVERTISMENTS.

EVERYTHING AT A LOW PRICE

CALL US NOW FOR UNBELIEVABLE PRICES!

SNES TITLES:
S.W.C. Mega Titan Sony Playstation/Sewn
Sega Saturn Seed
For Your FREE Information Pack (State Machine) Please phone or write to us TODAY!
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Dear readers,

Having a lovely time in the office. Loads of great toys to play with, especially the Neo Geo CD console. It's really groovy, especially Art Of Fighting 2. We don't suppose many of you have got one yet, but that's why we're best and you're not.

As we sun ourselves under the warming glow of our fluorescent lights, aired by the breeze of our SMC 12-Inch fans and supping on Terrence Piper's finest coffee-style brown drink – we can't help but feeling a little guilty. Just a little.

To salve our conscience we're going to give one of you lucky readers the chance to recreate these utopian conditions in your own home (only without the lights, fan or coffee substitute) by giving away a wonderful Neo Geo CD complete with our 10 fave games. All you have to do is answer these three little questionettes:

You already know we're best, but exactly how many years have we been around for?

a) five years
b) eight years
c) 13 years

How many joystick sockets does a Neo Geo CD console have?

a) One
b) Two
c) Three

Finally, how many games were launched with the Neo Geo CD system?

a) Ten
b) Thirteen
c) Fourteen

Answers on a postcard to Gee, shucks, you really are a good comp, CVG, Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon Lane, London, EC1R 3AU. Answers must reach us by 9 January or it's curtains for them, got that?

This competition is open to everyone in the world – except employees of Emap, SNK and Thomley Distribution. No cash alternative will be offered or correspondence entered into and the editor's decision is final as he's probably a lot bigger than you are.
Virtua Racing Deluxe

Now it comes down to - exactly how much of a boost does the 32-X give to your Mega Drive? Well play 16-Bit Virtua then try this, you won't believe your eyes...

Game on
I'll admit to having been standing tall among the sceptics in the face of 32-X, but now I've actually sat down to rattle through the games, I'm a changed man. And of all the ones I've seen, this is, to my shallow mind at least, the best of the bunch.

Virtua Racing, as many of you probably discovered, is the best driving game to hit the arcades in recent years. Sure, Daytona and Ridge Racer are graphically amazing, but they can't compare to Virtua for sheer up playability. After spending plenty of evenings ramming each other off the track in the arcades we were more than a bit disappointed with Sega's ambitious Mega Drive conversion, which scored 79% in our May issue, but this, thank Sonic, is much better.

Right cheap
For a machine which costs about a 100th of the price of the Virtua Racing coin-op, you can't help but be amazed by the power the 32-X brings to this game. No matter how much is happening on the screen, the machine copes more than adequately. And it's not just the polygons. The excellent

bit-mapped backdrops add immeasurably to Virtua's look. Although the number of polygons is noticeably less in the split-screen two-player game it doesn't affect the gameplay in any way, even though having the tracks drawing themselves a few inches in front of your car is a little disconcerting.

The sound is up to an equally high standard, being a spot-on conversion from the coin-op, right down to the sampled speech. Most of what gets pumped through the speakers would just be impossible on a standard Mega Drive. This really is the icing on the cake, and a very good reason to whack the volume right up and blow up your speakers.

If you've already got Virtua Racing on Mega Drive, and are wondering if this is worth buying as well, our advice would be to go for it. This is a completely different experience. It's faster, better looking and the new tracks are imaginatively designed and flippin' tough.

Viewpoint
In addition to the four Virtua views, there are two new in-the-cockpit views for the new cars. Easily the best is the stock car, which comes complete with a bonnet that tilts as you steer.
MEGADRIVE 32X

Stick to the left turn and you're up against all the other cars, go down the right side and you've got a nasty turn. Survive that and you'll probably clock in with the fastest lap.

There's nothing like beating a mate in a two-player game - especially if you're a total jam-skiler of the Mount Hartley's variety, and you do it so your rival is close enough to watch you sail across the finish line.

The prototype is so fast that crashing once can effectively prevent you from winning - unless your opponent is equally deficient in the driving skill department.

When you've completed a race you can watch your performance in the replay mode, which uses TV camera-type views. No Murray Walker commentary though.

Sand Park is the most impressive track of the lot, with huge tunnels just like this one here. In fact, exactly like this one here, because that what it is.

The two new cars didn't really add anything to the early preview versions of Virtua Deluxe, but in the final one they completely transform the races. The stock car handles like something out of Micro Machines - fish-tailing and skidding around corners, while the prototype is enough to test Virtua veterans.

1. Formula one
   Handling: ****
   Speed: *****
   Acceleration: ****

2. Prototype
   Handling: **
   Speed: ****
   Acceleration: **

3. Stock Car
   Handling: *****
   Speed: **
   Acceleration: **
**TEKNO**

**Virtua Racing Deluxe**

**Race DAZE**

1. The equivalent of a Sunday drive through the New Forest. Virtua veterans will bolt through it.
2. A little trickier, with a few sharp turns. But there's a nice long straight for the prototype car.
3. That sharp U-turn is where most cars will come-acropolis, but do it without skidding and you'll have a record time.
4. A brilliant two-player track packed with sharp turns and decent straights. Brilliant with the prototype.
5. A good course for the stock car with plenty of tunnels and splits in the road; it's easy to beat the computer on, though.

**VERDICT**

Type: 32X

MEGA DRIVE 32X

If there was one game that could convince me that the 32X was a good idea, it was going to be *Virtua Racing*. The single-player version is like an enhanced version of the coin-op, with superb tracks and two new cars which add to the gameplay. It's a totally different prospect to the Mega Drive version, and it's nice to see Sega abstain from reproducing the original, but with a few hundred extra polygons. If you get a 32X, make this top of your games list.

MARK PATTISON

**ALTERNATIVE**

MEGA DRIVE

- *Virtua Racing* ($39.99)
- *Sega* ($69.99)

There's plenty of impressive polygon-pumping coming from the DSP chip in the cart, but you're paying through the nose for it and the game, ultimately, just isn't as playable as it should be.

**Issue 150: 79%**

**SECOND OPINION**

Despite its technical brilliance, there's no escaping that *Virtua Racing* is getting on a bit now and has been superseded by titles such as Daytona. However, Sega has done itself proud with this 32X conversion which instantly renders the title relevant again. The arcade mode has been converted almost perfectly and the new cars add a whole new dimension to the play. Almost a bargain.

**OVERALL**

- **GRAPHICS**: 94
- **SOUND**: 92
- **PLAYABILITY**: 95
- **VALUE**: 90

**93**
Here's Mr Swagman and these are all his friends. They're going to wreck your dreams because they are what your worst nightmares are made of.

Always one to jump onto the latest technological bandwagon, Core Design is going all out to bombard the Mega Drive 32X and the Saturn with bigger, better and more advanced versions of its games — with many a new one thrown in for good measure...

Up 'til now Core Design has been champions of the Mega-CD with corkers such as Thunderhawk and Battlecorps already under its belt. Now, though, it's time the firm moved on to fresher fields because, according to PR Manager Susie Hamilton: "We've taken the Mega-CD as far as we can, but we can use the experience gained from working extensively on the Mega-CD and put it into practice on the Mega Drive 32X and similarly with the Saturn."

Not, she hastens to add, that the 32X versions of the first three releases due out next:

Spring - Soulstar, Thunderhawk and BC Racers will just be direct port overs. "You can't do that technically anyway — they'll all be totally different. Soulstar, for example, is having all its graphics redrawn."

Core also intends to utilise criticisms from magazines about past versions of its games and update and improve the 32X and/or Saturn versions accordingly. Says Susie: "Everybody seemed to love the look of Thunderhawk on the Mega-CD but some said it was a bit samey — we're going to take this into account with the 32X version and make the missions more varied so there will be a marked progression."

But how do you improve on something like Battlecorps when it was already stunning on Mega-CD? Susie explains: "We don't know yet exactly what we are going to do with it. Naturally it'll be graphically enhanced because it will have 24-bit graphics and there will certainly be all new missions — we'll probably make them more complicated too."

Top titles
Also heading for the 32X in Spring is Tee-Off — a stunning looking golf sim with four fully rendered, 18-hole courses, viewable from any angle and packed with masses of realistic animation which were created using a skeleton system of wireframes which were then moved frame by frame. There are seven modes of play including Practice, tournament, skins, match play, shoot out and a Texas Scramble mode where speed is what counts.

And, on the Saturn front (no release dates as yet) comes Fractal Racer — a polygon-generated four wheel drive vehicle racing challenge across fully rendered off road landscapes which aims to beat Daytona as king of the racers.

Then there's Tomb Raiders. All we know about this so far is that it will be a 3D adventure featuring a guy, a gal, a pyramid and some guns. "Nuff said."

Last, but certainly not least, there's Swagman, an odd-looking game which all takes place in your dreams and has our dastardly anti-hero messing around with said dreams and turning them into nightmares in the likes of graveyards and haunted houses in an action-packed arcade adventure. (Check out other 32X previews on 139 and 141!)

Dream, oh dreeeeeeeem... aargh!
Star Wars ARCADE

A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away... the ultimate coin-op conversion arrives!

The force goes on
Of all the films released, George Lucas’ Star Wars trilogy has influenced more video games than any other. Now Sega is set to take Star Wars into the next generation with its conversion of the recently-released Virtua Star Wars coin-op.

The screenshots really don’t do the game any justice. The filled polygons move incredibly smoothly and those of you that thought the Megadrive version of Virtua Racing was smoothness personified, are going to be blown away. On approaching the Death Star it’s hard not to be impressed as the polygon monstrosity fills the screen, but by far the most impressive section of the game is when you enter the heart of the Super Star Destroyer and the Death Star. The screen tilts and sways in smooth pixel-perfect detail and, unlike past polygon-based games, you have full control over the ship and there’s none of the limiting play area seen in, say, Silpheed.

Evil empire
Starting with preliminary dog-fights with swarms of TIE Fighters, later stages involve engaging a massive Star Destroyer before recreating Luke’s epic flight into the heart of the Death Star. Nothing original I’m sure you’ll agree, however, whereas past Star Wars games involve avoiding masses of vector-drawn space craft, Sega’s game makes the most of the 32X’s fast processing speed by recreating the many ships and battles using filled polygons — loads of them! The Empire’s evil reign is spreading across the galaxy, and only one person can stop them — you. Prepare to make that difference...

Leaving the safety of the Rebel base and heading for the first TIE attack.
Bring a FRIEND

As in the coin-op, the 32X version of Star Wars sports a rather nifty two-player mode. While in the one-player game the player is responsible for both steering and protecting the Y-Wing, the task is split when a second player joins in. Steering the craft and minimal attacking facilities falls to the first guy, but the main line of defence is down to the second player who is armed with lasers and lock-on missiles.

- Ooh me asteroids (copyright ancient gags inc. 1957).

Shooting turrets on the first sweep across the Death Star surface.

- A hit, sir! A most palpable hit!

- Three TIEs approach from the right, with Vader in the centre of the formation.

- Uh-oh! One too many hits and you'll see your plans for glory turn to dust.

- The small green icons to the centre of the screen indicate how many more ships need to be hit.

- Time's running out, and there's still fifteen TIE Fighters to destroy.

I think I went out with the guy below's daughter once.
32X or arcade, sir?

On plugging the cart in, Star Wars offers two different game styles. The first is a straight conversion of the arcade game with all the levels recreated in full, whilst the second is a more fleshed-out '32X' version. Whilst the levels are virtually the same as those of the arcade game, Sega have stepped up the number of dog-fights against the TIE with up to three energy-sapping battles paving the way towards the first major strike against the Empire fleet.

SECOND OPINION

It's good to see that rather than just port Virtua Star Wars over to the 32-X, Sega has taken time out to add new stages and bolster the original ones by making them longer and more challenging. The result is a fast-paced, visually impressive tribute to a classic film which also manages to cram some fast blasting gameplay into the mix. Oh, and did I mention the brilliant John Williams score which sounds like it's being played directly off a CD? I could go on for hours...

MARK PATTerson

VERDICT

Frankly, Sega couldn't have chosen a better game to launch the 32X. The Virtua Star Wars coin-op was all presentation and no content, but by adding an enhanced 32X version, Sega has given users the best of both worlds. In terms of appearance, this conversion is jerkier than the coin-op, but the differences are minimal and will be forgotten in the heat of battle — I defy you not to be impressed as you battle your way towards the reactor core in the Super Star Destroyer!

RAD AUTOMATIC

- GRAPHICS: 93
- SOUND: 90
- PLAYABILITY: 91
- VALUE: 90

OVERALL: 90

This looks like a space whale. But I don't think it is.
**Afterburner**

New technology, old game. Will Sega's blast from the past cut any ice seven years on...

The original Afterburner coin-op had the two ingredients that used to guarantee a machine's success - it was very loud and had a gimmick in the form of a reactive joystick. You don't get the stick this time round, although it's still loud and, frankly, rather impressive.

Even though it isn't fully finished, the version of Afterburner we've been playing is coin-op perfect, right down to the speech, rolls and Outrun car of the original. Which begs the question has this been ported straight from the coin-op? We reckon it was, which isn't a bad thing. And if that's the case let's hope Sega does more coin-op perfect conversions. Whether or not people will want to spend their money on a game this old remains to be seen. Whatever happens, we're looking forward to it.

The 32X version of Afterburner, thankfully, bares no resemblance to the rather poor Mega Drive one.

Another blast from Sega's past, with this one clocking in at 10 years old. Nostalgia or a convenient conversion?

As the senior partner in Sega's retro trip, Space Harrier seems to have been around forever. That's not to take away the fact that the original game was really a very playable shoot-'em-up, and is an extremely novel title for the time. But its reputation has been somewhat tarnished over the years by some very rough home versions along the way.

This is completely the opposite to those conversion calamities you'll be glad to hear being, like Afterburner, true to the coin-op. There's the little biker in the red bomber jacket still charging along, and over, a chess-board landscape blasting dragons, alien bugs and Easter Island stone heads with his portable hoodoo.

It's not what you'd call breaking any new ground on the gaming front, in fact it's quite the reverse once you've seen shoot-'em-ups like Star Wars Arcade. However, Sega is hoping, in part, to cash in on the sheer nostalgia value of the title which, on the face of it, has attained genuine classic status.

If you've got a hankering for a bit of Harriering you'll be able to try it out for yourself when the game's released in January on Mega Drive 32X. In the meantime watch out for the review in the near future.

**Space Harrier**

Colliding with the levitating rocks and high-energy mulberry bushes is fatal. The original game appeared before auto-fire routines in games, so it calls for some serious trigger pumping.

The 32X handles the sprite scaling of the 3D graphics perfectly. It ought to as it's more powerful than the original coin-op.

Space Harrier was the original rock hard game.
What should be at the top of every Real Gamer's list this Christmas?

A: How about a subscription to CVG!

Yes, for the measly sum of £34.00 for 12 issues, you'll get all the following benefits:

- A copy of CVG delivered direct to your door every month come rain, shine or leaves on the track.
- You'll get your copy of CVG hot off the press - days before anyone else.
- Each month you'll get a mag totally stuffed with previews and reviews of the very latest and best games on every single format. Yes, that's right, EVERY SINGLE FORMAT.
- As it's a Christmas present you can get someone else to pay for it.
- If unfortunately, that someone else is skint don't worry, you can also get a 6 months subscription for only £17.00. Bargain!

SO WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
- FILL IN THE FORM. NOW!

(or if you want to pay by credit card call our subscriptions hotline on 0858 468888 quoting source and offer codes)

SEND COMPLETED FORM TO CVG SUBS DEPT, TOWER PUBLISHING, TOWER HOUSE, SOVEREIGN PARK, LATHKILL STREET, LEICESTER, LE16 9EF

Priority subscription order form

[ ] Yes, it's at the top of my list, start my 12 issue subscription. Pronto! Offer code : B12
[ ] Please send me 6 issues for £17.00. Offer code : B13

Source Code: IB99
NAME:________________________
ADDRESS:_____________________

POSTCODE:_____________________
SIGNED:______________________
(Parent or guardians signature if under 18 years)
I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to Emaph Images Ltd for £__________

All subscriptions will be processed as quickly as possible, but you should allow 28 days for the order to be processed and expect to receive the first available issue after that.

Subscriptions guarantee: remember, if you are not completely satisfied with your subscription, you can cancel at any time and get a full refund for any unmailed issues.

[ ] Tick here if you do not wish to receive any direct mail that Emaph Images Ltd feels may be of interest to you.
Cosmic Carnage

It's Carnage 'cos there's plenty of death and it's Cosmic because it's been programmed by hippies. Probably.

OK, so maybe there aren't any hippies involved in the game, otherwise it would probably be entitled 'Cosmic Can't We Come To, Like, A Rational Resolution Through Reasonable Verbal Discourse. Man'. No, thankfully this is big aliens, big weapons, big armour, big blood and body parts flying across the screen, just the way many gamers like their gaming software, don't you find?

The graphics are the largest we've seen in a beat-'em-up with smooth animation and plenty of smart moves - including fatalities. It also uses Neo Geo-style camera zooming to close in on the action when the characters close in on one another. Out of the next batch of 32X software releases, this looks like being the biggest. Watch out for more shots next month.

Doom

Despite having to make a few small compromises in the form of a border around the screen and a few less levels, Sega has managed to produce a lightning-fast version of Doom for the Mega Drive 32X. It sticks closely to the PC original, with familiar level maps and all those secret rooms you need to discover if you want to get the best weapons early. The most positive sign has to be that none of the violence has been sacrificed. It's just as bloody as it ever was. So you can run amok with a chainsaw until you run out of petrol.

▲ There's no namby pamby, censored version of Doom for the 32X. Blood, guns and chain saws ahoy!
This section's to remind those with short memories what we told you last month was coming out this month... ermm what was I writing again, oh yes, current releases... ermm what magazine am I writing for again? (Cue Out News - Ed.)

**Carts**

- **RED ZONE**
  - Mega Drive
  - Issue 156
  - 93%
  - This helicopter sim controls like a dream and there's a good mix of air and ground combat missions. The words 'this', 'buy' and 'game' spring to mind.

- **EARTH-WORM JIM**
  - SNES/Mega Drive
  - Issue 156
  - SNES 90%/MD 88%
  - Yes it's another platformer, but it's so entertaining and imaginative that this game will keep you in astounded mode with its ace graphics and ear-bashing sound.

- **WAY OF THE WARRIOR**
  - 3DO
  - Issue 156
  - 83%
  - More blood and gore than a Quentin Tarantino script, this beat-'em-up takes the best bits of Mortal Kombat and Street Fighter, and puts them on the 3DO to stylish effect.

- **BURN CYCLE**
  - CD
  - Issue 156
  - 90%
  - The best FMV game around with live action that really adds to the gameplay and atmosphere. Shoot-'em-up, exploration and puzzles in one cart and a good plot.

- **PETE SAMPRAS**
  - Handheld
  - Issue 156
  - 88%
  - Like Micro Machines, this allows two-player action on one machine. Play in a knockout or tournament mode and win loads of tennis matches all round the world.

**PC/Amiga**

- **SAMURAI SHODOWN**
  - Game Boy
  - Issue 156
  - 85%
  - This coin-op conversion of Takara's fierce and furious beat-'em-up is surprisingly good. Great fighting action and large well-drawn sprites to boot.

- **UNIVERSE**
  - Amiga
  - Issue 155
  - 87%
  - This point-and-click affair has been carefully crafted in a stunning 256 colours and combines some great arcade sequences with some cryptic puzzling gameplay.

- **PROBOTECTOR 2**
  - Game Boy
  - Issue 155
  - 84%
  - Overhead and horizontal scrolling combined in one five level shoot-'em-up. You get some hefty hardware from level one that can be upgraded into something even heartier.

- **COLONIZATION**
  - PC
  - Issue 156
  - 90%
  - Here's the latest epic from the inimitable Sid Meir. Adopt expansionist policies and keep the natives happy and you'll still go wrong as this is one hard and demanding game.

- **RISE OF THE ROBOTS**
  - PC
  - Issue 156
  - 90%
  - We mistakenly said this beat-'em-up was from Konami. Sorry Time Warner; but don't let that detract from the fact that this is a totally stunning game and worth a buy.

**Handheld**

- **SS LUCIFER**
  - Game Gear
  - Issue 156
  - 74%
  - Rescue passengers from a sinking ship by pulling the right levers and other great puzzle things. A Lemmings-style puzzler for £27.99 — pretty good value.

- **DOOM 2**
  - PC
  - Issue 156
  - 88%
  - Hunt through a labyrinthian hell shooting seven shades out of some of all and sundry. Doom junkies won't be able to resist more of the same, only better.

- **ALIEN VS PREDATOR**
  - JAGUAR
  - Issue 156
  - 90%
  - A well-made shoot-'em-up fest with stylish sprites; well drawn backgrounds and enough firepower to keep Saddam, Gaddafi and any other zealous despot at bay.

- **MICRO MACHINES**
  - Mega Drive
  - Issue 156
  - 94%
  - No flash graphics, just solid gameplay and the most fun you can have with four people, a TV, a Mega Drive and a J-Cart. Believe us we've tried everything else.

- **STREET RACER**
  - SNES
  - Issue 156
  - 94%
  - A Mario Kart-style racer where you fight opposing racers and two other games packed in — a Rumble and a Soccer game which means this game gives good value.
I don't know there you are waiting for a game review for ages, and then what happens; eight come along at once...

**Supershorts...**

| TINY TOONS |
| WACKY SPORTS |
| SNES | KONAMI |
| £44.99 |
| Technical jerk-off with little real playability. |

| GRAPHIC |
| Absolutely great. Konami has obviously put a lot of effort into making Wacky Sports look as impressive as possible. |

| SOUND |
| Another fine piece of workmanship here. Captures all the atmosphere of the cartoons. If you're into that sort of thing. |

| PLAYABILITY |
| Bit of a stumbling block here; it's very boring. So-called 'wacky' sports games are ten a penny these days, and are still crap. |

| OVERALL |
| 63 |

| BRIAN LARA'S CRICKET |
| CRICKET |
| PC | AUDIOGENIC |
| £29.99 |
| Tedious cricket game slightly redeemed by two-player mode. |

| GRAPHIC |
| Not all that bad, although the animation leaves something to be desired at times, at least everything's clear. |

| SOUND |
| You'll regret spending all that money on your sound card when you get a load of these sonics. |

| PLAYABILITY |
| Not bad at first, but some incredibly dull patches means you'll lose interest quickly, even if you're a big cricket fan. |

| OVERALL |
| 47 |

| INDIANA JONES' GREATEST ADVENTURES |
| SNES | JVC |
| £59.99 |
| It might be another platform game, but it's not at all bad. |

| GRAPHIC |
| Excellent, loads of detail and great animation. However, it's nothing which hasn't been seen before in the genre. |

| SOUND |
| Very impressive when played through surround speakers, although once again it doesn't break any new ground. |

| PLAYABILITY |
| Obviously cast in the Castlevania vein this is an excellent platformer which packs a great challenge but few surprises. |

| OVERALL |
| 82 |

| MAN UTD PREM CHAMPS |
| PREM CHAMPS |
| PC | KRISIS |
| £29.99 |
| Engaging and surprisingly original footie title. |

| GRAPHIC |
| Let's be honest, we're all friends here, they're crap. Diddy little sad men and some patches of green. |

| SOUND |
| The thing with footie games is they rarely have anything worth writing about when it comes to sound. This is no exception. |

| PLAYABILITY |
| Heavy and very fluid tactical element, but it's a bit too hard to score for most tastes. Worth a look, though. |

| OVERALL |
| 81 |

| MEGA TURRICAN |
| TURRICAN |
| MD | SONY |
| UNCONFIRMED |
| Tough and playable platform blaster. |

| GRAPHIC |
| Great backgrounds and fantastic use of colour, but the main sprites look stiff and out of place. |

| SOUND |
| The sound effects are superb and enhance the atmosphere no end. The music, however, is pretty weedy. |

| PLAYABILITY |
| Certainly unoriginal, and not up to Probotector standards, but this is still a highly playable title. |

| OVERALL |
| 83 |

| SONIC IN TRIPLE TROUBLE |
| TRIPLE TROUBLE |
| GAME GEAR | SEGAL |
| UNCONFIRMED |
| Sonic over-easy is the best way to describe this. In a diner. |

| GRAPHIC |
| Standard Planet Mobius fare. Nice animation and some creative backgrounds and bosses. |

| SOUND |
| Alright, nothing special but nothing terrible not neither. Average would be the closest definition we could use. |

| PLAYABILITY |
| Quite good fun but too easy — you'll complete it on your first or second go, which wrecks the value somewhat. |

| OVERALL |
| 68 |

| FRITZ CHESS |
| CHESS |
| PC | PLAYTIME |
| £39.99 |
| What a computer chess game should be. |

| GRAPHIC |
| It's a serious chess game. As such it eschews visual finery for a very clear and straightforward presentation. |

| SOUND |
| Ditto here. When was the last time you played a game of chess accompanied by an action movie soundtrack, eh? |

| PLAYABILITY |
| This is the game which thrashed both Short and Kasperov. If you have the tiniest or hugest interest in chess, this is a must. |

| OVERALL |
| 91 |

| SUPER ICE HOCKEY |
| ICE HOCKEY |
| SNES | SUNSOFT |
| £49.99 |
| Ice hockey gets the console treatment again. |

| GRAPHIC |
| Well drawn and certainly well animated sprites in a bit too much blueness to be truly appealing. |

| SOUND |
| No real atmosphere. A bit like at a real-life ice hockey game, thinking about it. I should know, I've been, unfortunately. |

| PLAYABILITY |
| Good controls and decent enough game mechanics, but there's no excitement in the air. |

| OVERALL |
| 71 |
**Win Desert Strike on PC compo**

Well, you know how the saying goes: 'Strike while the dessert's hot' and while there's nothing like a nice bit of rice pudding, we thought we'd better tell you something about the excellent Desert Strike from Gremlin on PC. Well, it's essentially basic. Those of you who saw it on console will of course already know that, and if you're a PC owner here's how you can get hold of a copy of this mighty blast fest (not too much strategy to get in the way of the shooting) where you take on some war crazy Middle East country and blow political correctness out of the sky.

Yes all you have to do is answer the forthcoming queeie and send it to the address below and we'll pick 20 right answers (completely at random) and send them a copy of Desert Strike. Oh, and by the way, please state whether you want the game on floppy or CD-ROM. Here goes then...

**BIG ED**

It's a tough job being an editor of one of Britain's top games magazines, but these guys get to do it...

**Andy McVitie, Editor**

**Nintendo Magazine System**

Hey, I'm spoiled for choice this month. Pitfall 2 has been keeping my monitor on the warm side; it's fine, honest to goodness, 100% platform action. Blackhawk is very very atmospheric, and International Superstar Soccer, in my humble opinion, is simply the most accurate soccer game on any machine.

**Steve Merrett, Editor**

**Mean Machines**

It has been a long time coming, but Doom for the 32X is our current fave. It may have a smaller game window, but it is every bit as fast as the PC version, and equally playable. When we're not cutting demons to bits, we're whizzing around oddball tracks on the still-brilliant Micro Machines 2.

**Richard Leadbetter, Editor**

**Sega Magazine**

The big news this month is the arrival of 32X. All of the three initial games are excellent, but my personal favourite must be the awesome Doom. If this is what 32X programmers have to offer after only a few months of coding who knows what we could be seeing in the future?

**Alan Dykes, Editor**

**CU Amiga**

Help! I've been so busy with the goings on with Commodore that I've got some serious catching up to do. I'm really looking forward to reviewing Sens World of Soccer, PGA Euro Tour and the rather excellent Sim City 2000. I'll have news of a buyer for Commodore soon. Promise...

**Andy Nuttal, Acting Editor**

**The One for Amiga Games**

Hurrrah for making Aladdin on Amiga an exact copy of the Mega Drive game, which I thought was the best. Virgin has even sampled the main theme from the film, which is very sad sounding and, er, sad actually. Still it's been incorporated.... Oh, and Sens World of Soccer is great!

**David Upchurch, Editor**

**PC Games**

No surprises here. Magic Carpet, the finished game, lives up to all of our expectations, plus it's great fun using the multiplayer option to beat up your mates. I'm also a fan of the very fast and cute Little Big Adventure. Sad to say, I've actually dreamed about flying a magic carpet...

**Christina Erskine, Editor**

**PC Review**

There's been team giggling a-plenty about all the pervy noises made by the female character in Ectastica. No wonder it's got an 18 certificate: one of the things you do is to hang people upside down and get thrashed. One to play with the lights off and the sound up, methinks.

**Steve James, Managing Editor**

**Computer and Video Games**

Because this month we've had the new Neo Geo CD on loan in the office (but for an all-too-brief amount of time), I've rushed out, dug up and dusted down all the games I've collected for my own machine. They've still got me hooked, especially Art of Fighting 2; so the fact that they'll soon be affordable is very good news indeed.
chart attack with HMV

Soon days will not be known as Friday or Monday, oh no the games nomenclator will have each day of the week named after a game, and judging by this month's new number one it looks like Mondays are now forever going to be known as Doomsdays. Well, they are Hell, aren't they?

**all format top 10**

1. *Doom 2*
   - *Virgin* • PC/CD-ROM
   - DoorsDay gets Hell On Earth off to an astounding start, with all the Doom junkies getting more of the same of this chainsaw double barrel shotgun -killing blaster, only better.

2. *Mickey Mania*
   - *Sony* • MD
   - The best new Disney game, and the Sega Drive version is superior to the SNES one. Great in-game animation, and a huge variety in gameplay. Great stuff.

3. *Sonic & Knuckles*
   - *Sega* • MD
   - Popped to the post by the aforementioned platformer, but don't let that put you off this formidable title that is also backwards compatible with Sonic 2 & 3.

4. *Urban Strike*
   - *EA* • Mega Drive
   - The third instalment to the Strike series sees you fighting terrorist squads among the skyscrapers of San Fran and New York et al. A good blast but not as good as Jungle Strike.

5. *PGA European Tour*
   - *Ocean* • Amiga
   - One of the most successful golf sim's ever reaches its Euro Tour incarnation, loads more courses beautifully rendered that all go to make a fine game of simulated golf!

6. *Theme Park*
   - *Virgin* • PC/PC CD-ROM/A1200
   - Create your very own theme park empire: build the rides and keep the punters happy in Bulldog's inimitable business sim. A classic and no mistake.

7. *Colonization*
   - *MicroProse* • PC
   - Yes it's Civilization fame, Sid Meier, comes up with another -Zation style game. Incredibly addictive and intricate gameplay will keep you at your PC for a lifetime.

8. *Fantasy Manager*
   - *PlayTime* • Amiga
   - Fans of what could almost be now classified as cult TV, the Frank Skinner and David Baddiel Fantasy Footie, will go ape over this new Amiga footie game.

9. *Stunt Race FX*
   - *MD/SNES*
   - A welcome return to the All-Formats for this smooth and fluid wacky racer. A veritable amount of vehicles; tracks and viewpoints make this well worth a purchase.

10. *Mortal Kombat 2*
    - *Acclaim* • MD/SNES/GB/GG
    - A bit of a tumble for the former numero uno, nonetheless we heartily recommend that if you haven't got this coin-op conversion, what are you doing with a games machine?

**snes top 5**

1. *Stunt Race FX*
   - *Nintendo*

2. *Mickey Mania*
   - *Sony*

3. *Super Metroid*
   - *Nintendo*

4. *FIFA Int. Soc.
   - *Oce

5. *Sim City*
   - *Nintendo*

**gb top 5**

1. *Donkey Kong*
   - *Nintendo*

2. *Tetris 2*
   - *Nintendo*

3. *Warloand*
   - *Nintendo*

4. *Probector 2*
   - *Konami*

5. *Power Rangers*
   - *Bandai*

**nes top 5**

1. *Tetris 2*
   - *Nintendo*

2. *Kirby's Dreamland*
   - *Nintendo*

3. *Pacman*
   - *Nintendo*

4. *Micro Machines*
   - *Codemasters*

5. *Yoshi's Cookies*
   - *Nintendo*

**mac top 5**

1. *Myst*
   - *EA*

2. *Syndicate*
   - *EA*

3. *Sim City 2000*
   - *Mindscape*

4. *7th Guest*
   - *Virgin*

5. *Sim City: Scenario*
   - *Mindscape*

**pc top 5**

1. *Doom 2*
   - *Virgin*

2. *Colonization*
   - *MicroProse*

3. *Space Sim*
   - *Microsoft*

4. *System Shock*
   - *EA*

5. *PGA Tour 486*
   - *EA*

**md top 5**

1. *Urban Strike*
   - *Electronic Arts*

2. *Fantasy Manager*
   - *Sega*

3. *Mickey Mania*
   - *Sony*

4. *Street Fighter 2*
   - *Sega*

5. *Jungle Book*
   - *JVC*

**mdc top 5**

1. *Jurassic Park*
   - *Sega*

2. *FIFA Int.Soccer*
   - *EA*

3. *Mortal Kombat*
   - *Sega*

4. *Aladdin*
   - *Sega*

5. *Star Wars*
   - *Sega*

**gg top 5**

1. *Mortal Kombat 2*
   - *Acclaim*

2. *Sonic Spinball*
   - *Sega*

3. *NBA Jam*
   - *Sega*

4. *Sonic Chaos*
   - *Sega*

5. *Desert Strike*
   - *EA*

**ms top 5**

1. *Mortal Kombat 2*
   - *Acclaim*

2. *Sensible Soccer*
   - *Sega*

3. *Sonic Chaos*
   - *Sega*

4. *WWF Steel Cage*
   - *Acclaim*

5. *On the Ball*
   - *Acclaim*

**amiga top 5**

1. *Theme Park*
   - *EA*

2. *PGA Euro Tour Golf*
   - *Ocean*

3. *UFO*
   - *Mindscap

4. *On the Ball*
   - *Ascon*

5. *Fantasy Manager*
   - *Playtime*

**3DO top 5**

1. *Road Rash*
   - *EA*

2. *John Madden Football*
   - *EA*

3. *Night Trap*
   - *Virgin*

4. *Shock Wave*
   - *EA*

5. *Powers Kingdom*
   - *Panasonic*

**key**

- ● non-mover
- ▲ move up
- ▼ move down
- ◐ new entry
COMING SOON...

TEKNO 4!

A wave of new import games is imminent – all the way from Japan, where Sony’s PlayStation and Sega’s Saturn machine are set to launch this November. We’ve packed our toothbrushes, toothpicks and chopsticks and are Tokyo-bound. Next month we’ll have the machines in the office and updates on what we’ll be reviewing on them in the coming months.

SAMURAI SHODOWN 3DO

The 3DO is producing genuine coin-op quality action games - Way of the Warrior, Street Fighter II Turbo X, and now the latest, Samurai Shodown. We give it the full review shodown next month!

RISTAR

It’s the next big thing on the Mega Drive. It’s a very, very capable-looking platform game, and you’ll be seeing it in our next issue.

FLIGHT OF THE AMAZON QUEEN

It’s been a long-time coming, but this LucasArts beater programmed here in the UK is ready for review. It’s funny, in-depth, and boy it looks great!

WIN A SEGA SATURN!

Be the first to own Sega’s excellent 32-bit wonder machine by entering our fabulous compo next month. Win one and be the envy of your drooling mates!

KING OF FIGHTERS 94

It’s the butt-kicking latest coin-op from SNK, and within the blink of an eye it’ll wind its way on to Neo Geo CD. First review and playing guide next month!

NEXT MONTH

CVG 158 – OUT DECEMBER 15
THE MAG THAT REAL GAMERS READ
MICKEY MANIA GRIPS THE NATION

“Better looking than my girlfriend”
Dominik Diamond – Gamesmaster & Radio 1

90% MEGA
90% SEGA POWER
90% C&VG